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Foreword

This  document  is  a  seventh  edition,  Broward  County  Florida,  
Interservice Standard Operating Procedure.  It is published with the  
goal of standardization of Broward County, Florida’s Junior Reserve  
Officers  Training  Corps  program.   This  document  is  considered  
directive  in  nature,  however,  is  not  intended  to  impede  or  
unnecessarily  restrict  the  operations  of  individual  school  JROTC  
programs in Broward County’s  site based managed school system.  
Changes or comments should be addressed to the Broward County  
School Board, 600 SE Third Avenue, Attn: Curriculum Supervisor-
JROTC 13th floor, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33301
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SECTION I.  THE AMERICAN LEGION
BROWARD COUNTY JROTC DRILL TEAM 

CHAMPIONSHIP MEET - ALL SERVICES COMPETITION 

A.  PURPOSE.  The purpose of this SOP is to establish standardized procedures for the annual 
Broward  County  JROTC Drill  Team Championships  (BCDTC.)   An  MOI  is  to  be  revised 
annually  and  placed  on  the  CAB JROTC Conference.   This  SOP establishes  the  rules  and 
procedures that will govern the current school year annual BCDTC.  All requests for change 
must  be  submitted  NLT  15  November  of  the  current  school  year  to  the  Broward  County 
Curriculum Specialist for JROTC to be considered for change to that school year’s BCDTC.

B.  MEET SCHEDULE.  

1. The meet will traditionally be scheduled in February.  Whenever possible the meet 
will not be scheduled when it interferes with SAT/ACT, academic requirements, or 
major  community  events  that  require  large  numbers  of  cadets  to  be  absent.   The 
Curriculum Specialist for JROTC will announce the final date for the BCDTC Drill 
Meet NLT 1 January of the current school year.  

2. The meet will  be hosted by one of Broward County’s  JROTC units  on a rotating 
basis.  It is important that each service host the meet to insure equitable distribution of 
effort.  Should a designated unit not wish to hold the meet on their assigned date a 
volunteer unit may be awarded the host position.  The following establishes a rotation 
between the different services:

      
     
     2013 To Be Determined Navy
     2014 To Be Determined Army
     2015 To Be Determined Marine Corps
     2016 To Be Determined Army
     2017 To Be Determined Air Force

C. BCDTC COMMITTEE.  The BCDTC Committee will be composed of a meet director, 
four deputy directors, an Operations Coordinator and a Logistics Coordinator:

1.  Meet Director Curriculum Specialist for JROTC
2.  First Deputy Director Senior Instructor of Current Year’s Meet Host
3.  Second Deputy Director Senior Instructor of Next Year’s Meet Host
4.  Third Deputy Director Designated American Legion Representative 
5.  Fourth Deputy Director Senior Instructor of Last Year’s Meet Host
6.  Operations Coordinator Broward County JROTC Operations NCO
7.  Logistics Coordinator Broward County Logistics NCO
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D. UNIT ASSIGNMENTS.  The size of the annual meet has dictated that participating units 
take a more active role in its operation.  The Curriculum Specialist will assign the following 
duties annually.

1. Host School. 
a. Shall be responsible for providing and marking the competition areas (equipment 

provided by District office.)
b. Provide an area for the scores to be calculated.
c. Provide runners from the drill area to the scoring area.
d. Provide a concession stand.

2. Field Head Judges.

a. There will be approximately fifteen fields requiring head judges. Each identified 
school must assign one instructor to serve as a judge for a drill area. Judges must 
remain on their assigned fields until released by the scoring booth after all competing 
teams have finished competition on that field.
the scoring booth.
b. Instructors assigned as Judges must be familiar with the score sheets prior to the 
Drill Meet. The score sheets are modeled after the ones used at the National Drill 
Meet  held  in  Daytona.  Even though the  sequences  are  very much like  the  Army 
Florida State Drill Meet, the score sheets are different. 

3. Scoring.   Four  schools  will  be  assigned  to  provide  one  instructor  each to  assist  the 
County Curriculum Specialist with scoring.

4. Knock Out Drill.  One school will provide an instructor to coordinate the conduct of the 
unarmed Knock-Out Drill.  The preference is to have visiting judges tasked to judge the 
knock out event.  Participating schools may be tasked to flesh-out the judge team for this 
event.  The Knock-Out Drill will normally be held after the cadets conduct a police call 
(campus clean-up).  Knock-Out drill will have a $1.00 entry fee to assist the American 
Legion JROTC Booster Club with annual cadet scholarships.

5. Closing Ceremony.

a. ONE school will be assigned the responsibility of organizing the awards/closing 
ceremony.

b.  At a minimum the following should be organized (as coordinated with the 
County Office Operations Sergeant)

       (1)  Organizing the awards formation.
       (2)  Forming a Color Guard, for presentation of colors.
       (3)  Announcing the winners of each event and assisting with awards distribution.
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E.  GENERAL PROCEDURES

1. This SOP includes information pertinent to the competition for drill team preparation and 
competition at the BCDTC.  It is structured in anticipation that there will again be two 
components to the BCDTC, a Friday night component for squad and dual exhibition, and 
the primary Saturday component for the remaining events on Saturday.

2. The last page of this SOP contains the meet entry form. To facilitate timely completion of 
the time/event matrix, it is required that schools complete and return the meet entry form 
to the JROTC Curriculum Specialist’s Office not later than January 30th, of the current 
school year, unless an earlier date is announced. 

3. Schools that wish to set up their own support areas/rally points (for example, shade tents) 
should contact the Senior Instructor of the host school to reserve an area. Space may 
be limited and will be allocated on a first come, first served basis. 

4. Each school may enter only one team in each drill event.

5. Teams will be provided their event start times during the week prior to the drill meet and 
an  updated  schedule  will  be  provided  at  the  commander’s  call  on  the  primary  day 
(Saturday) of the meet. Start times will be determined in a random fashion. Start times for 
the Friday evening component will be established and disseminated when participation 
levels are established.  

6. There is no rain schedule date, so units must plan to attend the meet as scheduled.  If the 
meet  must  be  cancelled,  the  Curriculum  Specialist  for  JROTC  will,  if  possible, 
reschedule it.  In case the meet must be cancelled during the day of competition, awards 
will be awarded for any event in which more than 50% of entered teams have competed 
and have been scored.  Awards will not be awarded for events with less than a 50% 
completion.

7. Teams must be in the ready area at the designated event starting time.  Teams that delay 
competition for an unexcused reason, at the call of the Event Head Judge, run the risk of 
elimination from that event.  Consideration will be given to those teams that have cadets 
participating in events that have conflicting schedules.  If a school decided to withdraw 
from an event after the start of the meet they are required to notify the head score of their  
decision.

F.  GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

1. The host school will be given the option to operate a concession/food booth on the day of the 
meet  and/or  contract  for  box  meals  for  all  participating  cadets.   This  is  operated  as  a 
fundraiser for the host program allowing for the payment of BCDTC overhead costs, guest 
judges’ lunch meal,  as well as profit for the work performed in hosting the meet. Each unit  
that furnishes an instructor judge must also provide the lunch meal for that judge.  Host unit 
will provide coolers with water, ice and cups to be used by judges and runners at each field. 
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Participants must agree to abide by the conditions established by the BCDTC Committee to 
support the host unit.  A supplemental yearly update MOI will be published and will define 
requirements.   PLEASE  ABIDE  BY  THIS  RULE  –  SCHOOLS  WHO  IGNORE 
SUPPORTING THE HOST SCHOOL MAY BE ASKED TO LEAVE THE MEET.

2. In the interest of time management, there will be no opening ceremony.  Details relating to 
the closing ceremony for presentation of awards will be provided (See Para. 5D above).

3. A briefing for judges will be held at a time to be scheduled on the morning of the primary 
meet.  Team commanders and service instructors are not required at this meeting but may 
attend as observers  if  room is available  in the briefing room. Judges will  be in “service 
designated”  uniform  (e.g.,  Class  B  uniform  for  Army  cadre).   For  the  Friday  evening 
component of the BCDTC, a meeting for judges will be held 45 minutes prior to the start of  
the competition.  If they are also judging on Saturday, they must attend both judges’ briefing 
also.

4. A competitors'  briefing (Commanders’ Call) will be held on the primary meet day.  Cadet 
commanders and cadre are required to be present, and all cadre attending the meet must be in 
uniform.  Army instructors, IAW 6th Brigade/Cdt Cmd policy.

5. Drill events will start at approximately 0815 hours.

6. Although discipline problems are not expected at a meet of this caliber, addressing problem 
situations now is the best way to preclude unpleasantness.  While cadets are expected to be 
on their best behavior at the drill meet, there are a few key points that bear repeating.  The 
Drill Meet Committee reserves the right to remove any individual, group, or competition unit 
from competition  for destructive,  profane,  or other conduct  unbecoming to military/cadet 
behavior.  The drill meet will be considered a “NO SALUTE” area.  However, Drill Meet 
Committee members will be conscious of the requirements to maintain acceptable military 
bearing and uniform standards during the meet and will make necessary corrections.  Unit 
and individual demeanor and conduct are key evaluation points in determining the overall 
Spirit Award winner.  All cadre attending the meet must be in uniform.  Army instructors, 
IAW 6th Brigade/Cdt Cmd policy

7. Standard Uniforms.  Given the fact that each service has individual uniform regulations, the 
standard uniform of the day for the inspection, color guards, and regulation events will be the 
short sleeve uniform with garrison cap and low quarter shoes.  Ascots, berets, gloves, helmets 
or helmet liners, scarves, spats, etc.,  are examples of items that  will not be worn for the 
inspection,  color  guards,  and regulation  events.   JROTC cadre  will  be in  an appropriate 
service uniform at all times during the conduct of this meet. Unit and individual appearance 
is a key evaluation point in determining the overall Spirit Award winner.
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a. For exhibition events only, drill teams may wear Dress Uniforms, accouterments, 
foot and headgear, etc., as authorized by their service SOP.

b. Cadets  are  not allowed to wear  ACU/Utilities/Dungarees/Fatigues,  etc.  for the 
meet.

8. Chanting, prolonged cheering or any other loud disruptive noises around the competitive 
areas during competition is strictly forbidden. This can and has, in the past, disrupted 
other teams that are competing.  Any team that continuously violates this  rule will  be 
disqualified.

G.  SPECIFICATIONS & GUIDELINES FOR COMPETITION AREAS

1. Typically,  there  will  not  be  medical  services  on site.   However,  limited  first  aid  kit 
equipment will be available.  It is strongly recommended that competing units also bring 
their own first aid kits.

2. All drill areas are anticipated to have a grass surface (Annual Supplemental MOI will 
inform  if  different).   The  drill  area  layout  will  be  provided  by  the  host  school  in 
coordination with the Curriculum Specialist.  The field dimensions are as follows:

Field dimensions:
a.  Color Guard Area   55 feet by 55 feet
b.  Drill Areas (Regulation & Exhibition) 100 feet by 100 feet
c.  Dual & Individual Exhibition   33 feet by 33 feet

3. Drill areas will be marked with visual devices such as rope, traffic cones, construction 
tape, and/or boundary flags.

4. Drill Teams will enter the drill area from the entry area at the direction of the event Head 
Judge.  Once in the drill area, the Team Commander will report to the event Head Judge 
and request permission to drill.  Once permission has been granted, Team Commanders 
will pause for six counts and proceed to drill their teams as prescribed on the applicable 
score  sheet.   No written  lists  of  commands  or  other  assistance  may be used.   Upon 
completion of drill, and upon the direction of the event Head Judge, the drill team will  
exit the drill area.  The team will take whatever required movements are needed to exit 
the drill area.  The entrance and exit points for regulation events will be the same point on 
the drill area. Exhibition drill teams may enter and exit at any point of the drill area. 

5. Boundary violations occur when any part of a cadet or their clothing comes in contact 
with a boundary marker or an imaginary line between the cones.  A violation also occurs 
when a cadet crosses the point where a marker should have been prior to the marker  
being dislodged.  Five penalty points per person per occurrence will be assessed, but only 
on one judge’s score sheet.
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H.  COMPETITION RULES

1. All  event  competitors  must  be  students  in  good standing  with  their  school's  JROTC 
program and have a weighted 2.0 GPA or higher.  Competitors must receive one full 
JROTC credit during the school year in which they compete.  This will allow schools 
scheduled under a 4x4 alternative schedule to compete with all cadets eligible.

2. Both Armed and Unarmed competitors  may use their  service  manuals  as  a guideline 
(Army FM 3-21.5,  Air  Force AFM 36-2203 ,  NAVMC 2691 for  Navy and Marine  
Corps  units).   Events  judges  are  instructed  to  score  units  based  upon  their  service 
manual.  This should allow units to compete on an even basis.  If any team drills in any 
event  using  another  service's  drill  manual,  they  must  announce  this  fact  when  the 
commander  reports  in  to  the  Head  Judge.   THE  EXCEPTION  FOR  THIS 
PARAGRAPH IS THE COLOR GUARD EVENT, WHICH WILL BE CONDUCTED  
ENTIRELY IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ARMY'S FM 3-21.5.

I.  EVENT COMMANDER'S REGULATIONS

1. Within each team event,  only the event  commander  may lead the unit  throughout  its 
sequence.   This  commander  must  be the  cadet  to  report  in,  report  out,  and maintain 
"control" of the unit.  A 25 point penalty on the head judge's score sheet will be assessed 
if the commander does not lead the unit during the routine or transfers this duty someone 
else within the unit.  Teams may highlight the talent of other cadets, and are encouraged 
to do so, but this must NOT be done in the form of any transfer of leadership.  It is not 
required that the same commander be used in all team events.

2. The report in and report out of each team event at the BCDTC will be done VERBALLY 
and by the CADET COMMANDER ONLY.  At no time may any commander perform 
using any form of CUE CARD or other prompting device.  Using this type of aid will 
result in a penalty of 50 points on the head judges score sheet.

3. During the report in and report out sections, the event commander will verbally announce 
"(school name) is prepared to conduct Drill Team (Color Guard) sequence" and upon 
completion, verbally announce, "(school name) has completed Drill Team (Color Guard) 
sequence."  If any team drills in any event using another service's drill manual, they must 
include this  fact  when the commander  reports  the unit  in.   EXCEPTION FOR THIS 
PARAGRAPH IS THE COLOR GUARD EVENT, WHICH WILL BE CONDUCTED 
ENTIRELY IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE  ARMY'S FM 3-21.5. Both the report in 
and report out must be conducted in a clear and resonant manner.
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J.  PERFORMANCE REGULATIONS

1. No bayonets,  handguns (demilitarized  or  facsimile),  special  effects,  music  or musical 
instruments,  or  pyrotechnics  are  allowed  to  be  used  or  carried  by  anyone  at  the 
competition. Additionally, no horns or whistles or any other artificial noisemakers may 
be used by anyone (competitors or spectators). Sabers/ceremonial swords may be carried 
by the team commander of all drill events, armed and unarmed. For safety reasons, the 
sword shall not leave the commander’s hand at any time.  

2. Teams must contain the following minimum number of cadets (Note 1):

                       
Color Guard 4 cadets (2 rifle guards, 2 color carriers) (Note 2)
Platoon Drill           12 cadets plus the Leader             
Squad Drill 6 to 11 cadets plus the Leader
Exhibition Drill (Sat) 6 to 12 cadets plus the Leader (Note 3)
Squad Exhibition Drill (Fri) 6 to 11 cadets plus the Leader (Note 4)
Individual Exhibition  Separate Male & Female (1 cadet each)
Dual Exhibition (Fri) 2 cadets 

NOTES:  

Note 1 -Units competing with less than the minimum required number of cadets will incur a 25 Point 
per- cadet penalty on the Head Judge's score sheet.  

Note 2 -A Color Guard will compete with 4 cadets.  For those Air Force units with no demilitarized 
rifles, Air Force approved  facsimile rifles may be used during the Color Guard sequence only.  The 
FEMALE COLOR GUARD event will be an all female and the MALE COLOR GUARD event will 
be all male – THERE WILL BE NO MIXED EVENTS.
 
Note 3 -The exhibition drill contested on Saturday will be the State Exhibition Platoon Drill Meet 
qualifier for Army Schools.  Army schools must enter this event with 12 cadets plus the leader to 
compete for state qualification.

Note 4 – The squad exhibition drill event on Friday will be the state qualifier for the Army Schools.  
Cadets that compete on Friday in the squad exhibition event cannot compete on a squad team for the 
Saturday exhibition event, but they can participate as a member of a platoon exhibition team in the 
event.

3. Any event listed as male/mixed may be of any mix of cadets, to include all male or all 
female drill  units.  Any event listed as female must have only females as part of the 
drilling unit. Any event without a designation may have any mix of cadets.

4. Certain movements listed in the Regulation and Color Guard Drill sequences are printed 
as BOLD UPPERCASE COMMANDS.  A 5 second pause must  be maintained after 
executing all  BOLD UPPERCASE COMMANDS.  Failure to perform the movement 
with the required pause will result in a 5 point per occurrence penalty but only on one 
judge’s score sheet.
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5. During  Regulation  and  Color  Guard  Drill,  the  performance  of  extra  movements  not 
required  by  your  service  manual  or  the  drill  sequence  (done  primarily  to  avoid  a 
boundary  violation)  will  result  in  a  5  point  per  occurrence  penalty  but  only  on  one 
judge’s score sheet.  It should also be noted that special attention will be given by the 
judges to ensure proper execution of regulation movements and recognizing improper 
actions (e.g., foot stomping, marching shoulder to shoulder vs. close interval, improper 
flashy movements).

6. Any boundary violation will result in a 5 point per occurrence penalty but only on one 
judge’s score sheet.  A boundary violation is defined as a cadet touching or stepping over 
a boundary line or where the boundary line would be if drawing a straight line from 
corner to corner.

7. A large  portion  of  the  skill  in  the  Color  Guard  and  Regulation  Drill  competition  is 
marching in cadence.  Teams are not allowed to sing or otherwise generate any sounds 
for  the  purpose  of  maintaining  cadence.  This  includes  the  calling  of  cadence  unless 
required by the event sequence.  Teams violating this restriction will be assessed a 50 
point per occurrence penalty on the Head Judge’s score sheet. 

K.  BCDTC TIME LIMITS/ REPORT IN AND REPORT OUT

1. Time Limits for Performing Units

a. Timing for Regulation and Exhibition Drill events begins when the first member of 
the team enters the field and ends when the last member steps off the field. The drill 
team commander  will  verbally  announce “School  name prepared  to conduct  Drill 
Team sequence.”   If  any  team drills  in  a  regulation  event  and  will  use  another 
service’s drill manual, this must be included when the commander reports in.  Upon 
completion, the Team Commander will verbally announce, “School name completed 
Drill Team sequence.”  

1) Team Regulation Events: This event is to be conducted at Quick Time 
Cadence; therefore no time limit is established.

2) Team Exhibition Events: 6 minutes minimum to 9 minutes maximum

3) Color Guards: 8 minute maximum

4) Individual and Dual Cadet Exhibition: 1.5 minutes minimum to 3 minutes 
maximum
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b. Color Guards.  Timing for the Color Guard event  begins when the Color Guard 
enters the drill area and ends when the Color Guard leaves the drill area.  The Color 
Guard  Commander  (US  Flag  Bearer)  will  verbally  announce  “School  name 
prepared  to  conduct  Drill  Guard  sequence”  and  upon  completion  will  verbally 
announce “School name completed Color Guard sequence.”  Since the Color Guard 
will be graded strictly in accordance with the Army’s FM 3-21.5, there is no need to 
include reference to any drill manual.

c. Team Exhibition.  Timing begins when the first Cadet steps on the Drill Field and 
ends when the last cadet steps off the Drill Field.  The drill team commander will 
verbally announce, “School name prepared to conduct Drill Team sequence.”  Upon 
completion, the Team Commander will verbally announce, “School name completed 
Drill Team sequence.”  Weapons issued by the school’s service are considered to be 
the proper weapon for the meet.  Facsimile weapons are not authorized for use in this 
event unless issued by the unit’s sponsoring service.

d. Individual and Dual Exhibition.  Timing begins when the Cadet enters the drill field 
and ends when the Cadet steps off the drill field. The Cadet will verbally announce, 
“School name prepared to conduct Individual Drill.” Upon completion, the Cadet will 
verbally announce, “School name completed drill sequence.”  Weapons issued by the 
school’s service are considered to be the proper  weapon for the meet.   Facsimile 
weapons are not authorized for use in this event.

e. Event Timing Penalty Points.  The Head Judge will assess one penalty point per 
second that a team competes over the maximum allowable time in Color Guard or 
under / over the prescribed time limits in Exhibition Drills.

1) All judges are instructed to move around the competition area, allowing the 
best angle to grade the performances.  Cadets may use every inch of the drill 
areas.  Judges will move out of a cadet’s path, allowing cadets total access to 
all drill area space.  Please advise your units that judges may come very near 
any cadet to gain a better  judging perspective (i.e.,  pivot points in column 
movements, etc.).

2) Every attempt  will  be  made  to  assign  one judge from each branch of  the 
service, on each field. The SAME JUDGES will be expected to score each 
unit within any given event. Head Judges will come from participating units. 
Other  judges  are  recruited  from  various  recruiting  organizations,  Florida 
National Guard, and Senior ROTC Cadets.

3) All judging and scoring decisions are final.  Protests must be presented by 
the Senior Instructor to the Scoring Committee no later than 30 minutes 
after the unit’s participation in the event in question.
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4) Discussions with judges during the competition about any facet of the meet 
are  forbidden.   Any  questions  from  parents,  team  followers,  cadets,  or 
instructors about any portion of the competition must be directed only to the 
Meet Director.

5) Judges  will  not  discuss  personal  evaluations  concerning  a  completed 
performance among them.  They will, however, gather after each performance 
to  discuss  correct  rulings  and  boundary  violations,  omitted  commands, 
service-related  items  and other  non-subjective  matters.   This  will  ensure a 
correct, fair and true ruling from the judge team.  Due to time constraints, 
judges will not out-brief competing units.

6) Teams will earn Meet Points based upon each event entered. NOTE: More 
events have been included. To facilitate this, a school still can only enter one 
team in  each event.  All  scores  will  be  accumulated  and the  unit  with  the 
lowest meet point totals  will  be announced as the 1st,  2nd,  3rd and 4th place 
trophy winners. 

f. Meet points will be awarded based on the placement of each team. 1st Place – 1 pt, 2nd 

Place - 2 pts, 3rd Place - 3 pts, etc. If a team does not enter an event they will be 
awarded 25 pts. The winner of the Division will have the lowest point total.

g. Placement ties will be broken using the following:
  

1) 1). Overall Armed Winner:

a) Highest raw score total of all events.

b) Highest score on the Male/Mixed Regulation Event (and, if a tie still 
exists)

c) Highest score on the Female Regulation Event  (and, if a tie still 
exists)

2) Individual Event Winners:  

a) Using the Head Judge’s score sheet, the team with the least penalties 
(and, if a ties still exists), 

b) Using the Head Judge’s score sheet, the highest overall impression 
score (and, if a tie still exists),

c) Using the event judges’ score sheets, the team with the highest 
combined total score (and, if a tie still exists),
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3) Exhibition Events

a) Using the Head Judge’s score sheet, the team with the least penalties 
(and, if a ties still exists), 

b) Using the Head Judge’s score sheet, the highest overall impression 
score (and, if a tie still exists),

c) Using the event judges’ score sheets, the team with the highest 
combined total precision of movements score (and, if a tie still exists),

d) Using the event judges’ score sheets, the team with the highest 
combined total difficulty of movements score (and, if a tie still exists),

e) Using all the judges’ score sheets, the highest score in the Color 
Guard, will be declared the winner.

2. A totals score sheet will be forwarded to the participating schools as soon as possible 
after the completion of the meet.

L.  AWARDS

1. Trophies will be awarded as indicated below (subject to meet funding).

a. Top four finishers in the Over-All.
b. Top four finishers in each of the event.

2. Spirit Award Trophy. This award is not based on standings in any of the competitive 
events.  Rather, it will be presented to that team which best displays military courtesy and 
bearing, discipline, and enthusiasm throughout the day.  This event will be judged by 
Senior Instructors from each of the participating programs.

3. Medals will be awarded to the top 20 finishers in Unarmed Knock Out Drill  

M.  KNOCKOUT DRILLS

1. The Knockout Drill will be unarmed.  Any cadet in proper uniform is eligible to compete. 
There may be a $1.00 individual entry fee to support the American Legion Booster Club 
with annual cadet scholarships.

2. Cadets will assemble on the drill field as directed by the event committee.  Cadets will be 
eliminated one by one until only the winner remains as the champion.  No team points 
will be awarded for Knockout - this is an individual event.
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3. The event committee will judge knockout drill.  This is a single elimination event - one 
mistake and you are out.  Cadence will be rhythmic but not necessarily conform to 120 
counts  per minute.   All  commands will  be given in a clear,  loud and understandable 
voice.  Commands may be given that cannot either be accomplished from the position 
issued or are two part  commands with only the first  part  given.  These are not trick 
commands but commands given to test  the cadet’s  ability  and knowledge of military 
manual of arms.

4. Upon being knocked out, cadets must immediately leave the drill field.  Refusal may 
cause the cadet's entire unit to be disqualified from Knockout.

5. As there are four services represented at this Meet and there are 3 separate and distinct 
drill manuals governing these services, Cadets should be made aware that Knockout is 
highly  subjective.   Oftentimes  winners  are  chosen  not  by  performance,  but  merely 
through good fortune.  The decision of the judges will be final.  No protests or appeals 
will be accepted from cadets or cadre.

6. Medalions will be presented to the top 20 cadets.

N.  COLOR GUARD 

1. As  in  Regulation  Drill,  all  of  the  required  movements  in  this  event  must  be  done 
regardless of the team's service affiliation.  The Color Guard's sequence of events has 
been written using the Army's FM 3-21.5.  The actual language used to accomplish these 
movements is at the discretion of each unit (Right Turn March vs. Right Wheel March, 
etc.)

2. Only 4 cadets will make up the Color Guard.  Of these, two cadets will bear arms and 
the  other  two the  National  Colors  and one  other  flag.   The senior  color  will  be  the 
National Color with a state, service, or other appropriate flag used as the second flag. 
The National Color Bearer will give all commands. Flags must measure at least 3 x 5 
feet in total dimension.  An exception will be made for Army JROTC unit flags, which 
are slightly smaller.

3. Weapons used are to be those issued by the school's service or service approved facsimile 
weapons. 

4. Uncase and Case the Colors are required parts of the routine.  Cases will be regulation, 
service issued cases with rope ties.  Velcro brand fasteners are not authorized.  If a unit  
does not have access to the above identified cases, contact the Curriculum Specialist for 
JROTC and discuss.  

5. Required routine and score sheets are provided.  If, during a team's performance of this 
event, any portion of any flag touches the ground, the Head Judge will assess a 50-point 
penalty.
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6. Each school may enter one Male and one Female Color Guard.  (FEMALE COLOR 
GUARD will be an ALL female event and MALE COLOR GUARD will be an all  
male event– THESE WILL NOT BE MIXED EVENTS). 

7. Please note that while participation in the Color Guard event is not mandatory, the Color 
Guard score computes as a tiebreaker.  If a school does not compete in the Color Guard,  
it will have zero points for that portion of the tiebreaker.  Participation in both male and 
female color guards is not necessary, but the score of the highest Color Guard entry will 
be used as the tiebreaker.

8. Separate event trophies will be awarded for both the Male and Female Color Guards.

P.  COMPETITIONS

1. The Overall Competition consists of the following events & are open to all JROTC units:

--------------------------------------------SATURDAY 
EVENTS-------------------------------

Indiv Exhibition Armed – Female (2 Cadets/School Authorized)
Indiv Exhibition Armed – Male (2 Cadets/School Authorized)
New Cadet Squad Precision Drill Unarmed (1st Year Cadets Only)
Color Guard – Female Only
Color Guard – Male Only
Squad Regulation Armed – Female
Squad Regulation Armed – Male/Mixed
Squad Regulation Unarmed - Female
Squad Regulation Unarmed – Male/Mixed
Platoon Regulation Armed - Female
Platoon Regulation Armed - Male/Mixed 
Platoon Regulation Unarmed - Female
Platoon Regulation Unarmed – Male/Mixed
Squad Exhibition Unarmed – Male/Mixed
Platoon Exhibition Unarmed - Male/Mixed
Exhibition Armed – Female (Squad or Platoon – See Sections J & K Above)
Exhibition Armed - Male/Mixed (Squad or Platoon – See Sections J & K Above)
Dual Exhibition Armed – Female (2 Teams/School Authorized)
Dual Exhibition Armed – Male (2 Teams/School Authorized)
Squad Exhibition Armed – Female (State Qualifier for Army Units)
Squad Exhibition Armed - Male/Mixed (State Qualifier for Army Units)

2. Units may drill using any service's drill manual. During their report-in, each drill unit 
must announce which drill manual they will be drilling with.  For all items not covered 
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by that manual, the Army's FM 3-21.5 will be the governing manual. Only modifications 
contained within this SOP are allowed.

3. It is noted that all service drill manuals are by their nature slightly different.  The judges 
may make mistakes; however every effort will be made to assure judgments are fair and 
correct.  Senior Instructors must follow the instructions indicated in this SOP to contest a 
judge's decision.

4. During exhibition drills, at no time will the team stack cadets or elevate cadets on rifles. 
Suicide throws are prohibited.  Suicide throws are defined as throwing the weapon over 
two or more cadets where there is a risk of a cadet being hit by the flying weapon.  This 
is mandated for safety reasons.

5. Weapons issued by the school's service are considered to be the proper weapon for the 
meet. 

a. Male/Mixed events require all weapons to be standard issue/weight weapons. 
Weapons may not be modified except for chrome or nickel plating and sights 
may be removed.

b. Female events allow for weapons to be facsimile weapons, modified standard 
weapons or standard weapons. All team members must be using identical 
weapons.

6. Weapons sometimes break in such a way where its continued use could become a serious 
danger to the cadets and spectators.  When this occurs, the cadet should carry the weapon 
but  under  no circumstances  should  that  weapon be spun or  otherwise  moved in  a  
dangerous manner. A cadet may change a broken rifle for a spare by walking to the 
boundary and exchanging rifles. 

7. All armed competitors must carry a rifle, saber or sword.  When a saber/sword is used, it 
is not permitted to leave the commander's hand at any time.  This precludes any attempts 
at flipping or tossing the saber/sword.

8. The Head Judge will  assess a five penalty points per weapon per occurrence for any 
dropped weapon (saber or sword is considered a weapon for this purpose).  The definition 
of a “dropped weapon is one that strikes the drill deck before being caught by the cadet. It 
is not considered a drop if a cadet catches a rifle and then has either end of the rifle strike 
the drill floor due to the weight and/or inertia of the weapons.

9. All movements listed in the Regulation sequence of events have been written using the 
Army's  FM 3-21.5.  The actual language used to accomplish these movements is at the 
discretion of each unit (Close Interval March vs. Close March, etc.)  It should be noted 
that Air Force units require a "Forward March" be issued after each Column movement.  
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That  "Forward  March"  command  will  not  be  considered  an  additional 
command/movement and no penalty points should accrue.

10. Armed Exhibition Drills consist of stationary and marching drill movements as well as 
trick rifle maneuvers that are limited only by the imagination and creativity of the drill 
units.   Please  bear  in  mind  that  this  is  a  military  drill  competition  being graded by 
military judges.  Step dancing types of routines - while not illegal - are not considered 
appropriate.

11. Judging during any exhibition event is obviously quite subjective.  However, all judges 
are asked to look primarily at the mechanics of the routine as well as the togetherness and 
snap of the unit - while also reviewing with equal intensity the overall style and flow of 
the  performance.   While  the  degree  of  difficulty  a  unit  displays  is  also  a  strong 
consideration in judging, flawless perfection cannot be overlooked.

12. Unit chanting or singing cadence is not prohibited during exhibition drill.

13. Score sheets for exhibition drill are provided.  Unit instructors should study this score 
sheet to see how your performance can receive the maximum amount of points available 
in these events.

14.  Individual Armed Exhibition participants may use facsimile rifles that are approved by 
the participating units’ parent Services.                     

Q.  ARMY QUALIFICATION EVENTS

1. Friday evening there will be competition held for Army Units to qualify for their 
Florida State Drill Meet.  ALL UNITS, regardless of branch of service, that have 
teams which wish to compete are invited to attend. However these events will not 
count toward the Overall Championship, only the events held on Saturday will be 
counted for the OVERALL.

2. The  following  events  will  be  held  on  Friday:  Male/Mixed  and  Female  Squad 
Exhibition and Male/Mixed and Female Dual Exhibition.
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R.  NEW CADET SQUAD BASIC DRILL

1. This event is limited solely to cadets who started their first year of JROTC at the 
beginning of the current school year in which the drill meet is being held (August, 
regardless of the type scheduling in effect at your school).  This includes the Squad 
Leader.  Grade level does not matter - the cadet may be a high school senior as long 
as this is the first year of JROTC.

2. The squad must contain at least 7 cadets but no more than 12 (Squad leader counts in 
this number).  No member of the squad, including the leader, may be armed.  Neither 
guides nor guide-on bearers are allowed.

3. There are no gender requirements for this event; the squad may be mixed, all male or 
all female.

4. The squad leader must memorize all commands.  No crib sheets or cue cards may be 
used.

5. The assigned sequence of commands must be followed without deviation.

S.  LISTING OF ANNEXES

1. Annex A: Drill Meet Events Entry Form Page 21

2. Annex B: Certificate of Eligibility to Compete Form Page 22

3. Annex C: Judge Score Sheets for Competitive Events See Note Below

NOTE:  The score sheets will be sent via a separate message, and will be placed on the 
Broward County Drill & Ceremony Conference.
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SBBC-JROTC
ANNEX A (Meet Entry Form) to Broward County JROTC Drill Team and Color Guard Meet 
SOP

BROWARD COUNTY DRILL TEAM & COLOR GUARD
CHAMPIONSHIP MEET ENTRY FORM

______________________________________________________________
(School Name) Service Sponsor

Contact Name __________________________________________________

School Telephone Number _________________ Fax Number _____________

Please indicate in the space provided the events you intend to enter

NON-OVERALL EVENTS

_____ (1 or 2) INDIVIDUAL EXHIBITION ARMED MALE (Specify # entering)
_____ (1 or 2) INDIVIDUAL EXHIBITION ARMED FEMALE (Specify # entering)

OVERALL EVENTS

_____ NEW CADET SQUAD PRECISION DRILL (1ST YEAR CADETS ONLY)
_____ MALE COLOR GUARD  
_____ FEMALE COLOR GUARD
_____ SQUAD REGULATION ARMED (FEMALE)
_____ SQUAD REGULATION ARMED (MALE/MIXED)
_____ SQUAD REGULATION UNARMED (FEMALE)
_____ SQUAD REGULATION UNARMED (MALE/MIXED)
_____ PLATOON REGULATION ARMED (FEMALE)
_____ PLATOON REGULATION ARMED (MALE/MIXED)
_____ PLATOON REGULATION UNARMED (FEMALE)
_____ PLATOON REGULATION UNARMED (MALE/MIXED
_____ EXHIBITION ARMED (FEMALE)
_____ EXHIBITION ARMED (MALE/MIXED)
_____ PLATOON EXHIBITION UNARMED (MALE/MIXED)
_____ SQUAD EXHIBITION UNARMED (MALE/MIXED)
_____ (1 or 2) DUAL EXHIBITION ARMED MALE (Specify # entering)
_____ (1 or 2) DUAL EXHIBITION ARMED FEMALE (Specify # entering)
_____ SQUAD EXHIBITION ARMED (FEMALE)
_____ SQUAD EXHIBITION ARMED (MALE/MIXED)

PLEASE PROVIDE THIS INFORMATION TO THE BROWARD COUNTY JROTC CURRICULUM 
SPECIALIST NOT LATER THAN 30 JANUARY.
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A – 1

SBBC-JROTC
ANNEX B (Certificate of Eligibility) to Broward County JROTC Drill Team and Color Guard 
SOP

CERTIFICATION OF ELIGIBILITY TO COMPETE

1.  I certify that I have confirmed with the Counselors’/Guidance Office at __________________ 

High School that all cadets from on the Junior ROTC Drill Team from the high school are 

eligible to participate in extra-curricular activities in accordance with FHSAA and the School 

Board of Broward County guidelines.

2.  POC for this action is the undersigned.

_____________________________________
           Signature & Signature Block of the 
                  Senior JROTC Instructor

  ______________________
                                                                                                                        DATE

B – 1
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SECTION II.  THE BROWARD COUNTY 
JROTC MARKSMANSHIP PROGRAM

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES (SOP)

A. PURPOSE.   To establish standardized policies and procedures for the administration of the 
Broward  County  JROTC rifle  marksmanship  Program.   This  document  is  to  be  revised 
annually  and  maintained  in  each  Broward  County  JROTC  units’  Interservice  Standard 
Operating  Procedures  book.   This  program  will  be  centered  on  safety,  concentration, 
competitiveness,  team  unity,  and  marksmanship  fundamentals.   The  Broward  County 
Marksmanship Program will operate within the guidelines and procedures of the Broward 
County Standard Operating Procedures, JROTC Marksmanship Instructor Training Course 
(JMIC), and The Civilian Marksmanship 2006 – 2008 National Standard Three-Position Air 
Rifle Rules (7th Edition 1 October 2008).  All requests for change must be submitted NLT 31 
August of the current school year for the requested change to be considered for that school 
year’s program conduct.

B. GENERAL.  The Broward County Marksmanship Program is open to all Broward County 
Schools with a Marksmanship team.  They are to be trained and equipped in accordance with 
references,  Paragraph A above.   The Broward  County Marksmanship  Program season is 
currently scheduled for early in the second half of the school year with the exception of the 
New Shooters Match per paragraph F.  This does not preclude any school from competing 
outside the league during the declared season or after the season is complete.  Occasional out 
of season league-sponsored events may be offered.  The announced season simply denotes 
the time frame for conduct of the school district focused, directed,  and controlled league 
competitions. 

1.  All participants must meet a 2.0 GPA.  Coaches will provide and maintain a certified 
roster signed by the JROTC Marksmanship Coach stating that each competitor meets all 
academic requirements.  The roster is required prior to entrance into all matches.

2. All teams will have four team members, male or female or mixed.  Each team may enter 
only 1 team into the Biathlon Match.  This team will be 4 members with at least 1 female.

3.  The competition rifle will be a pump or CO-2, single shot pneumatic air rifle unless 
otherwise declared through the office of the DAI.

4. Ammunition used is the .177 Cal, soft lead, skirted pellet.

5. Sighting  scopes/binoculars.   These devices  are  authorized  and required  for  use in  all 
competitions, thus eliminating the need for cadets to go down range to view targets in order 
to make sight adjustments.  All adjustments will be made by shooters at their positions on the 
base line.
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6. Target Heights.  Target holders on the range must facilitate the placement of the targets at 
the correct height.  The mandatory heights for all matches when measured from the level of 
the firing point to the center of the targets are:

• Prone Position 0.5 meters 19.7 inches + / - 4 inches

• Standing Position 1.4 meters 55 inches + / - 2 inches

• Kneeling Position 0.8 meters 31.5 inches + / - 4 inches

C.  SAFETY. 

1.  ALL SERVICES USING EITHER PUMP OR CO2 RIFLE.   All safety 
requirements will be in effect as outlined in references stated in paragraph A.  There will always 
be a Range Safety brief prior to any matches be conducted.  During all indoor shooting shooters 
will wear safety glasses.  Hearing protection is recommended.

a)  A range safety brief will be conducted prior to any live fire shooting.

b)  (CBI) Clear Bore Indicator will be used and inserted at all times when not on the 
firing line.  Special instructors are given to those rifles that are transported in a Rifle 
Case.  Those rifles are not required to have a CBI inserted in them when inside the case 
and the case closed.

c)   In addition to chapter 2.0 safety in the current National Standard Three-
Position Air Rifle Rules, the following procedures are in effect for all Broward County 
marksmanship activities.

d)  All cadets and range officials are expected to master all principles of gun and range 
safety in order to pass a safety and operations exam without any errors.

e)  All cadets and range officers will learn and practice the M-A-T (Muzzle – Action – 
Trigger) safety performance standards.

f)  A CBI (Clear Bore Indicator) will be used to insure that a rifle is unloaded and 
incapable of being fired.  A CBI will be in place at all times except when the firing line is 
hot (conditions are safe and authorized for shooting).

g)  Line is hot when no one is forward of the firing line and the range officer has 
determined the range is ready for firing.

h)  Once the preparation period is authorized it is permissible to remove CBI, close the 
bolt and dry fire the rifle, without charging any air/gas.

i)   An unloaded rifle has 1) the action open, 2) no pellet in the barrel, and 3) a CBI 
properly inserted.
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j)    A rifle is grounded when it is on the floor or bench, unloaded, and has a CBI 
inserted.

k)The firing line is clear when rifles are unloaded, grounded, and physically inspected by 
range officials.  No one may handle the rifle at any time.

l)  Safe rifle charging procedures will be practiced to insure M-A-T performance for all 
three firing positions prior to any live firing exercises.

m)  Safe loading procedures will be practiced at all times.

n)  No cadets are permitted to gather or dispose of expended lead pellets or clean bullet 
traps.  All actions involving range clean up of expended lead pellets will be conducted by 
adult instructional personnel.

o)  All cadets must read, understand and sign the JROTC Cadet Individual Safety Pledge 
and have it on file at the range.

p)  All JROTC instructors will master the JROTC SOP performance Objectives as taught 
in the CMP certifying course.

q)  All JROTC instructors will insure that all Air Rifle Safety and Air Rifle Range 
Management requirements as taught in the CMP certifying course will be followed.

r)  A JROTC instructor must be in charge and present on the range during any 
marksmanship activity.

s)  A Range Officer is in control of range firing and controls the range at all times.

t)  An Assistant Range Officer works under the direct supervision of a Range Officer.  
Advanced cadets with the proper certifying training may serve as ARO, but never as RO.  
Advanced Cadets must have completed the approved CMP JMIC Advance Certification.  
All Cadets attending this course must have a minimum of 1 year training in 
Marksmanship and the approval of the School / Team Marksmanship Instructor/Coach.

u)  A maximum ratio of 1 RO/ARO to 10 shooters.  For new shooters, the ratio should be 
3:1 or lower.

2.  ARMY UNITS USING M887 DAISY CO2 RIFLE will adhere to the following safety 
procedures while storing, handling and using the 10 lb or 20 lbs aluminum CO2 tanks and 2.5 
ounce cylinders.  ALL ARMY UNITS WILL FOLLOW THE US ARMY CADET 
COMMAND DIRECTIVES ON ALL RANGES.  ALL OTHER SERVICES DISREGARD.
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a.  CADRE RESPONSIBILITY:  Only trained cadre or approved coaches are 
authorized to have access and handle the CO2 tanks and only these personnel are authorized to 
fill/refill the 2.5 ounce CO2 cylinders.  All cadre  and approved coaches must view the CMP 
CO2 Rifle Refill video (available on JROTC Marksmanship CAB Conference) and brief cadets 
on its content.  Cadre will assure that all safety procedures are following the storage, handling 
and use of this equipment.  Refer to the incident report located in the Marksmanship CAB 
Conference. 
 

b.  CADET RESPONSIBILITY:  All cadet rifle team members are responsible to 
constantly check the status of the CO2 operation of the M887 Daisy Rifle when it is under their 
control to include the firing line during cease fire, dry fire or live fire.  Cadets will look and 
listen for leaking CO2 gas or obvious lack of pressure when rifle is discharged.  Cadets will alert 
the range safety officer who will pull that rifle from the firing line.  Be mindful of the shot count. 
AT NO TIME WILL CADETS REMOVE OR INSTALL RIFLE CYLINDERS.

c.  STORAGE OF CO2 TANKS:  All CO2 tanks, either 10 or 20lbs will be stored in a 
room or container that is accessible only to trained cadre and coaches.  CO2 tanks will be 
protected from damage, vandalism and theft and not be handled by cadets or untrained personnel.

d.  FILLING/REFILLING OF THE 2.5 OUNCE CYLINDER:  Cadre and approved 
coaches will use the following instructions:

-  Protective gloves and eye protection will be worn by cadre when filling/refilling the 2.5 
ounce cylinder.  Temperatures of escaping gas from the cylinder can be as low as -70 degree F. 
and can damage skin and eyes upon contact.

-   Follow the refilling directions explained in the CMP Refilling Video.  Be careful not to 
over tighten the fittings when refilling the 2.5 ounce cylinder or when installing the cylinder into 
the Daisy Rifle.  Always use the wrench provided by Daisy.  Any other wrench should be 
tightened by using two fingers to avoid over torque.

-   Always weigh the empty 2.5 ounce cylinder and print the weight (in grams) on the 
cylinder’s white label.  Use permanent ink.  Empty cylinder weight can range between 402 – 432 
grams.

-  Never overfill the cylinder.  Weigh cylinder after refilling.  Filled weight of the 
cylinder must never exceed empty cylinder weight plus 70 grams of CO2 gas.  Follow fill 
procedures listed below. 
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FILLING PROCEDURES
2.5 OZ CO2 CYLINDER

1.  Make sure there is a washer in the tank end of the fill adapter, and tighten it to the Master Cylinder.

2.  Close the bleeder valve knob.

3.  Visually check the neoprene gasket on the rifle cylinder.  If it is in any way damaged, replace it.  

4.  Screw the rifle cylinder into the end of the fill adapter and hand tighten it.  Then, screw in the knob to 
open the valve on the rifle cylinder.

5.  Open the valve system on the master tank.  If you have never done this before, open the master tank valve 
for only a few seconds.  Experience will tell you how long to keep it open.

6.  Close the master tank valve.

7.  Unscrew the knob on the rifle cylinder end of the fill adapter to permit the valve system to close.

8.  Open the bleeder valve knob on the fill adapter to release residual CO2 in the system.

9.  Remove the rifle cylinder from the fill adapter.  Usually you can remove it by hand, but if you have 
overfilled the cylinder, it may be necessary to use slip pliers wrapped around cloth to release it.

10.  Weigh the filled cylinder.  It should be as close to 2.5 ounces (70 grams) over the weight of the empty 
cylinder.  If it is higher, bleed it off by pressing on the pin in the center of the valve with a blunt metallic 
object, such as a handle of a wrench.  If it is lower, repeat the fill procedure.  Remember, liquid CO2 is very 
cold, so avoid skin damage by using gloves.  

-   Ensure that  no portion of the body is  in line with the cylinder  while  installing or 
removing it  from the rifle.   Treat the cylinder  as a potential  projectile  until  it  is completely 
removed.  A removed cylinder presents no danger to anyone.

D. INSTRUCTOR  CERTIFICATION.   All  Broward  County  JROTC  Instructors  will 
attend a one day Instructor Course and Coaches Clinic to be held as scheduled taught by Master 
Instructors  certified by CMP Marksmanship Technical  Advisors  within the county.   In 
addition, all Instructors must complete Service Directed Safety & Marksmanship annually or as 
directed and prior to coaching or operating a range.  All instructors will ensure that copies of 
completion certificates are available at all times.  Courses must be completed prior to conducting 
any Marksmanship Training.  The training and certification course will be provided by certified 
instructors within Broward County.
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E.  UNIFORMS.   All competitors are required to wear appropriate civilian attire, such as 
unit T-shirts, athletic long pants and sports shoes.  It is recommended that all Biathlon team 
members wear the approved JROTC athletic uniform for competition.  The wearing of ACU or 
BDU’s and boots is not authorized.

F. PROGRAM COMPOSITION.  All league competitors will compete in two Broward 
County Sponsored Marksmanship Matches. 

County Championships /  Biathlon:  All  schools have the ability  to  qualify two 
teams in the Championship.   Cadets may only participate  in one team if  two are 
entered.  Biathlon Match.  This match will take place after all others matches have 
finished on Championship Day.  It will consist of 4 team members.  One must be a 
female.  Six shots in each position with a half mile run between each position.  The 
rules for the Biathlon are: uniform will be as directed by each Marksmanship Team 
Coach with School JROTC Athletic Gear recommended.  Each Competitor will start 
in the prone position and fire 6 shots, they will then be cleared by a range official and 
stand up walk to the center line, walk through the designated area and out of the 
range.  Once they have exited the range they will begin their approximate ½ mile run. 
Once they complete  their  run they will  walk back into the range area and take a 
Standing Position and complete the same sequence.  They will then return and fire the 
Kneeling Position.  Once the kneeling is completed they will exit the range area and 
sprint to a designated finish line.  At the finish line the cadet will be given a time and 
their number removed from their shirt.   The target score times a factor of 10 and 
running/overall  time  score  will  be  added  together  for  a  combined  total.   (See 
enclosure  1  matrix  for  running/time  scores  and  totals)..   Target  Heights  for  the 
Biathlon will be as directed in paragraph B-8.

• New Shooter Match:  This match will take place at the end of each school year. 
This match will only be composed of shooters that have started marksmanship 
during that identified year and have never fired in competition prior to current 
school year.

• Broward County Marksmanship All Star Team:  This team will consist of the 
top 6 shooters in Broward County.  The determination of the top six will be made 
from scores compiled from the Broward County Marksmanship Championships. 
Selected All Star Team members will receive a certificate of shooting excellence 
and an arc insignia by the Curriculum Specialist Office.  The team will go on to 
represent Broward County at other matches throughout the county and state if 
funding  permits.   Regardless,  team  members  selected  will  be  individually 
recognized as All Star Team Members.
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G. JROTC MARKSMANSHIP REQUIREMENTS

1.  Each program must have have a Range folder that contains the following documents 
and provide copies to Broward County Marksmanship Program Officer in Charge:

a.  Current SY Updated Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
b.  Current SY Cadet Firing Roster Certificate
c.  Range Renewal Inspection Certificate

2.  The following documentation must be maintained in the Range Officer Notebook and 
available for inspection at all times.  

a.  Signed original updated MOU
b.  Signed original cadet firing roster certificate
c. Copy of a valid and current Distance Learning Marksmanship Certificate or 

equivalent for all Range personnel (Army units only)
d. Copy of a valid and current Civilian Marksmanship Program (CMP) Certificate 

or equivalent for all Ranger personnel.
e.  Signed original Safety Pledges for all Cadets listed on the Firing Roster.
f.  100% scored Safety Test for each cadet listed on the Firing Roster.
g.  Copy of your Range Officer Operating Procedures.
h.  Range Renewal Inspection Certificate.

3.  Samples of each of the above are located on the CAB Marksmanship Conference.  

4.  All ranges must be inspected and certified by the Broward County Marksmanship 
Program Officer  in  Charge.   A Range renewal  inspection  certificate  is  needed to  be 
signed by the school’s Senior Instructor if no new changes or locations are made.  If the 
location or condition of existing range is modified, it must be reinspected and certified as 
above.  
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H.  CONCLUSION
 

1. The  Broward  County  JROTC  Marksmanship  Program  is  designated  to  foster 
competition as well as friendly interaction between county marksmanship units.  It is 
not intended to limit the school’s training cycle; however it is designed to designate a 
focused and concentrated league season for an official county championship.  It is 
envisioned that schools will  compete at large through out the year  and encourage 
independent marksmanship meets and events.

2. The Marksmanship Program is a contested event.  All county sponsored competitors 
and coaches/cadre are required to be in a service approved uniform for all matches. 
During  individual  “Postal”  competitions  and  shoulder-to-shoulder  matches,  the 
team’s uniform will be decided by participating schools/teams.  Coaches/cadre will 
not be allowed on the firing line, in the scoring areas, judge’s area, or allowed to 
represent teams, if not in uniform.  Uniform regulations are in effect.  
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A.   PURPOSE:   The  purpose  of  this  SOP is  to  establish  standardized  procedures  for  the 
Broward County JROTC Color Guard Meet.  An MOI is revised annually and placed in the CAB 
JROTC Conference.  This SOP establishes rules and procedures that govern the current school 
year Color Guard Meet.  All color guard marching and movement will be conducted IAW FM 3-
21.5 and the Broward County Drill Meet SOP . All requests for change must be submitted NLT 1 
May of the current school year to the Broward County Curriculum Specialist for evaluation and 
potential implementation the following school year. 

B. GENERAL: The meet is intended as an early fall event to initiate the county wide JROTC 
competitive school year.  The meet uses a unique head-to-head, double elimination, format 
allowing each school to have maximum opportunities to compete and excel. 

C.  REGISTRATION: All Broward County JROTC programs are required to complete an entry 
form (Appendix 1) and return one copy to the County JROTC Curriculum Office’s Operations 
Sergeant one copy to the senior JROTC instructor of the host school. A copy of this SOP and the 
entry  form will  also  be  placed  on  the  County  JROTC conference  for  reference  and  use  as 
appropriate.  Negative reports/entries are requested. 

D.  COMPETITION STRUCTURE: 

1. This will be a double elimination event. Basically, a school is eliminated when it has its  
second loss in a competition category.  Two categories will be contested, All Male Color 
Guard  and  All  Female  Color  Guard.  Guidelines  for  scoring  and  judging  are  IAW  the 
Daytona Beach National Championship Drill Meet. 

2. The final four teams (the last two from the winner’s bracket & the last two from the 
loser’s bracket) of each category will end up competing head to head for overall winner of 
the Color Guard Meet. Trophies will be awarded to the final four teams based on 1st through 
4th.

3. First Round competitive assignments will result from a random draw conducted by the 
Curriculum Specialist Office for JROTC prior to the meet day.  Each entered school’s name 
when selected will be placed on the first round matrix from top to bottom.  The first round 
slating will be announced at the coaches’ and captains’ meeting on the morning of the meet.

4. Head-to-head winners and next slating will be announced as soon as grade sheets are 
tallied and verified.  Competitors are cautioned to remain alert for their next competitive 
assignments. 
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5. After-action  reports  from  earlier  meets  strongly  recommended  modifications  in  the 
pairings be made to reduce the length of the competition.  Therefore, a modified system to 
establish pairings will be used to insure competitive fields are used to the fullest.  These 
procedures  for  making  the  pairings  will  be  handled  by  the  County  JROTC Curriculum 
Office,  and  cadre  members  will  not  make  recommendations  or  preferences.   Every 
reasonable  effort  will  be  made  to  insure  pairings  are  random  and  fair  given  the  time 
constraints of the meet.

E.  JUDGING: 

1. Cadets, Judges and all Coaches (instructors) will wear their service daily uniform (e.g., 
Army Class “B”).  The host unit of the Color Guard Meet will provide two cadets per field 
to be runners, to run score sheets back to the scoring area. Each school will also provide one 
cadet runner who will be positioned at the scoring area, and will notify his or her male or 
female teams when they need to move to the ready area for their next competition.  These 
cadet runners may wear the JROTC P/T uniform for their school.

2. Judging assignments and procedures will be announced one month before the 
competition.  They will be disseminated via the CAB and placed on the County JROTC 
Conference.

F.  FOOD & DRINK:  The host unit is authorized to run a concessions stand for this event and 
will be sending out a list of food and drinks that will be available for purchase and their costs.  
The sale  of food and beverage is  exclusive to the host  unit.  Please support our host in this 
endeavor.  For example, if you do not you’re your cadets to pay themselves, you might conduct a 
fund raiser just for this requirement.  Water points will also be set up at throughout the field area.

G.  APPENDICES:  

1. Appendix 1 – Broward County Color Guard Drill Meet Entry Form.

2. Appendix 2 – Additional Information.

3. Appendix 3 – Color Guard Drill Sequence/Scoring Sheet.  
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APPENDIX 1

MEET ENTRY FORM

BROWARD COUNTY COLOR GUARD     MEET – Date:  _______  
 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SCHOOL ________________________________________________________

CONTACT (Instructor Bringing Cadets): _______________________________

Contact’s Cell Phone Number:      ________________________________

School (JROTC) Telephone Number ___________________ 

Fax Number _______________________________________

Please indicate in the space provided the events you intend to enter:

ENTER   NOT ENTER

________         ________      MALE COLOR GUARD  

________     ________       FEMALE COLOR GUARD

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NOTE:  There will be a double elimination match for the Male Color Guard Division and one 
for the Female Color Guard Division.  The teams must be gender pure, all males and all females. 
If your school has only one set of equipment for a competitive team, then the two teams need to 
remain  in  close proximity  to  each other  to  minimize  equipment  location  and transfer  times. 
Every school should anticipate having the responsibility to provide a judge and to provide one 
cadet runner (see the current MOI).  
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APPENDIX 2

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

The time limit for the Color Guard event is eight (8) minutes. 

1)  Time for the Color Guard events begin when the Color Guard enters the drill area and ends 
when the Color Guard leaves the drill area.  For the “Report-In” and “Report-Out” commands, 
the Color Guard Commander (U.S. Flag bearer) will verbally announce, as a minimum, “school  
name is prepared to conduct the Color Guard sequence” and upon completion he will verbally 
announce,  as a minimum,  “school  name has  completed  the Color Guard sequence.”   Color 
Guards must use standard issued flagstaffs (either eight feet or nine and one-half feet in length).  
Female Color Guards may use aluminum staffs, but they must be standard length (eight feet or 
nine and one-half feet in length).  Color Guards must use standard issue flag cases.

2)  Color Guards will consist of four cadets.  Color Guards will carry the flag of the United 
States and either the Florida, Service or the JROTC flag.  They will enter the ready area with 
their Colors cased and assume the position of parade rest.  At the direction of the event Head 
Judge, the Color Guard will come to attention, Carry Colors and enter the drill area. Timing and 
grading begin when the team enters the drill field.  Commands will be given by the Color Guard 
Commander (U.S. Flag Bearer).  The Colors will be uncased and cased as part of the Color 
Guard competition.  

3)  All Color Guard areas:  55 feet X 55 feet

4)  Penalties

a)  Non-standard Flag Cases – 10 penalty points per case.

b)  Failure to stay within the prescribed drill area - five (5) penalty points per occurrence.  
Touching a boundary line will constitute a boundary violation  .  

c)  Dropped weapon in the drill area by a competing unit - five (5) penalty points  per 
person per occurrence.

d)  Extra commands - five (5) penalty points per extra command.

e)  Commands given out of sequence – Minus 5 points will be scored on the score sheet 
for each missed command (One Judge Only).

f)  Commands not given by the Color Guard Commander (U.S. Flag Bearer) – 20 penalty 
points.

g)  Color Guard teams that allow the U.S. Flag to touch the ground, 25 point penalty per 
occurrence.
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5)  Cadence:  Color Guard teams should march at the prescribed 120 steps per minute (SPM).  
The timekeeper will measure the cadence once during the performance and this will be the 
official cadence.  Points will be assessed as follows:

a)  116-124 SPM - no penalty.
b)  Below 116 and above 124 SPM - ten (10) penalty points.
c)  The timekeeper will assess one penalty point per second that a team competes over the 

maximum allowable time of 8 minutes.  Time starts upon entrance of the first cadet and ends 
upon last cadet leaving the drill field.

6)  Color Guards must ensure the U.S. Flag and flag staff height at least even or slightly higher 
than the other flag and flag staff.  There will be a 25 point penalty if the U.S. Flag is lower than 
the other flag.

7)  A Color Guard that has the flags in the wrong position (U.S. Colors and other flag reversed) 
is immediately disqualified and there is no opportunity for a "redo".  This has happened in the 
past!

8)  Teams will consist of four members

9)  The Color Guard will be in the waiting area 2 or 3 minutes before their time to compete and 
move into the ready area as the previous competing team moves into the competition area. When 
signaled by the head judge, the team will center themselves in front of the head judge by the most 
direct route and begin their drill sequence of uncasing the colors.  After uncasing the colors, the 
team will present the colors and report in with the guards at present arms and organizational/state 
flag dipped.  The team commander will report out PRIOR to casing the colors.  The team will then 
move by the most direct means to exit the drill area through the "enter/exit point".  

10)  Reporting procedures:  After the Colors are uncased and before the Colors are cased, the team 
commander will report verbally as a minimum "school name is prepared to conduct the Color Guard 
sequence."  Upon completion of the routine and before casing the Colors, the team commander will 
verbally  announce  as  a  minimum  "school  name has  completed  the  Color  Guard  sequence." 
State/organizational flags will dip during "Report in" and "Report out".

12) Cadence Calling:  At no time will there be cadence calling during the Color Guard routine. Only 
commands by the team commander will be audible.

13) “Eyes Right" will be called in front of the head judge's original position (the requisite 6 steps is 
not required for this competition).  State/organizational flag dips.

14)  During casing and uncasing the colors, judges will only accept rifle bearers moving outward at 
a 45 degree angle (as in marching).   

15)  Sequence and score sheets for this meet will made available on the County JROTC Conference.
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APPENDIX 3

BROWARD COUNTY COLOR GUARD     MEET – Date :________  
       
SCHOOL NAME __________________________     CDR’S NAME ___________________________     Male / 
Female      CIRCLE ONE

HEAD JUDGE’S SCORE SHEET (100 Total Points Possible)

 Team Cadence / Pace Penalty  Evaluation  POINT LOSS RANGE
                                                                              CADENCE        PENALTY
      COUNT ONCE - 30 SECONDS SEGMENT      116 -   124    -  -      0

CADENCE/PACE COUNT CHECK (30 Seconds)   ________________ Below 116    -  -     10

    (ABOVE X 2)   =    ________________           Above 124    -  -     10
              

TOTAL CADENCE / PACE PER MINUTE    ________________        TOTAL PENALTY POINTS   - -  ________*
____________________________________________________________________________________________

Team Cadence / Pace Penalty (*from above) ………………………………         = ____________________ (Neg Pts)

Team Composition: Too Many/Too Few Cadets Violation:

__________ Cadets @ 20 points per cadet (Head Judge) ………….………   = ____________________ (Neg Pts)  

Nametag Violation:

__________ Occurrences @ 2 points per occurrence ………………….…      = ____________________ (Neg Pts)

Boundary Violations:

__________ Occurrences @ 5 points per occurrence per cadet…………   = ____________________ (Neg Pts)

Incorrect Commands:

__________ Occurrences @ 5 points per occurrence ….……………….              = ___________________ (Neg Pts)

Time Violation:

_________  Number seconds over max time 8 minutes……………….. = ___________________ (Neg Pts)

TOTAL PENALTY POINTS ASSESSED ABOVE  .............................................      _______________  
********************************************************************************************
OVERALL IMPRESSION (PRECISION, UNIFORMITY, BEARING, ETC.) (30 Pts Max) _______ (Neg Pts)

+*+ FOLLOWING TO BE COMPLETE BY THE SCORING BOOTH ONLY.

+*+Total Score Possible (100) Minus Total Negative Points Equals Above = FINAL SCORE _____

***********************************************************************************

*JUDGE’S PRINTED NAME _____________________________ JUDGE’S SIGNATURE _________________________
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BROWARD COUNTY COLOR GUARD MEET – Date: _________

       SCHOOL NAME __________________________     CDR’S NAME ___________________________     
Male / Female     CIRCLE ONE     

lul
********JUDGES – ALL NUMBERS (points) ARE NEGATIVE********

                
1.  FORWARD MARCH 0 

– 5 _____  

2.  LEFT WHEEL MARCH (Forward March)      0 

– 5 _____ 

3.  LEFT WHEEL MARCH (Forward March) 0 

– 5 _____  

4.  COLORS HALT 0 

– 5 _____  

5.  SLING ARMS 0 

– 5 _____  

6.  POST 0 

– 10 ____  

7.  UNCASE THE COLORS 0 

– 10 ____  

8.  PRESENT ARMS 0 

– 5 _____  

9.  ORDER ARMS 0 

– 5 _____  

10.  POST 0 

– 10 ____  

11.  COLORS SALUTE 0 

– 5 _____  

12.  REPORT IN 0 

-  5 _____

13.  CARRY COLORS 0 

– 5 _____  

14.  COLORS REVERSE MARCH (Forward 

Mrch)0 – 5 ___  

15.  LEFT WHEEL MARCH (Forward March) 0 

– 5 _____  

16.  COLORS REV11ERSE MARCH (Forward 

Mrch)0 – 5 ___  

17.  COLORS HALT  0 

– 5 _____  

18.  ORDER ARMS (COLORS) 0 

– 5 _____  

19.  PARADE REST 0 

– 5 _____  

20.  COLORS ATTENTION 0 

– 5 _____  

21.  CARRY COLORS 0 

– 5 _____  

22.  FORWARD MARCH 0 

– 5 _____  

23.  RIGHT WHEEL MARCH (Forward March) 0 

– 5 _____  

24.  RIGHT WHEEL MARCH (Forward March) 0 

– 5 _____  25.  COLORS REVERSE MARCH 

(Forward Mrch) 0–5 ___  

26.  EYES RIGHT                       0 – 

5 _____  
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27.  READY FRONT                  0 – 

5 ______  

28.  LEFT WHEEL MRCH (FWD MRCH)       0 - 5 

_______

29. LEFT WHEEEL MRCH(FWD MRCH)       0 – 

5 ______

30.  LEFT WHEEL MARCH (Frwd Mrch)         0 - 

5 ______  

31.  COLORS HALT                        0 – 

5 _______  

32.  PRESENT ARMS (COLORS SALUTE)     0 – 

5 _______  

33.  REPORT OUT                             0 – 

10 ______ 

34.  ORDER ARMS                        0 – 

5 _______  

35.  SLING ARMS                             0 – 

5 _______  

36.  POST                       0 – 

10 ______  

37.  PRESENT ARMS               0 – 

5 _______  

38.  ORDER ARMS                        0 – 

5 _______  

39.  CASE THE COLORS                        0 – 

10 ______  

40.  POST                       0 – 

10 ______  

41.  COLORS REV MARCH (Frwrd Mrch)       0 – 

5 _______  

42.  RIGHT WHEEL MARCH (Forward March) 0 

– 5 ______  

43.  RIGHT WHEEL MARCH (Forward March  0 

– 5 ______  

44. OVERALL IMPRESSION (Neg Pts) 0 

– 45_____  

                   (Judges – Do NOT Add Numbers)

                  +*+TOTAL     (NEGATIVE POINTS) 
_________ 

+*+ TO BE COMPLETED BY THE SCORING BOOTH ONLY

TOTAL SCORE POSSIBLE (300) MINUS TOTAL NEGATIVE POINTS EQUALS 

FINAL SCORE       _____

JUDGE’S PRINTED NAME _____________________________      JUDGE’S SIGNATURE 
___________________________
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SECTION IV. BROWARD COUNTY RAIDER PROGRAM

A. PURPOSE:  To outline the structure, competitive requirements, and 
operations for the  Broward County JROTC Raider Challenge Program.

B.  GENERAL:  The Broward County JROTC Raider Challenge Program is 
designated to foster competition as well as friendly interaction between 
county Raider Challenge units. Official league events will be held during the 
fall semester.  It is not intended to limit the school’s training cycle; however, 
it is designed to designate a focused and concentrated Program season for an 
official county championship.  It is envisioned that schools will compete at 
large throughout the year, and it encourages independent Raider Challenge 
meets and events.

1. References:   

a. US Army JROTC Curriculum
b. Presidential Physical Fitness Program.

2.  All cadet participants must meet a 2.0 GPA.  Coaches will maintain 
and provide a certified roster signed by the JROTC Raider Challenge 
Coach stating that each competitor meets all academic requirements.  
The roster is required prior to entrance into all Raider Challenge 
competitions hosted by JROTC programs in Broward County by the 
county or individual schools.

3. All Broward County JROTC Cadets must complete and have on file 
with their JROTC cadre the following documents in order to 
participants in the Broward County Raider Challenge Program (to 
include practices, invitational competitions, the County 
Championship and the State Meet):

a. Statement of Insurance 
b. Statement of Eligibility
c. Covenant Not to Sue
d. Power of Attorney
e. Current (less than one year old) Physician’s Physical clearing the 
cadet to participate in the Raider Challenge Program (school sports 
physical exams are acceptable)

4. All Broward County US Army Raider Challenge teams will have 
eight (8) members plus two (2) alternates.  There will be three team 
categories: All Female, All Male, and Mixed.  A mixed team must 
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have at least three female members, but may have as many as seven. 
In County competitions, each participating school may enter up to 
three teams, category independent (e.g., could be a team for each 
category, or it could be three Male Teams).  

C. SAFETY.  All safety requirements will be in effect as outlined in 
references stated in Para. A.

1. There will always be a Range Safety brief prior to any 
competitions being conducted.  

2. A range safety officer/NCO must be in attendance at any Raider 
Challenge Meet.  He is to constantly circulate between all events being 
conducted making corrections or stopping unsafe  actions.

3. A Range officer/JROTC instructor must be in charge and present 
on the range during any Raider Challenge activity.

4. Safety procedures must be integrated into all Rader Challenge 
training.

5. Risk Assessments are a required part of all Raider Challenge 
activities and must be conducted prior to any training or competition.

D. OPERATIONS/COMPETITIVE EVENTS:

1. Raider Challenge Matches:  Matches will be composed of six 
possible components (events) and an optional Open Event; all events will be 
governed by the references above as defined by this SOP and Broward 
County MOIs. 

a. Cadet Challenge:  The primary focus for training and 
competition in the Broward County Program for this component will be 
three events from the US Army JROTC curriculum’s Cadet Challenge.  For 
County competitions, these events will be the curl-up, flex-arm hang, and the 
one mile run.  Competitions outside Broward County may utilize other 
standards such as the Active Army PT test.  This standard will not be used in 
Broward County as the lower standards for that event are geared for the 17 
through 22 active duty military age groups and are not appropriate for 14 -17 
year old high school students.

b. Land Navigation/Map Reading:  This event will consist of 
two equally weighted components, a written exam and performance 
component on a land navigation course.  The Raider Team will be given a 15 
minute, 20 questions, multiple-choice, map reading exam.  The questions 
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will come from material covered in the Geography & Map Skills text book, 
chapter 5, of the JROTC curriculum. Then five raiders will negotiate a self-
correcting land navigation course.  If it is a Mixed Team, at least two (2) will 
be female.  They will be required to find two points within a specific time 
limit utilizing proper land navigation techniques 

c. First Aid/Litter Carry:  This event will also consist of two 
equally weighted components, a written exam and performance component – 
a one-mile litter carry.  The written exam will come from material covered in 
the “Foundations for Success” textbook, Unit 4, Chapter 3, “First Aid for 
Emergency and Non-Emergency Situations.”    The litter carry will consist 
of a simulated crash site with the team, quickly and safely, evacuating a 
casualty to a safe location one mile away.  Total event time will be 
calculated based on the litter carry time plus a 20 second penalty for each 
question answered incorrectly during the written exam component.  

d. One Rope Bridge:  In a field environment, each Raider 
Team will cross a 30 to 45 foot obstacle on a one-rope bridge spanning 
approximately 30 to 45 feet.  Teams will make a one-time crossing and will 
compete against the clock.  There will be a 10 minute time limit.  Penalties 
will be assessed for rule infractions and safety lapses.  Total event time will 
be calculated from the “cross-time” plus any accessed penalty time.

f. Open event:  The open event is an optional event that may 
be designed by the host school/organization.  An example is the HUMVEE 
push.

2. Broward County US Director of Army Instruction (DAI) 
Responsibilities:

a. The DAI will maintain the Program’s official tabulation 
scoreboard and serve as mediator for disputes that arise from  matches.  A 
subject matter expert will be appointed by the DAI office to serve as 
mediator.  Cadre/Coaches who are identified must accomplish all scoring 
and verification of scores – cadets are not to be used to record or calculate 
scores.  Each division will elect a spokesman as an active representative on 
the DAI’s Raider Challenge Committee.

b. The DAI will provide necessary equipment for 
training/competition for all Army sponsored programs who participate.  The 
basic required equipment listing will be as identified in this SOP.

E.   PROGRAM COMPOSITION.  
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1. All Program competitors will compete in the Broward County 
sponsored Championship Raider Challenge Competition, tentatively to be 
held in  November.  

2. The following paragraphs identify the structure for the Raider 
Program and how matches which will qualify as Broward County Sponsored 
Events are organized:

b. The Program will be contested with four distinct phases:

1)  Season Opener/Jamboree:  Used as the beginning 
of the season and as a developmental tool for Coaches and Cadets to train 
and organize teams.  This Jamboree will be scheduled for the early August 
time frame.

2)  Invitational Competitions:  Units are encouraged to 
sponsor these events and offer all Program members an opportunity to 
participate before extending the invitation outside the county.  Participation 
in invitational competitions outside the county will provide credit for qualify 
as participating in an invitational meet.

3) County Championship:  This meet is scheduled in 
the late fall, usually November.    It will be contingent on timing of the 
Florida State Raider Championship competition.  It will be open to all 
Broward County JROTC units which have met the requirements for an 
invitation.  

4) State Championships:  This meet is sponsored by 
6th Brigade somewhere in the State of Florida.  Our County Championship 
meet will be used to determine the teams.  The number of teams eligible to 
go will depend on the number of Army programs which ultimately 
participate in the Program and the County Championship Meet.  Check the 
CAB Broward County JROTC Calendar for date and time.

c. The Raider Challenge is a contested JROTC Program.  All 
county sponsored competitors, coaches, and participating cadre are required 
to be in a service approved uniform for all matches. Cadets must meet the 
academic standards of Broward County in order to participate in the Raider 
Challenge League.  

F.   UNIFORMS:

1. All competitors are required to wear the ACU service issued utility 
uniform for all Broward County Raider Challenge Meets.  
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2. The prescribed physical training uniform for competitors will be 
the ACU trouser, the ACU T-shirt, and running or athletic shoes.  Teams 
may have the option of wearing a team/school/service T-shirt or sweat shirt 
as long as all team members are identically dressed.  Headgear will not be 
worn during physical training events and no electronic devices are 
authorized during any event.

G. LOGISTICS:  The basic equipment listing will as shown below.  
Additions to this listing must be approved by the DAI’s office prior to use 
and if not on the approved items of equipment must be purchased by 
requesting schools:

1. One 120’ rope for bridges (Black)

2. One 120’ rope for making Swiss Seats (OD Green)

3. 10 Carabineers

4. One Litter

5. Two 5-Gallon Water Cans

6. Gloves (optional)

ANNEXES:
A.  Physical Fitness Test
B.  One Rope Bridge
C.  Litter Carry
D.  Orienteering
E.  Statement of Eligibility
F.  Covenant Not To Sue
G.  Power of Attorney
H.  Broward County Raider Challenge Program ( Extract)

Annex A: Cadet Challenge, Modified (CCMOD)

1. Task:  Complete the Raider  Cadet Challenge, Modified  physical fitness 
test consisting of one minute of push-ups, one minute of curl-ups, and the 
one-mile run.

2. Conditions: During daylight hours and under existing weather conditions, 
each Raider will complete the CCMOD Test in their respective school’s 
Raider Team PFT uniform which is their team sweat suites/running suites, 
shorts, sweat shirts and/or tee shirts, and running shoes.  

3. Standards: Cadets will be scored using The Cadet Challenge Standards 
for each gender and age group for the one mile run and curl-ups. A one point 
per repetition will be awarded for the push up event. Cadets will be graded 
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per scoring criteria, cadets will be doing as many push-ups and curl-ups as 
they can do in one minute and will run the one mile run for time. 

4. Concept:

a. Raider Team uniform for the CCMOD Test can consist of the 
following: running shoes, PFT sweat suit or running suit, shorts, sweat shirts 
or t-shirts, or any combination of the above. All Raider Team uniforms to 
include shorts and tee shirts will be appropriate to wear or your team may be 
disqualified.

b. The Raider Challenge CCMOD Test will include one minute of 
push-ups, one minute of curl-ups, and the one-mile run in that order.

            c. Prior to each team starting their first event they will have 5 
minutes to stretch/warm-up.

            d. One judge per team will be assigned to the CCMOD test.  The 
Meet Director will select the Head Judges for each event. Judges will ensure 
that the push-up and curl-up are thoroughly explained and demonstrated and 
followed by a question and answer period. Judges will record each 
individual’s performance on the score sheet for that event and at the 
completion of the one-mile run will send the team’s score sheets to the 
Raider Meet Headquarters for checking and posting.

            e. If a scoring dispute arises at one of the stations, the Head Judge for 
that event will attempt to resolve the matter. If the matter is not resolved to 
the satisfaction of the affected team, then the SAI/AI must follow the 
protest/appeal process outlined in paragraph 8, page 3. of this MOI.

5. Push-Up:

a. Objective: To measure the chest, shoulder, and triceps muscle 
endurance through the maximum number of correct push-ups that can be 
performed in one minute.

A-1
 b. Testing: Judges will have the cadet assume the front leaning rest 

position by placing the hands where they are comfortable to them, their feet 
may be together or up to 12 inches apart. When viewed from the side, the 
body should form generally in a straight line from the shoulders to their 
ankles. On the command “GO”, begin the push-up by bending the elbows 
and lowering the body as a single unit until their upper arms are at least 
parallel to the ground. Then, return to the starting position by raising their 
entire body until their arms are fully extended. Their body must remain rigid 
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in a generally straight line and move as a unit while performing each 
repetition. To start, a timer calls out the command “READY?” “GO!” and 
begins timing the one minute. The cadet stops when the timer yells “STOP!”

c. Scoring:   A repetition will not count if the cadet fails to keep their body 
generally straight, or lower their whole body until the upper arms is at least 
parallel to the ground or to extend their arms completely. An altered front 
leaning rest position is the only authorized rest position. That is, you may 
sag in the middle or flex the back. When flexing the back they may bend 
their knees, but not to the extent that they are supporting most of their body 
weight with their legs. If this occurs, their scoring will be terminated. They 
must return to, and pause, in the correct start position before continuing. If 
they rest on the ground or raise either hand or foot from the ground their 
grading/scoring will be terminated, they may reposition their hands or feet 
during the event as long as they remain in contact with the ground at all 
times. 

6.  Curl-up:

a. Objective:  To measure the abdominal and hip flexor muscle 
endurance by the maximum number of correct curl-ups that is performed in 
one minute.

b. Testing:  Have the cadet assume the correct starting position by 
lying on their back, with their knees bent at a 90-degree angle. Their feet 
may be together or up to 12 inches apart. The heel is the only part of the foot 
that must remain in contact with the ground. Their arms are to remain 
crossed across the chest for the entire one minute. On the command “GO”, 
begin raising the upper body to or past the vertical position. Once they have 
reached or surpassed the vertical position, lower their body until their upper 
shoulder blades touch the ground, the head need not touch the ground.

c. Scoring:  Another person will hold their ankles with their hands only. No 
other method of bracing or holding the feet is authorized. The vertical 
position means that the base of the neck is above the base of the spine. A 
repetition will not count if they fail to reach the vertical position, or if they 
arch or bow the back to raise their buttocks off the ground by rocking their 
upper body, or let their knees exceed a 90-degree angle. The up position is 
the only authorized rest position. If they stop in the down (starting) position 
their scoring will be terminated. They may not use their hands, or any other 
means to pull or push themselves up to the up position or to hold themselves 
in the rest position, if they do so their scoring will be terminated. 
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7. One Mile Run:

a. Objective: To measure the cardiovascular strength/endurance by 
the fastest completion of the one-mile run.

b. Testing: The judges will instruct the cadets to assume a standing 
position on the starting line and the timer will give the command “GET 
READY” and “GO!” The course is on a track. Runners will start and finish 
at the same point.

c. Scoring: All raiders will be timed and their respective times will be 
entered on the team’s score sheet. Any cadet/runner not staying on the 
prescribed course will be disqualified. 
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BROWARD COUNTY RAIDER CHALLENGE
CCMOD SCORE CARD

TEAM/SCHOOL_____________________________________________________

NAME_________________________________________________

TYPE TEAM (CIRCLE ONE)

 MALE  FEMALE MIXED

#                NAME                                      SEX                          #PUSH-UPS           # SIT-UPS               1 MILE RUN  

1.  
________________________________________________________________________ 

2.  
________________________________________________________________________

3.  
________________________________________________________________________

4.  
________________________________________________________________________

5.  
________________________________________________________________________

6.  
________________________________________________________________________

7.  
________________________________________________________________________

8.  
________________________________________________________________________

COMMENTS:______________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
________________________

SCORER’S NAME: ______________________________________________________
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ANNEX B: ONE-ROPE BRIDGE

1. TASK:  Cross an obstacle using a one-rope bridge.

2. CONDITIONS:  

a. Under existing weather conditions and in a field environment each Raider 
Team will cross a 30 to 45 foot obstacle on a one-rope bridge spanning 
approximately 40 to 65 feet.

b. Teams will make only one timed crossing and will compete against the 
clock.  Time will not stop during the conduct of the event unless teams go 
over the 10 minute time limit.  Penalties will be assessed for rule 
infractions and safety lapses.  Total event time will be calculated from the 
cross time plus any accessed penalty time.

c. Eight cadets (raiders) will compete as a team for this event.  All raiders 
must cross the obstacle on the rope with the exception of the first and last 
raider.

d. A complete ACU uniform will be worn by all team members to include 
individual pistol belt with one full water canteen and cover.  ACU caps 
may be carried in the cargo pocket.

e. The bridge site will include a suitable anchor point on the near and far-
side of the obstacle, a mounting and dismounting point, and barriers (log, 
plank or tape) to mark the obstacle boundary.

 f.   Each Raider Team is responsible for providing their own equipment; 
                        1-bridge rope 120feet long X 7/16inch diameter (static or dynamic), 8-
                        Swiss seat ropes 12 to 15 feet X 7/16inch diameter, 10-snap links, and    
                        1-stick (implement) for the wireman’s knot. 

3. STANDARDS:

a. All knots – the square knot with overhand knots (Swiss seats and around-
the waist harness), round turn and two half hitches finished with at least a 
six (6) inch pigtail (near and far-side anchor points), wireman’s knot 
(transport tightening system), and bowline knot with overhand (#1 & #8 
raider) will be tied and dressed down IAW FM 3-97.61, Military 
Mountaineering, pages 4-9 through 4-18.
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b. The Swiss seat (rappel seat) will be tied IAW FM 3-97.61, Military 
Mountaineering, pages 4-31 through 4-32.

                                                                      

B-1
c. The two anchor knots and the wireman’s knot will be visually inspected 

for safety prior to raiders mounting the bridge rope.  If any are deemed 
unsafe, the knot will be retied.

d. When crossing, only two raiders will be clipped onto the bridge rope with 
the Swiss seat at any one time.  While crossing each raider must have one 
leg/foot in contact with and over the bridge rope or both feet/legs crossed 
above the rope.  The bridge will not be disassembled until the last raider 
has crossed and safely unclipped on the far-side.

4. CONCEPT:  Upon arrival at the bridge site, the team will enter the holding area 
with their bridging equipment and wait for further instructions from a guide or 
judge.  Teams will receive a safety briefing and be given the Task, Conditions and 
Standards for the event.  When a lane is clear, the team will then move to the 
preparation area, be given a site orientation and begin the 5 minute cross 
preparations.  “Time Start” begins the exercise/event.  “Time Stop” ends the 
crossing/event, the team then gathers their equipment, is given a short debrief and 
proceeds to the next event.

5. BRIDGING PREPARATION, CONSTRUCTION, CROSS, & DISASSEMBLY:

a. Preparation:

(1)  The #1 and #8 raiders tie a waist tie-in (around-the-waist harness).  
The Swiss seat rope is double wrapped around the waist and tied off with a square knot with 
overhands on each side.  The snap-link is then clipped around all coils of the harness.  The 
#2 - #7 raiders will tie Swiss/Rappel seats with snap-links to aid in transporting themselves 
across the rope bridge.  The snap-link is centered on the body and closed over all the rope 
parts with the gate facing up and away from the body.  The seat must be snug.

(2)  The 120 foot bridge rope is either stacked so the running end comes 
off the top of the stack/pile or is laid out in a running configuration in a series of elongated 
non-overlapping  S’s behind the near-side anchor point.  No loops are allowed in the rope 
end and/or rope ends positioned off the ground.

b. Construction: MUST BE FOLLOWED IN SEQUENCE STEP #1 TO 
STEP #5
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(1)  Step One:  The #1 raider ties a bowline w/overhand on an end of the 
bridge rope, attaches the snap-link in the loop and is belayed across the obstacle.  Belaying 
involves a stationary raider managing and controlling the bridge rope as the raider crosses 
the obstacle.  Too much “slack” is to be avoided in order to sense the movement of the 
crossing raider and to ensure an immediate safety response. 

(2)  Step Two:  When the #1 raider reaches the far-side, he/she moves to 
the anchor point, detaches the snap-link from the harness, wraps the bridge rope around the 
anchor 180 degrees and “temporarily” secures it by closing the snap-link on the bridge rope.

B-2
 (3)  Step Three:  On the near-side, as close to the obstacle as necessary, a 

wireman’s knot is tied into the bridge rope with a wooden stick/implement to aid in the 
disassembly of the knot.  Inserting the stick/implement is accomplished by placing it into 
the upper wing above the butterfly of the knot (upper bight of the wireman’s knot).  The 
stick/implement may not be used as a speed tightener.  The fixed loop formed in the knot 
must be at least 12 inches long and naturally lie toward the near-side anchor.  The fixed loop 
is placed into the two (2) snap-links with gates opposed.  The remainder of the bridge rope 
is routed around the anchor point and through the snap-links.  If necessary, the far-side 
raider pulls the wireman’s knot out from the near-side anchor point depending on the length 
of the bridge and/or type of rope employed – dynamic or static.

(4)  Step Four:  When the bridge rope has been passed through and been 
secured by the two (2) snap-links in the wireman’s knot the  far-side raider now detaches the 
“temporary” snap-link and secures the bridge rope to the anchor with a round turn and two 
(2) half hitches w/6” pigtail, ensuring the knot is at least waist high.

(5)  Step Five:  The raiders on the near-side tighten the bridge rope with 
up to 6 raiders.  The rope is tightened until the two (2) snap-links are one (1) meter/yard 
from the anchor.  The bridge rope should be tight enough to prevent crossing raiders from 
making contact with the obstacle.  The transport tightening system is then secured to the 
anchor using a round turn and two (2) half hitches w/6” pigtail.  The half hitches must pass 
around all ropes – the bridge rope and wireman’s knot.

c. Crossing:  The raider will face the bridge rope with his/her left shoulder 
toward the far-side anchor and clip onto the bridge rope.  The raider will then rotate his/her 
body under the bridge rope and pull with their hands until across the obstacle.  One leg/foot 
must be over and in contact with the bridge rope or both legs/feet must be crossed above the 
rope while crossing.  No more than two (2) raiders will be on or clipped into the bridge rope 
at any one time.  No part of the body or equipment may touch the obstacle.

d. Disassembly:
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(1)  When the last raider has crossed and unclipped from the bridge rope 
the far-side anchor may be untied while the #8 raider disassembles the transport system on 
the near-side.  He/she then ties a bowline w/overhand in the end of the bridge rope and 
secures the snap-link on his/her waist harness to the loop of the bowline knot.  The bowline 
may be tied during construction or crossing.  The #8 raider is then belayed across the 
obstacle by raiders on the far-side using the same technique as the #1 raider.

(2)  Once the #8 raider is across, all knots are removed from the bridge 
rope.  When the team leader is certain that all knots have been removed and equipment 
accounted for he/she will call “TIME”.  No individual equipment needs to be removed nor 
Swiss seats/around-the-waist harnesses untied and removed.

B-3

6. SCORING:  The score earned by the team will be the total time based on the time 
for the crossing plus any penalty time.  The fastest time is first etc.  (See Score 
Sheet B-7 )

7. PENALTIES:  30 second penalties will be assessed for the following rule 
violations, except as otherwise noted.

a. Equipment/Preparation/Inspection Penalties:

(1)  The raider team must have as a minimum 1 - 120 foot  long X 7/16 
inch diameter bridge rope, 8 - Swiss seat ropes  12 to 15 feet long X 7/16 inch diameter, 10 
– snap-links, and 1 – stick/implement (for quick release of the wireman’s knot).

(2)  Each raider that fails to properly tie a rappel seat (Swiss seat) with a 
square knot secured w/overhand knots and snap-link attached with the gate up and away 
from the body.  The Swiss seat must be a snug fit, not loose on the body.

(3)  #1/#8 raider fails to tie an around-the-waist harness secured with a 
square knot w/overhands and snap-links attached to all coils.

(4)  There are knots in the bridge rope or the rope is not placed behind the 
near-side anchor, or the rope is not properly stacked or running after the preparation.

(5)  If on inspection any raider does not have a complete ACU uniform 
with pistol belt and full canteen with cover.  ACU cap may be carried in the cargo pocket.
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b. Construction Penalties:
                                                  

(1)  #1 raider fails to secure the bridge rope to his/her waist harness with 
bowline knot w/overhand and snap-link. Use of an improper belay. 

(2)  #1 raider must “temporarily” secure the bridge rope with a 180 degree 
turn around the far-side anchor and reattach the snap-link from his/her waist harness to the 
bridge rope. 

(3)  Failure to tie the wireman’s knot – disqualification.  If the team must 
retie for safety – safety stop, time continues to run plus a 30 second penalty.  The wireman’s 
knot must naturally lie toward the near-side anchor and both ends should exit opposite each 
other without any bends, the loop formed in the knot must not be less then twelve (12) 
inches in length, and the gates on the snap-links must be opposed.

(4)  Failure to secure the bridge system on the far-side or near-side with a 
round turn with two (2) half hitches and pig-tail of 6 inches or longer – safety stop, time 
continues to run plus 30 second penalty.  The half hitches on the near-side must go around 
all parts (ropes) of the bridge system – the bridge rope and wireman’s knot.

B-4
 (5)  Touch of the obstacle by other than the #1 raider on his/her first 

cross.

c. Crossing Penalties:

(1) Not mounting (clipping into) the bridge rope with left shoulder facing 
the far-side anchor, and then rotating under the bridge rope to cross or mounting before all 
bridge knots are secure.

(2)  Must have one foot or leg in contact with and over the bridge rope or 
both feet/legs crossed above the bridge rope at all times on the cross – must be maintained 
from mount point to dismount point.

(3)  More than two (2) raiders on the bridge rope or clipped into the bridge 
rope at any one time.

(4)  Each raider who enters and touches the obstacle with his/her body and 
or equipment.  This includes members on the far and near-side attempting to assist raiders 
who are crossing.
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(5)  Parts of the uniform/equipment/other dropped into the obstacle on the 
cross.

(6)  Less than six (6) raiders crossing on the rope bridge – disqualification.

d. Disassembly Penalties:

(1)  #8 raider must tie into the bridge rope with a bowline w/overhand and 
secure himself/herself to the loop of the bowline on the end of the bridge rope with the snap-
link.  The #8 raider must be belayed across the obstacle – there should be little “slack” in the 
bridge rope.

(2)  Touching of the obstacle by other than the #8 raider on his/her cross.

 (3)  Uniform/equipment left/lost on the near-side after the crossing or 
missing bridging equipment on the far-side after the cross – two (2) snap-
links, stick and bridge rope.

(4)  Knot(s) left in the bridge rope after the crossing.

e. Other:

(1)  Safety issues – clock runs while corrected plus 30 seconds.

(2)  Sportsmanship – profanity, abusive or unethical conduct – TBD.

B-5
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ANNEX C: LITTER CARRY

54

BROWARD COUNTY RAIDER 
CHALLENGE CHAMPIONSHIP 

MEET
ONE- ROPE BRIDGE SCORE 

SHEET

SCHOOL_________________________ TEAM (CIRCLE)     MALE        FEMALE           MIX

VIOLATION   PENALTY # PENALTY

    TIME EACH VIOLATIONS TIME

EQUIPMENT/PREPARATION/INSPECTION:    

UNIFORM/EQUIP ACU+IND,120+8S+10SL,STK 30 SEC   

SWISS SEAT/WAIST HARNESS/GATE 30 SEC   

STACK/RUN ROPE/ANCHOR/KNOTS 30 SEC   

       

CONSTRUCTION:    

#1 R BOWLINE/SL TO BR/ BELAY 30 SEC   

#1 R TEMP TO FAR SIDE ANCHOR/180 W/SL 30 SEC   

WIREMAN/STICK w21/12"/LIE/GATE DQ/30 SEC   

#1 R ROUND TURN W2HH/PIG/WAIST 30 SEC   

SECURE TRANSPORT WRT2HH/PIG/ALL 30 SEC   

TOUCH OBSTACLE-PER/EQUIP 30 SEC   

       

CROSS:      

ROPE MOUNT LEFT SIDE/SL/ROTATE 30 SEC   

MORE THAN 2 R ON BRIDGE ROPE 30 SEC   

LOST FOOT/LEG CONTACT/OVER ROPE 30 SEC   

TOUCH OBSTACLE-PER/EQUIP 30 SEC   

LESS THAN 6 R CROSS ON BRIDGE DQ   

       

DISASSEMBLY:     

#8 R BOWLINE/SL TO BR/BELAY 30 SEC   

TOUCH OBSTACLE-PER/EQUIP 30 SEC   

KNOTS LEFT IN BRIDGE ROPE 30 SEC   

LOST/LEFT UNIFORM/EQUIP/ITEMS 30 SEC   

       

SAFETY/SPORTSMANSHIP/OTHER: TBD   

 
PENALTY 
TIME  
CROSS 
TIME  

TOTAL TIME  



1.    Task:    Each Raider Team will carry a US Army field litter with   
approximately 
80lbs/40lbs on it for a distance of one mile.

2.  Conditions:  Given a simulated victim with undetermined injuries, a litter, 
equipment, during daylight and under existing weather conditions. Each Male or Mixed 
Raider Team will have to carry a litter with approximately 80 pounds on it for a distance of 
one mile on a designated dirt road.  Female weight is 40 pounds.

3.  Standards: Teams will start from a known point, move forward and transport the 
victim a minimum of one mile along with the equipment that must be evacuated.

4.  Performance Measures: Raiders will move as a group to evacuate the casualty to 
the medevac location with the equipment that must be evacuated, a distance of 
approximately one mile.

5.  Concept: The Litter Carry event consists of a simulated plane crash site. Each team 
will move as a group and move the crash survivor as quickly and safely to the evacuation 
site with the appropriate equipment.

6.  Scoring:  

a. Time for scoring begins after the Initial Briefing by the Judge(s) and on the command 
of “GO”. Time ends when the crash survivor and all equipment are safely delivered to the 
medevac site. A penalty of 20 seconds will be added for each major performance measure 
not executed or not executed in order.

b. If a team member is injured and unable to continue while on the litter carry, a 
second member must remain behind with that individual, and the team can continue to 
complete the event.  There will be a five minute time penalty assessed if this occurs.  In 
addition, the injured party must be replaced by an alternate for any events still 
remaining to be done by the team.

NOTES: 

a. All materials will be provided by the on-site judge

b. An injured person (simulated by 80 pounds/40 pounds of sand bags or another device 
that weighs approximately 80 or 40 pounds will be taped to the litter) will be evacuated over 
a one mile course.                                                                                                                        
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BROWARD COUNTY RAIDER CHALLENGE CHAMPIONSHIP MEET

 LITTER CARRY SCORE CARD

SCHOOL/TEAM NAME____________________________________________________

CIRCLE ONE  FEMALE       MALE MIXED

ITEM                                                                        PENALTY              OCCURRENCES    TOTAL   
PENALTY
 

TRANSPORT THE CRASH SURVIVOR W/EQUIPMENT TO THE DESGINATED 
MEDIVAC SITE

1. SELECTS A METHOD OF
TRANSPORTING THE CASUALTY 20 SECONDS
2. PERFORMS THE CARRY 20 SECONDS
3. DOES NOT CAUSE FURTHER 
INJURY 20 SECONDS
4. TRANSPORTS ALL
DESIGNATED EQUIPMENT 20 SECONDS
5. ALL MEMBERS COMPLETE THE        300 SECONDS
     CARRY

TOTAL ELAPSED 
TIME_______________

TOTAL PENALTY 
TIME________________

TOTAL TIME: 
_________________________
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C-2
ANNEX D: LAND NAVIGATION/ORIENTEERING

1. Task: The Raider Team will negotiate an Orienteering Course, using only a compass, 
where cadets will be provided an azimuth and an unknown distance. 

2. Condition: Each Raider Team will be in ACU’s with pistol belt and a full 
canteen. All Raider Teams will provide their own compasses for the 
orienteering part of the event. Teams will start from a specified location and in 
daylight negotiate an orienteering course. Each Raider Team will be briefed by 
one of the Judges and the Judge will provide each team with a site map, sheet 
with the azimuth and distance and a place to write down their answer. Team 
members will check/calculate their compasses and verify their pace count. 
Each of the teams will negotiate the course as quickly and accurately as 
possible. As soon as they have found the two points that they have been asked 
to find, they will return to their starting point and turn in their score sheet.  No 
GPS equipment may be used at any time. 

3. Standards: Negotiate the orienteering course accurately in no more than 20 minutes. 

4. Scoring: The team commander will be given 5 minutes to prepare the team (male/mixed 
orienteering elements must have minimum one female participant), before the clock starts. 
On the command of “GO” the orienteering element will have 20 minutes to find their two 
points and return to the start point. 

NOTES:
a. All Teams should know their pace count before they arrive at the Land 

Navigation Course.

b. Each team must provide its own compasses.  Pencils will be provided. 
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ANNEX D: LAND NAVIGATION/ORIENTEERING

BROWARD COUNTY RAIDER CHALLENGE CHAMPIONSHIP MEET 
LAND NAVIGATION/ORIENTEERING SCORE SHEET

SCHOOL NAME/TEAM NAME________________________________________________

CIRCLE ONE:  FEMALE       MALE    MIXED

Member Names:  a. _________________________ e. ______________________________
     b. _________________________ f.  

_______________________________
     c. _________________________ g.. 

_______________________________
     d. _________________________ h. 

_______________________________
                               Penalties:

     a. TEAM IS OFF BY MORE THAN THREE DEGREES ON FIRST POINT = 100 Penalty Points     
     b. TEAM IS OFF BY MORE THAN 5 METERS ON FIRST POINT = 100 Penalty Points     
     c. TEAM IS OFF BY MORE THAN THREE DEGREES ON SECOND POINT = 100 Penalty Points   
     d. TEAM IS OFF BY MORE THAN 5 METERS ON SECOND POINT = 100 Penalty Points             

             e. TEAM OVER 20 MINUTES = 1 Penalty Point per minute over time limit              

POINT 1:
Azimuth ___ degrees magnetic
Distance ___ meters

PENALTY: ________________
  

POINT 2:  

Azimuth ___ degrees magnetic
Distance ___ meters

PENALTY: ________________
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Time Out:  ____________Time In:  ____________Total Time:  _________PENALTY:  
________________

Possible Points:  400

ORIENTEERING SUB-TOTAL POINTS ___________________

D-2
BROWARD COUNTY RAIDER CHALLENGE CHAMPIONSHIP MEET 

MAP READING / FIRST AID WRITTEN EXAMINATION
SCORE SHEET

SCHOOL NAME/TEAM NAME________________________________________________

CIRCLE ONE   FEMALE         MALE MIXED

                      Individual  Score:  

TM Member Names:  a. _______________________________ ______ 

  b. _______________________________ ______

  c. _______________________________ ______

d.  _______________________________     ______

e.  _______________________________ ______

f.  _______________________________ ______

g.  _______________________________ ______

h. __________________________________
______

(Minus 5 Points for each wrong answer)

                                

TOTAL COMBINED SCORE   _____________________
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SUBTRACT TWO LOWEST SCORES   _____________________

            TEAM OVERALL TOTAL _____________________

D-3
ANNEX E:  STATEMENT OF ELIGIBILITY

STATEMENT OF ELIGIBILITY
  

DATE: ______________________________________________________________

NAME OF SCHOOL: _________________________________________________

RAIDER TEAM:  MALE  FEMALE           MIXED
(Circle One)

I  CERTIFY THAT THE FOLLOWING NAMED JROTC CADETS PARTICIPATING IN 
THE BROWARD COUNTY RAIDER CHALLENGE CHAMPIONSHIP MEET date 
_______________ARE ELIGIBLE TO 
PARTICIPATE. THEY MEET THE CRITERIA OF THE FLORIDA HIGH SCHOOL
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION (FHSAA) BY HAVING A 2.0 GPA OR HIGHER:

1. 
___________________________________________________________________________________

2. 
___________________________________________________________________________________

3. 
___________________________________________________________________________________

4. 
___________________________________________________________________________________

5.  
___________________________________________________________________________________
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6.  
___________________________________________________________________________________

7. 
___________________________________________________________________________________

8. 
___________________________________________________________________________________

SIGNED SAI/AI: __________________________________________________

E-1
ANNEX F:  COVENANT NOT TO SUE

COVENANT NOT TO SUE
Statement Required by Privacy Act of 1974

1. Authority:  Title 10, US Code 2102
2.Principle Purpose(s):  To release the U.S. Government – US Army JROTC, the 
Host School – Broward County, Broward School District, and the 6th ROTC 
Brigade from liability for injury, death, or damages for JROTC cadets participating 
in voluntary off-campus training programs. 
3. Routine Uses:  Normal personnel actions. Disclosure of information may be 
provided to proper authorities in actions regarding law enforcement, legal actions as 
a result of injury or death, investigations of accidents resulting from such voluntary 
off-campus training.
4. Mandatory or voluntary disclosure and effect on individual not providing 
information: Disclosure is voluntary. Failure of the individual to complete this form 
will disqualify the JROTC cadet from participating in specific voluntary off-campus 
training.

I, _____________________________________________, residing 
at________________________
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(Type or Print Full Name)
(Street Address)

__________________________________________________, 
(______)______________________.

(City, State, Zip) (Area 
Code – Phone#)
do hereby agree that in consideration for being allowed to participate in the 
Broward County Raider Meet conducted by the Broward County JROTC, and 
whereas I am doing so entirely on my own initiative, risk and responsibility; and 
being fully aware of the risks adhering to this type of training, I hereby RELEASE 
AND DISCHARGE FOREVER, the United States Army, the State of Florida, 
Broward County Public Schools - Broward County and the Broward County 
JROTC Department and all of its officers, agents, and employees, acting officially 
or otherwise, from any and all claims, demands, actions, or cause of action, on 
account of myself or on account of any injury to me which may occur from any 
cause during said activity or continuances there of; and I do further covenant and 
agree to hold the said Government of the United States –U. S. Army JROTC, the 
State of Florida, and Broward County Public Schools –Broward County, and the 
Broward County JROTC Department and its officers, agents, and employees 
blameless for any and all damage which I may cause either intentionally or through 
my negligence.

________________________________________       
____________________________________

(Signature of Parent/Guardian) (Signature of Cadet 
Participating)

________________________________________       
_____________________________________
(Type/Print Name of Parent/Guardian) (Type/Print Name of 
Cadet)

________________________________________    
_______________________________________
   (Relationship to Cadet) (Age/Period Covered)
_______________________________________      
_______________________________________

(Date of Signature) (Witness)

F-1

ANNEX G:  POWER OF ATTORNEY

POWER OF ATTORNEY
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KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: That I, 
__________________________________, 

(NAME: First, MI, 
Last)

legal resident of _______________________ and residing 
at_____________________________   

(City & State)
(Street Address)

Have made, constituted and appointed and by these presents do make, constitute and appoint

____________________________, whose present address is 
____________________________,

(SAI and/or AI)               (Street, City, 
State, and Zip Code)

My true and lawful attorney to act as follows. GIVING and GRANTING unto my said 
attorney full power to authorize medical treatment or examination of my dependent minor 
child _____________________________. Any act or thing lawfully done hereunder for me 
or for my account shall be transacted in my name, and that all endorsements and instruments 
executed by my said attorney shall be binding on me and my heirs, legal and personal 
representatives, and assigns.

PROVIDED, however, that all business transacted hereunder for me or for my account shall 
be transacted in my name, and that all endorsements and instruments executed by my said 
attorney for the purpose of carrying out the foregoing powers shall contain my name, 
followed by that of my said attorney and the designation “attorney-in-fact.”

FURTHER, unless sooner revoked or terminated by me, this special Power of Attorney shall 
become NULL and VOID from and after date _____________________.  IN WITNESS 
WHEREFORE, I 

have hereunto set my hand and seal this _____day of________, 20__.

SIGNATURE OF:  _______________________________________
  (Parent or Legal Guardian)

PRINTED NAME: _________________________________
(Parent or Legal Guardian)

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

I, ___________________________________, do hereby certify that I am a duly 
commissioned, qualified, and authorized notary public in and for the________________; 
that
____________________________ grantor, in the foregoing Power of Attorney hereto 
annexed, who is personally well known to me as the person who executing Power of 
Attorney, appeared before this day within the terroritorial limits of my authority, being first 
duly sworn, acknowledged that he executed said instrument after the contents thereof had 
been read and duly explained to him, and that such execution was his free and voluntary act 
and deed for the uses and purposes therein set forth. IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have 
hereto set my hand affixed my official seal this _________   Day of 
_____________________, 20__.

My Commission Expires: ____________________________________________
Notary Public:
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SECTION V.  JROTC CADET LEADERSHIP CHALLENGE (JCLC)

JUNIOR RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS
CAMP CHALLENGE

CAMP TANAH KEETA
TEQUESTA, FLORIDA

ARMY     MARINE CORPS     NAVY     AIR FORCE

B R O W A R D    C O U N TY
J U N IO R    R O T C

1 9 7 3
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STANDING OPERATING 
PROCEDURE (SOP)

     4 May 2012 Revision 3

BROWARD COUNTY
JUNIOR RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS

JCLC

BROWARD COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

BROWARD COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
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SECTION I
MISSION, PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

1.  MISSION:   The Broward County Director of Army Instruction (DAI), in compliance 
with U.S. Army Cadet Command regulations, Sixth Brigade, Eastern Region 

guidance, and in partnership with the Florida Council of Boy Scouts of America 
will conduct JROTC Camp Challenge at Boy Scout Camps.  The Camp telephone 

number for emergency purposes will be specified in yearly JCLC MOI’s.

2. PURPOSE:   To provide JROTC cadet attendees a challenging, meaningful and 
practical learning experience.  And, to develop positive leadership, team work, 
citizenship skills and knowledge plus the building of individual self confidence and 
discipline, through hands-on high adventure type training.  This purpose is to be 
accomplished while living and interacting with peers from diverse backgrounds in a safe 
military-style environment.  The Winning Colors program will be utilized to help develop 
the teamwork and communications of all cadre and cadets.  All camp personnel (cadre 
and cadets) will receive initial winning colors training.  Cadets who complete the camp 
are eligible for the following course credit: 

Outdoor Education , .5 elective credit,  CR# 1502480 (5575). 
To receive this credit, each unit’s Senior Instructor must submit a final grade sheet for 
participating cadets through proper school channels to their data processing person.

3.  NUMBER ONE CONCERN:  The number one concern of all camp personnel is 
SAFETY.  A safe living and training environment is key to a successful camp and 
accomplishment of the mission, purpose and objectives of the camp.  Camp Cadre must 
assure cadets participate in activities freely, without undue peer pressure, potential 
ridicule, embarrassment or failure.  Camp Cadets must assure that they individually and 
collectively practice the belief of success through teamwork.   
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4.  OBJECTIVES:   The objectives of Camp Challenge JROTC Leadership Camp 
are:

a. To provide a safe and healthy training environment that is both physically 
and mentally challenging.

b. To  provide  hands-on  training  designed  to  develop  leadership,  discipline, 
teamwork and self-confidence.

c. To  provide  high  adventure-type  training  not  available  on  the  JROTC 
campus.

d. To  enable  cadets  to  practice  learned  leadership  skills  in  a  challenging 
unfamiliar environment.

e. To provide learning experiences in citizenship and team building while living 
and interacting with their peers in a military environment. 

f. To provide life-long fun experiences. 
g. To  provide  JROTC  cadets  and  cadre  with  opportunities  to  practice  and 

improve their  instructional  skills  and techniques  in  a  hands-on field  type 
environment. 

SECTION II
ORGANIZATION

1.   General:  The official name of the summer camp is JROTC Camp Challenge.  This 
camp is conducted as a special project of the Director of Army Instruction, Broward 
County Florida School District and the Sixth Brigade, Eastern Region, U.S. Army 
Cadet Command.  The camp will be operated under a contract relationship with the 
Florida Council, Boy Scouts of America. All attending High School JROTC Units, 
by their acceptance of allocations to send cadets to the camp, understand that they 
have adopted this SOP which will be followed by all school cadre and cadets in 
preparation for and actual attendance at camp.  All US Army Sponsored Broward 
County JROTC units are required to attend with two cadre personnel.  All other 
service sponsored Broward County Programs are invited to attend.  Other service 
JROTC programs must coordinate with the DAI office on all matters pertaining to 
this camp.   

2. Camp Organization: The Camp will be organized along the lines of a standard 
military organization with the following key positions:
• Camp Commander 
• Deputy Commander/Operations Officer
• Camp Executive/Safety Officer
• Camp Sergeants Major
• Camp S-1, Personnel Officer
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• Camp S-4, Logistics   
• Camp S-5 , Public Relations
• Company Cadre Leaders for each lettered Cadet Company 
• Camp Chief of Chaperones
• Chaperones, two per each female living area 
• Committee Chief/Coordinator for each major training activity

3. Camp Command and Control Relationships:

a. General:

(1) All camp cadre are responsible for the safety, health, welfare, discipline 
and control of all cadets, at all times.  The Camp Commander and staff will be 
available to personally supervise and accept suggested changes in regard to 
operations, safety, and conduct of all camp personnel.  All camp cadre personnel are 
expected to remain in residence 24 hours per day for the duration of the camp.  
Cadre may leave camp only after obtaining permission from the Camp Commander 
and signing out with the camp administrative office.  

(2) The Company Cadre Leader or senior Camp Cadre present may 
intercede if in their opinion cadet safety is jeopardized. Informal coordination 
between all trainers, both JROTC and Boy Scouts, should resolve all areas of 
concern.  Except for reasons of safety, only the Camp Commander or Camp S-3 
may require changes to the instruction.  Except in emergency, direct supervision 
and directive actions in regard to Boy Scout of America personnel must be 
coordinated by the Camp Commander and immediate staff.

  
b. The Florida Council, Boy Scouts of America personnel will:

(1) Provide and coordinate facilities, billets, dining facility, meals,  training 
personnel, equipment, training areas and ranges in support of the camp as agreed to 
in the camp contract/agreement.

(2) Provide training cadre and training support for the cadets at the major 
training sites.  

c. The Commander, Sixth Brigade, Eastern Region will:

 (1) Designate specifically and place on orders the Camp Commander who 
will provide command, control and administrative support for Camp Cadre, 
JROTC Cadets and approved chaperones.

(2)  Place on orders the Camp Safety Officer as designated by the Camp 
Commander.  The Camp Safety Officer will conduct safety inspections, prepare risk 
assessments of all training, and conduct the camp safety program.
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(3) Be the primary interface between the Florida Council, Boy Scouts of 
America and U.S. Army higher level commands in coordinating policy and conduct 
of the camp.  Also in case of an unresolved issue between the Camp Commander 
and representatives of the Florida Council, Boy Scouts of America will act as a 
mediator to resolve the issue.

(4)  Designate and place on military orders the JROTC instructors, and 
Chaperones who will be participating in the conduct of the camp.  They will be 
called Camp Cadre.

d. The Camp Commander will:

(1)  Coordinate and finalize contract request with the Boy Scout Camp 
Director to assure necessary personnel, logistical and training area support are 
available to safely support the JROTC JCLC mission.

(2)  Ensure compliance with current U.S. Army Cadet Command policies, 
regulations and directives and the Boy Scouts of America camping policies.

(3)  Establish, implement and enforce policies and procedures deemed 
necessary for the safe, efficient and orderly operation of the camp.

 (4) Designate and assign to each Cadet Training Company, as a minimum, a 
Company Cadre Leader and the appropriate number of female chaperones. 

(5) Assure Cadets are assigned randomly among the cadet companies by the 
Camp Adjutant/S1 to provide maximum opportunities for the cadets to interact 
with a mix of peers with different backgrounds from different Broward County 
schools.  

(6) Assure the assignment of all Camp Cadre to specific contributing 
positions in the camp organization.  Everyone is to be a contributor to the camp 
mission. 

4.  Staff Responsibilities:

     a. Camp Operations Officer:

     (1) Assumes command of the camp in the absence of the Camp Commander.  

     (2) Assists the Camp Commander in all areas assuring the safe and efficient 
operation of the Camp on a 24-hour basis. 

     (3) Coordinates the activities of the Camp Staff and setting up the camp’s daily  
coordination meeting.
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(4)  Coordinates  with  the  Boy  Scouts  for  all  key  actions  affecting  the  camp. 
Assures a good relationship and smooth interface between the BSA personnel and 
the Camp Staff. 

(5) Publish and coordinate camp training schedules.

(6)  Plans, coordinates and supervises all training conducted.  Coordinates 
special training activities with the designated Boy Scout Director(s) within 
guidelines established by the Camp Commander.

(7)  Evaluates unit training and cadet activity. Insures that training activities are 
conducted in accordance with the published training schedules.

(8)  Plans for inclement weather training. Responsible for coordination of 
training areas to be used and the assignment of personnel to coordinate/conduct the 
training. 

(9)  Responsible for planning, coordinating and conducting the end of camp 
awards ceremony.

(10)  Plans and coordinates actions for Camp security, particularly during night 
time hours.

b. Camp Executive/Safety Officer: 

(1)  Responsible to assure compliance with the guidelines for safety to insure a 
safe training environment for all cadets at the camp.  The Safety Officer has full 
authority to act for the Commander in all areas of safety and accident prevention to 
include stopping training or movement of cadets when conditions exist that pose a 
threat to the cadets’ safety 

(2)  Responsible for the preparation and inclusion in this SOP of the Camp 
Safety Guidelines, and insure their compliance with current Army, Cadet 
Command and Boy Scouts of America (BSA) Regulations, directives and policies.

(3)  Will coordinate with the Camp Tanah Keeta Boy Scouts of America 
representative and ensure safety inspections of all training sites before training 
begins.

(4)  Will prepare risk assessments in coordination with the BSA prior to the 
camp, and then review/revise as necessary the risk assessments in coordination with 
the Committee Chief/ Coordinator at each of the training sites before training 
begins.  The risk assessments will be signed by the Safety Officer and the Camp 
Commander.  A copy will be kept on file in the Camp Tanah Keeta Safety Officer’s 
Office, and the applicable copy will be kept at the training site.   
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      (5)  Ensure that wet bulb reading are taken once each hour during the hours of 
training, fly the appropriate color flags – GREEN, YELLOW, RED, BLACK and 
inform the training companies as to wet bulb status.

c. Camp  Sergeants Majors:  The duties of the Camp Command Sergeant Major 
have been divided into three separate areas of responsibility and will be shared 
by at  least  three  senior  enlisted  personnel  in  the  grade of  E-9.  The areas  of 
responsibility  are  companies,  training  and  staff  areas.   Generic  duties  for  all 
include: 

-  Assist the Commander and Deputy Commander with all matters 
pertaining to the safe operation of the camp and the health and welfare of 
the cadets.

-  Assist in maintaining a high standard of cadet and cadre appearance and 
conduct.

-  Assist in the disposition of visiting VIP’s and dignitaries.
(1)  Sergeant Major, Company Operations

-  Conduct daily inspections of the company areas using the scoresheets, 
Section XI, enclosure 2.

- Act as first respondent (outside the companies) to cadets who exhibit 
improper behavior or who express a desire to leave camp.

- Monitor status of cadets in the Camp First Aid Station and assist, if 
necessary to the discharge of sick cadets.

- Take lead in the Company Guidon Competition as described in Annex A.

- Responsible to conduct flag details w/music to raise the flag at start of 
business and conduct retreat formation at close of business daily.
  

- Take lead to form and conduct all camp formations to include Welcome 
Ceremony, Awards Ceremony, etc.

- Responsible for the completion, collection and review of all Cadet 
Performance Forms (CPF) (see Section XI, enclosure 3) daily except for 
the last day of camp.

- Responsible for the daily clean up and police of all company areas and for 
clearing the camp on the final day of camp.
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(2)   Sergeant Major, Training and Operations

- Ensure the compliance of Sunshine State Standards during all periods of 
instruction.

- Coordinate the conduct of Winning Colors evaluations for all cadets, 
cadre chaperones and instructors.

- Certify that all cadets conduct drown- proofing training before they 
engage in any water activity.

- Responsible for the completion, collection and review of all training 
Committee Evaluation Score Sheets (Section XI, enclosure 1.)  

- Responsible for the cleanliness and police of all committee training areas 
and final clearing on the last day of camp.

(3)  Sergeant Major, Staff Operations

-  Responsible to review and assist in the execution of any staff action, 
document, product.
 

- Responsible for awards and other recognition of success for cadets to 
include Honor Company Competition

- Responsible to chair the Cadet of the Camp board and report finding to 
the Camp Commander.  

- Take lead in the preparation and conduct of the Flag Retirement 
Ceremony.

- Coordinate with Camp Commander for briefings, touring and feeding of 
VIP’s and dignitaries.

- Responsible for the efficient feeding, cleanliness and police of the Camp 
Dining Facility.

- Oversee the breakdown and distribution of lunch (Heater Meals) on a 
daily basis.

- Oversee the Care and Posture of the Camp First Aid Station and report 
status daily to Camp Commander.

- Responsible for the cleanliness and police of the Camp Headquarters, 
Camp First Aid Station and sleeping quarters to include Chaperone 
billets.

- Responsible for the accountability of all cadre, the sign-out and sign-in 
and reassignment.
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d. Camp S-1, Adjutant:

(1) Plans, coordinates and supervises the in and out processing of all camp cadre, 
cadets and chaperones (See Section III).

(2) Responsible for development and maintenance of camp cadre and cadet 
personnel rosters and providing the Camp Commander a daily strength report.

(3) Responsible for coordination of cadet sick call procedures with the Camp 
First Aid Station.

(4)  Responsible for the preparation and submission of personnel reports 
required by Commander, Sixth Brigade, Eastern Region and U.S. Army Cadet 
Command. The reports include, but are not limited to, the Daily Personnel Status 
Report (Opening day NLT 1800 with “as of time” of 1700 to High School Division, 
Sixth Brigade, and daily thereafter by 1500 with “as of time” of 1200 hours.); and a 
Illness/Injury Report for all illnesses and injuries that require evacuation to a 
hospital or release from camp because of the illness or injury.   

(5) Responsible for coordinating the orders for all camp cadre and chaperones.

e. Camp S-4, Logistics Officer:

(1) Coordinates all material requirements with the Florida Council, Boy Scouts 
of America to include rations, living areas and equipment.   Accepts for the Camp 
Commander all facilities and equipment provided for the Camp.

(2) See Section VII for detailed Logistics Officer actions.

f.  Camp S-5, Public Relations:

(1)  Responsible for development of public information plan for the camp and 
coordination of PIO activities.  This plan must be completed with media 
coordination confirmed one month before the start of camp.

(2)  Responsible for planning and coordinating VIP visitors activities.  This 
includes preparation of briefings as required by the Camp Commander.

      (3)  Responsible for planning and coordinating the end of cycle activities. 

g.  Company Cadre Leaders:

(1)  Responsible for the health, safety and welfare of camp cadre, chaperones 
and cadets assigned to their Company.
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(2)  Responsible for controlling, disciplining and counseling camp cadre, 
chaperones  and cadets assigned to their Company and ensuring that the Camp 
Commander and Camp Command Sergeant Major are aware of any discipline 
issues/problems.

(3)  Responsible to assure that the cadet daily training schedule is followed to 
include lights out and wake up times.

(4)  Assigns cadets to leadership positions and assures evaluations are prepared 
in accordance with camp policy and  guidance

(5)  Responsible for Company administration including development of rosters 
of cadets by Company, daily strength reports to include maintaining daily strength 
and status information on all cadets, and supervision of assigned camp cadre and 
chaperones.

(6)  Responsible for the processing of cadets into and out of the Company in 
accordance with camp guidelines and policy.

h.   Camp Chief of Chaperones:  

Oversee the conduct, care and billeting of all assigned chaperones during the 
duration of the Camp cycle.

i.    Chaperones:  (See Section IX)

j.    Camp First Aid Station and Camp Chief Medical Officer.  (See Section VII 
covering Camp Medical Aid Station operations.)  The Camp Aid Station is a 24 
hour operation.  

5. Discipline Problems:

a.  Camp Cadre and Chaperones: The Camp Commander and the Deputy Camp 
Commander will address and be the final authority on discipline problems 
dealing with Camp Cadre and Chaperones.

b. Cadet conduct and discipline: 

(1)  All cadet discipline/conduct problems that involve theft, willful damage 
to personal, BSA or government property, violence or threat of violence will 
immediately be referred to the Camp Commander and Camp Command Sergeant 
Major.   The cadet will be removed from the activity where the incident occurred 
and taken to the Camp Command Sergeant Major.  
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(2)  Normally the Company Leadership will address cadet discipline 
problems.  If the Company Leadership is unable to rectify the problem, or the 
conduct/discipline problem is serious, then the cadet will be referred to the Camp 
Commander and Camp Command Sergeant Major.

(3)  The Company Leadership will investigate the situation and either solve 
the problem or refer the cadet to the Camp Command Sergeant Major.  
Information on discipline problems concerning cadets will always be passed to the 
Company Leadership and the respective school SAI/AI.

(4)  The Camp Command Sergeant Major (CSM) may affect removal of the 
cadet from the company in order to prevent possible disruptions.  The CSM will 
arrange for the cadet to be counseled by his or her school SAI/AI and report the 
incident to the Camp Commander.

(5)  The school SAI/AI will report with the cadet to the Camp Commander. 
The Camp Commander will direct appropriate actions after review of the 
discipline/conduct problem and consultation with the school SAI/AI.

(6)  The majority of the discipline problems will be resolved following this 
sequence.   Common sense also dictates when the procedures should be modified.  If 
the school SAI/AI is in the same Company, then the cadet should be referred to the 
school SAI/AI and the Camp Sergeant Major advised.  

6.  Early Departure/Dismissal of a Cadet:   It is the direct responsibility of the school 
SAI/AI to notify the Camp Commander and the Camp S-1 of any cadet departure 
from camp regardless of the reason for departure.   The school SAI/AI is 
responsible for making whatever arrangements necessary to insure the cadet’s 
prompt clearance and transportation from the camp to the cadet’s home.  

7.  Offenses for Early Dismissal:  The following is a list of offenses (not all inclusive) 
that will result in early release of a cadet.  These are considered to be a major infraction 
of good order and discipline:

• Possession, use of and/or consumption of alcoholic beverages or tobacco 
products.

• Possession and/or use of drugs or drug paraphernalia.
• Possession of ammunition of any type to include residue and empty shell casings.
• Possession of a weapon of any type.
• Willful disobedience of authorized orders.
• Fighting.
• Unauthorized absence at any time, including missing bed checks.
• Stealing, shoplifting, larceny or burglary of any type.
• Concealment of a medical condition that my affect the ability of that cadet to 

complete his/her training cycle and/or places the camp cadre/chaperones at a 
higher liability risk.
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8.  Camp Security:  It is mandatory that monitoring of the camp area, particularly 
the living and administrative areas, occur at all times. Cadets will be restricted to 
their assigned Company area or designated training area unless escorted/supervised 
by a Camp Cadre or chaperone.   Male cadets will not enter female living areas/tent 
areas nor will female cadets enter male living areas/tent areas at any time.  All 
cadets are restricted to their tent areas after lights out.  

SECTION III
REPORTING, IN-PROCESSING & OUT-PROCESSING

1. General:

      a. The established standards for cadet appearance and health/physical fitness will be 
met prior to departure of the cadet from their school to the camp.  If, at initial in-
processing, it is determined that a cadet does not meet the established standards, the 
school SAI/AI is responsible for the immediate return of the cadet to their home. 

      b. Required Forms: The following items must be provided to the Camp S-1 at a 
date determined by Core Curriculum Specialist, JROTC, usually in the month of 
May.  This will facilitate rapid initial in-processing.  If there are any last minute changes 
to your school’s participating cadets, then appropriate updated copies of the following 
forms must be provided upon arrival at the Edgewood Site assembly area:

(1) Complete final updated roster of cadets by last name, first name, middle 
initial, sex, LET level completed and T-shirt size.  The roster format to be used is 
an EXCEL form which will be posted on the CAB “County JROTC” Conference 
(in an “uploaded file” in the “Summer Camp” folder, located in the “Resources” 
folder on the main page of the conference). 

(2) Properly completed required forms for each cadet are also located on the CAB 
“County JROTC” Conference.

(3)  Statement of medical insurance coverage (see subparagraph “e” below). 
     
     c. Required monetary funds: There is no fee for cadets.  All meals are contracted for 
by the U.S. Army for all cadets, cadre and chaperones.  A certificate of non-availability 
will not be given since all meals are being furnished.  No reimbursement for 
transportation costs are authorized for this camp.
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      d. Drugs and medication: Drugs of any type (including alcohol – beer and hard liquor) 
will not be permitted or consumed within the camp or training areas by either cadets or 
cadre except those prescribed by a physician.  All School SAIs/AIs must be aware of any 
prescribed medications that must be taken by their cadets during the course of the camp 
and be knowledgeable of the correct dosage and method of ingestion. The name of any 
cadet requiring such medication, the time and dosage it is to be given, and the 
medication itself, must be turned-in to the S-1 office at the assembly area.  The S-1 
will provide it to the Camp Challenge/BSA medical section upon arrival at Camp.

         e. Insurance: Medical Insurance covering each cadet attending camp is 
required.  Proof of insurance for participating cadets (e.g., copy of insurance card, 
letter from parent) will be provided at initial in-processing.  The Learning for Life 
policy provided by the BSA serves as a supplemental policy that covers liability, not 
illness. 

          f. Personal Property: Due to potential discipline problems, limited secure storage 
areas and the possibility of loss or theft, two-way forms of communication (to include 
cellular phones, radios and beepers), regular radios, stereos, tape players, ipods, 
electronic bug zappers, etc., will not be permitted in camp. Tell the cadets to not 
bring these items to camp! Such items, if carried to camp, will be immediately turned in 
at the company area, tagged with the cadet’s name and placed in the camp headquarters 
upon in processing.  

2.  Arrival and In-Processing:

      a. Initial in-processing will be conducted at a designated location on the first day of  
camp.  Cadets and cadre must arrive at the In-processing Site at 0730 hours. The Camp 
Commander,  designated  key  staff,  Company  Leadership,  Training  Coordinators,  and 
Chaperones ALL will report to the in-processing location also, unless otherwise directed 
individually. 

      b. KEY ISSUE:  Cadets and cadre must establish a means to be dropped off at 
the Inprocessing Site.  Schools are encouraged to schedule an activity bus from their 
school location if possible.  Pick up upon return must be coordinated by each cadet or a 
cadre member for his/her cadets.

      b. Upon arrival and being dropped off at the designated Site, cadets will take their 
duffle bag and all other personal belongings (everything taken to camp must fit into the 
duffle bag except their sleeping and military uniform gear), and proceed to a designated 
assembly area for their school.  Each cadet may be issued one Meal, Ready to Eat (MRE) 
or similar type for a lunch meal if needed.  They will remain under the control of a school 
representative while a member of the school cadre reports to the S-1 section to start in 
processing. Cadre will present to the S-1 all the completed required forms (which have 
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not been previously supplied) for each cadet, plus the medical insurance statement and a 
final, complete roster of cadets from the school (encls 2 & 8).   

 c.   The required five forms to be presented for each cadet are available on the CAB 
“County JROTC” Conference and include the following:

(1) JROTC Personnel Information Sheet
(2)  Power of Attorney Form (include all instructors from your school on it)
(3)  SF 93- Medical History Form.  One-year school physical exams do not 
suffice
(4)  Covenant Not to Sue Form
(5)  Consent to Medical Treatment  Form

      d. The Camp S-1 will record cadets and cadre arrival and update the assignment 
spreadsheet. Upon receipt of the cadet’s unit assignments, colored bracelets will be issued 
to the in-processing school cadre reflecting a Company assignment for each cadet. The 
school cadre member will be responsible for personally placing the colored bracelet as 
specified on each cadet’s wrist that he/she is responsible.

      e. The school SAI/AI or designated camp assistant will escort cadets to their assigned 
Company’s designated area. After all cadets have been delivered to their assigned 
Company, cadre members who are assigned duties within a cadet Company will proceed 
to their Company area and assume control of the cadets, initiate accountability measures, 
make initial position assignments, designate a Cadet Safety Officer, conduct an initial 
Safety Briefing, and prepare the cadets for training or, if required, reloading on a bus and 
transportation to another training site.

      f. When in-processing is complete at designed site, cadets will proceed to training 
venues, company areas or may be loaded onto the buses by company.  The buses will 
then convoy to a different training site where the cadets will exit the buses and move to 
their respective company area.  Upon arrival in the company area, cadets will be given 
unit assignment cards or some other method established by the Company 
Commander/Company First Sergeant.  The cards will identify for the cadets their tent 
assignment.

      g. Cadet Rosters are to be checked with the Camp S-1 by the Company Cadre NLT 
than a time to be established by the Camp Commander, normally prior to 1700 hours of 
the first day of camp.  This will be done at Camp after arrival and accountability of all 
cadets at the company’s camp site.

3.  Rules and Appearance Standards for Camp Cadre & Cadets:  The camp standards 
are as prescribed in Cadet Command Regulation 145-2 and AR 670-1.  Non-Army 
cadets will adhere to the personal grooming and appearance standards of their 
individual service’s regulations.  Any cadet or cadre member not in compliance with 
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the standards may be dismissed from the camp.  The following is a short summary 
of some of the appearance standards expected upon arrival:

a. Camp Cadre: The camp uniform authorized for Army cadre for daily wear in camp 
is the Army  Combat Uniform –ACU with field cap and boots per AR 670-1 or the PT 
Uniform during appropriate  periods.  Non-Army cadre  will  wear  the appropriate  field 
uniform IAW the regulations of their individual services.  The Cadre US Army black 
beret will not be worn with the ACU uniform during the camp.  

      b. Male Cadets:  (AR 670-1, paragraph 1-8)  Cadets are required to wear a complete 
Army Combat Uniform (ACU), Woodland BDU, appropriate bathing suit or PT uniform 
while attending Summer Camp.

(1)  Hair will be neatly groomed.  The length and bulk of the hair will not be 
excessive or present a ragged, unkempt, or extreme appearance. Hair when 
combed, will not fall over the ears or eyebrows or touch the collar except for the 
back of the neck. In all cases, the bulk or length of the hair will not interfere with 
the normal wear of all military headgear.

(2)  If the individual desires to wear sideburns, they will be neatly trimmed.  The 
base will not be flared and will be a clean-shaven, horizontal line.  Sideburns will 
not be downward beyond the lowest part of the exterior ear opening.

(3)  The face will be clean-shaven, except that if a mustache is worn, it will be 
kept neatly trimmed, tapered, and tidy and will not present a chopped-off 
appearance.  No portion of the mustache will cover the upper lip line or extend 
sideways beyond a vertical line drawn upward from the corner of the mouth, 
where the upper and lower lips join. Handlebar mustaches, goatees, and beards 
are not authorized.

(4) Male personnel will not wear earrings at any time during the camp period.
No earrings of any size or shape may be worn with any uniform (para 1-14c). 

     c. Female Cadets:  (AR 670-1, paragraph 1-8 (e3)):

(1)  The bulk or length of the hair will not interfere with the wear of the Army or 
Non-Army headgear. Hair will be groomed and will not present an extreme or 
unkempt appearance.  Hair will not extend below the bottom edge of the collar.  
Hair holding ornaments (barrettes, pins, clips) must be of natural color or 
transparent and will be inconspicuously placed. Makeup and nail polish will be 
conservative and compliment the uniform. One-piece bathing suits will be worn 
for all water activities.  Do not wear undergarments under bathing suit.
(2) No earrings of any size or shape will be worn with the ACU, BDU or PT 
uniform (AR 670-1, para 1-14c).
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      d. All cadets must be reminded that attendance at JCLC IS NOT A RIGHT, it is 
a privilege and these standards and these standards must be upheld .   Jewelry: The 
wear of a wrist watch, identification wrist bracelet, and not more than two rings, 
one ring per hand  is authorized with the Army uniform as long as the style is 
conservative, in good taste and does not present a safety hazard when executing the 
various apparatus during training. The wearing of rings is highly discouraged due 
to the type of training being conducted.  The wear of purely religious medals on a 
chain around the neck is authorized provided neither the medal nor the chain is 
exposed.  Body piercings must not be allowed other than female stud earrings.

        e. Contraband items are not allowed in the possession of cadets or cadre at camp.  
Examples are martial arts devices such as throwing darts, chains, mace dispensers, non-
prescription drugs, tobacco products, knives, handcuffs, electric bug zappers, or 
pornographic materials. If in doubt, cadets should contact their SAI/AI prior to departure 
from home.

4.  Cadre Billeting, Meals, and Transportation:

a. All US Army JROTC Cadre will be on invitational travel orders.      

b.  All  cadre personnel  will  be provided camp billeting,  therefore,  no billeting 
reimbursement will  be authorized.  Camp Cadre assigned to camp headquarters 
will be billeted in the main camp area, or may be given permission to go home at 
night.   Company  Leadership  will  be  billeted  with  their  respective  Company. 
Female chaperones will be billeted with the female cadets, a minimum of two 
chaperones per cadet female tent area.

c.  All  cadre  personnel  will  utilize  government  provided  transportation  unless 
specifically  approved otherwise  by the  camp commander.   Selected  personnel 
may be authorized POV travel at no cost to the government.

 d. All Camp Cadre and chaperones will be expected to eat in the dining 
facility (See paragraph 1.c. above).  All meals for cadre and chaperones are 
contracted and paid for by the U.S. Army.  There will not be a certificate of 
non-availability issued.  Per-diem for meals will not be given.      

 
5. Out Processing:

a. The Camp Commander will, through the S-1, release individual cadets to their 
school SAIs/AIs after the final formation is complete and that all company areas 
have been cleared.  Cadre who elect to drive to camp at their own expense are 
expected  to  return  to  the  drop-off  point  to  facilitate  closure  and  secure  their 
cadets.  No cadets or cadre will be released from the drop-off Site to return home 
before all units by school have arrived and ALL cadets and cadre are accounted 
for.  After an accountability check, all cadets and cadre will then be released when 
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authorized by the Camp Commander.  At the time of the release, a cadre member 
from each  school  should  report  to  the  S-1  who will  issue  camp  training  and 
evaluation packets to each school’s representative.

b. The DAI Office will, upon reaching home station, submit a telephonic closure 
report to the Sixth Brigade Headquarters at (912) 352-6031/6755.   

6.  Early Departure/Dismissal of a Cadet:   It is the direct responsibility of the school 
representative to notify the Camp Commander and the Camp S-1 of any intended 
cadet departure from camp regardless of the reason for departure.   The school 
representative will make whatever arrangements necessary to effect prompt 
clearance and transportation from the camp to the cadets’ home.  ALL 
DEPARTURES REQUIRE THE SPECIFIC APPROVAL OF THE CAMP 
COMMANDER. 

SECTION IV
SAFETY

1.  General:   The number one concern of the Camp Challenge Commander and all 
Camp Challenge Cadre and chaperones is the safety of the cadets.  A safe training 
environment is essential for the successful accomplishment of the mission, purpose and 
objectives of the Camp Challenge.  

2. Responsibilities: 

a. All Camp Challenge Cadre: Must assure cadets participate in activities freely, 
without undue peer pressure nor potential ridicule or embarrassment. Safety with 
respect to JROTC cadets is of paramount importance and concern during training 
activities because:

1) The typical cadet is only 14 to 16 years of age.  They are in a major physical 
and psychological development stage growing into adulthood.  Many are 
overly sensitive to peer pressures and adult influences. Most fear failure and 
embarrassment and some will be totally fearless. 

2) They are not required to pass an in depth pre-camp physical, therefore their 
physical, mental, and emotional health is unknown. The medically unqualified 
cadet may not have been eliminated during pre-camp screening and in 
processing.

3) All cadets are minors according to the Law and, for the most part, subject to 
parental control, attitudes and values.  As students, they are participating in a 
school approved extracurricular activity.  Camp Challenge Cadre are subject 
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to the same institutional care and control rules over the cadets as when at the 
campus. 

4) Do not make a cadet do something he/she is not mentally, emotionally or 
physically prepared to do.

   b.  Cadre Company Commanders: Will designate one of his/her assigned cadre 
members as the Company Safety Officer, and task him/her to spend the entire training 
day with the cadet company.
 
    c. Training Site/Activity Supervisors: Each major training site committee chief or 
activity supervisor will develop a written training safety plan, post it at the training site 
and provide a copy to the Challenge Safety Officer. 

    d.  Cadet Safety Officers: A Cadet Safety Officer will be appointed on the first 
day of camp to serve for the entire camp period. He/she will be responsible to report any 
unsafe  or  unhealthy  condition  to  the  Company  Cadre  and/or  Camp  Safety  Officer’s 
representative. The cadet safety officer will be a part of the cadet chain of command. The 
cadet  will  wear a special  uniform accessory provided by the Camp Safety Officer to 
enable quick recognition.  The cadet will receive special recognition at the end of camp. 

3.  Risk  Assessments:  For  each  major  training  activity,  a  RISK  assessment  will  be 
prepared  in  a  coordinated  effort  between  the  Camp  Challenge  Safety  Officer,  BSA 
representatives and each Training/Activity Committee Chief. The RISK assessments will 
be maintained in the Camp Challenge Safety Office and a copy will be kept at the major 
training site.  The existing Risk Assessments are available on the CAB “County JROTC” 
Conference  (in  an  “uploaded  file”  in  the  “Summer  Camp  07”  folder,  located  in  the 
“Resources” folder on the main page of the conference).

4.  Buddy System: A twenty-four hour Cadet Buddy System will be established in the 
companies and incorporated in each training activity.  The importance of watching out for 
each others’ safety and providing morale support will be emphasized to the cadets at the 
start and conclusion of each day of the camp.  This starts with the initial contact between 
the cadets until their actual departure to return to their home institutions.

5.  Safety Hazard –Heat:  The most serious potential training hazard at Camp Challenge 
is heat.  At each training site, cadets will take actions at the beginning of each day for 
required heat category RED and in the afternoon for heat category BLACK.   Emphasis 
will be placed on drinking of water and electrolyte  replenishment.  See Annex B. for 
complete heat prevention policy and procedures.  

 6.  Daily Safety Slogan:  A daily safety slogan will be published by the Safety Officer. 
All Camp Cadre and cadets will know and remind others of the slogan.  The slogan shall 
be incorporated into the training site orientation for the cadre and cadets each day.
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SECTION V
TRAINING & OPERATIONS

1. General:   The major hands-on adventure type training activities that will be reflected 
in the training schedule are:

• Low & High Rope Courses
• Rappelling/Rock Climbing Wall
• Confidence Building 
• Leadership Team Building 
• Aquatics/Canoeing/Kayaking
• Rocketeering/Environmental Science/Astronomy
• Marksmanship Familiarization and Qualification 
• Land Navigation/Outdoor Skills/Women In Distress

      a. A Company Training Rotation Schedule and a Unit Training Schedule for 
each  major  training  site/activity  will  be  prepared  by  the  Camp Operations  S-3 
Officer.  The schedules will be distributed by the Camp S-3 to each cadet Company 
and major training activity prior to the beginning of camp. The schedule will reflect 
the major training activity by day by each cadet Company.  (Format at Enclosures 
10 and 11)  The Camp S-3 will maintain a correct current copy of both in the Camp 
S-3 office.   All concerned will be notified of any modifications. 

      b. The Camp S-3 is the only one, with the approval of the Camp Commander, who 
can modify or change the training schedule once the camp begins.  

2.  Cadet Performance Evaluation:  An important objective of the leadership camp is to 
provide  an  evaluation  back  to  each  cadet  and  how  they  performed  at  camp.   The 
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evaluation  of  the  cadet  and the  form used is  the  “Cadet  Performance  Form”  (CPF). 
(Enclosure 12)  Each cadet attending camp should be evaluated and counseled by their 
respective School SAI/AI on their performance at camp. 

3. Cadet Leadership Assignment:  

      a.  The  following  camp  cadet  leadership  positions  will  be  established  as  a 
minimum/day:

• Cadet Company Commander (1 each)
• Cadet First Sergeant (1 each)
• Cadet Platoon Leader (2 each)
• Cadet Platoon Sergeant (2 each)
• Cadet Squad Leaders (3 each)
• Cadet Assistant Squad Leaders (as needed)
• Cadet Safety Officer, 1 per platoon,  is assigned for the week

      b.  Selection:  Cadet  leadership  positions  will  be  selected  and  assigned  by  the 
Company Cadre each day covering a 24-hour period.  The exception is the Cadet Safety 
Officer  who  will  be  assigned  for  the  entire  camp  cycle  unless  relieved  for  cause. 
Normally the leadership position is best assigned to cover the 24-hour period just after 
the  evening  meal  until  the  evening  meal  of  the  following  training  day.   All  cadet 
leadership evaluations must be completed and submitted to the Camp Sergeant Major at 
the  conclusion  of  the  training  day.   ALL CADETS WILL HOLD AT LEAST ONE 
LEADERSHIP POSITION EACH. 
 
4.  Cadet Awards:  

     a.  Camp Completion:   Each cadet who successfully completes  the camp will  be 
presented with a Summer Camp Certificate of Completion plus approval for the award of 
the  JCLC/Summer  Camp  Ribbon  (N-3-11),  Adventure  Training  ribbon  (N-3-8),  and 
Orienteering ribbon (N-3-5).  

b. Special awards:  The following special awards will be made at the end of camp. 
Specific guidelines for each will be published separately by the Camp S-3.

(1) Honor unit:  A Company will be designated as Honor Company for the Camp. 
Each cadet assigned to the company will receive a “Honor Unit” certificate and 
approval for the award of a Proficiency ribbon (N-3-3).  Criteria for the Honor 
Unit will be published 

(2) Commander’s Leadership Award:  A JROTC Medal and Certificate will be 
awarded at the Camp awards/graduation ceremony to the cadet selected as the top 
cadet from each company (N-3-9 Commendation with Leadership Camp insert).
These cadets will be boarded by the camp SGM to determine the Honor Graduate. 
He / She will receive a certificate in addition to the medal.
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(3)  Company  Spirit  Award:  A  trophy/plaque  will  be  awarded  at  the  Camp 
awards/graduation  ceremony  to  the  cadet  from  each  company  displaying  the 
highest degree of enthusiasm and spirit within the company.

(4) Raiders Platoon: Cadets assigned to the Raiders Platoon will be entitled to the 
Camp Completion awards and Company Spirit Award. In addition they will be 
receiving the Raiders Medal if they complete the additional training requirements 
as outlined by the BSA, to include the swim test to be administered upon their 
arrival.

 c. Awards criteria: Awards criteria is outlined below

(1) JCLC/Summer Camp Ribbon (N-3-11): Requires participation in all schedule 
training events.

(2) Adventure Training Ribbon (N-3-8): Requires successful completion of Low 
Cope, High Cope and Rappel Tower.

(3)  Orienteering  Ribbon  (N-3-5):  Requires  successful  completion  of  all  land 
navigation exercises.

(4) Special Awards: Requires successful completion of the training cycle.

SECTION VI
LOGISTICS – SUPPLY & TRANSPORTATION

General:  The Camp S-4 coordinates all material support and transportation. The Camp 
S-4  is  the  point  of  contact  for  all  supplies,  material  and transportation  requirements. 
Guidelines will be published/announced at the beginning of camp and during the daily 
staff meetings. It is the responsibility of every individual to observe supply economy, 
proper use and maintenance of equipment, and security and conservation of all supplies 
and equipment used in the operation of the camp.   

SECTION VII
MEDICAL SUPPORT
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1.   General:    This  section  establishes  the  procedures  for  medical  treatment, 
documentation,  accountability of supplies and equipment,  and the maintenance of the 
Camp First Aid Station (FAS) during the operation of JROTC Camp Challenge at Camp. 
It establishes policies and procedures for management of the facilities and material used 
by medical units/personnel in operation of the FAS.

2.  Purpose:   The purpose of the Camp FAS is to provide medical support, routine sick 
call services, emergency medical care and triage to cadets, Camp Cadre and chaperones 
at Camp . 

3.  Command Relationships:

      a.  The Camp Commander holds final command responsibility for all medical, and 
preventative medicine and support services.

      b.    The Camp Medical  Officer will be appointed by the Boy Scout Camp 
Director.  

      c.   The initial supplies and Camp FAS location will be the responsibility of the  
Boy Scout Camp Director. 

4.  Scope of Operations of the Camp FAS:   The medical services performed at the FAS 
are non-therapeutic activities related to the health of the personnel served.  In addition to 
medical  treatment,  activities  may  include  preventive  medical  services  and  medical 
administration in support of the camp mission. The FAS can serve as an outpatient clinic 
and is equipped with beds to house ambulatory, minimum care patients for a period of 
time specified by the Camp Medical Officer  and approved by the Camp Commander. 
The expected functions that will be performed are:

• Perform sick call
• Provide routine health care and medical treatment within capabilities of the 

FAS support personnel and equipment 
• Provide Preventive Medicine assistance in, but not limited to, the areas of foot 

care, heat injuries prevention, nutrition and stress management.
• Refer  patients  to  local  hospital(s)  IAW  joint  policies  of  the  JROTC 

Commander and the Boy Scouts.

5.  Cadet Medical Screening: 
   

a.   Cadets with pre-existing medical conditions, to include recuperation of 
medical or surgical procedures, should be identified by the institution SAI/AI 
prior to coming to Camp.  Use of SF- 93 is the only vehicle to use for such 
screening.   Physical  and mental  conditions  which would  prohibit  a  cadet 
from attending the camp are provided in Cadet Command Regulations and 
the Sixth Brigade Command Guidance.  Any medical conditions not covered 
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should be brought to the attention of the Camp Commander prior to camp to 
assure approval to bring the cadet. 

b. All cadet records will be screened during in-processing.  The Camp S-1 and the 
Camp  Medical  Officer  will  conduct  the  medical  screening  of  cadet  records. 
Questionable cadet medical conditions will be brought to the Camp Commander 
who will make a final decision of acceptability of the cadet for training. 

      c. The Cadet SF 93, Report of Medical History will be screened for the following: 

(1)   Block  8:  Statement  of  Health  -List  of  Medications  being  taken  & 
description of allergies/allergic reactions

     (2)  Block 11:  Any item checked YES must be fully explained in Block 25.

(3)  Blocks 15 thru 24: Any item checked YES must  be fully explained in 
Block  25.

(4)  Signature Block:  Must include a Physician’s signature, name printed and 
dated or signature or printed name of cadets’ parent/guardian and dated.

d. The Health Statement must have the cadet’s name printed on the appropriate 
line at the top of the page, be signed and dated by the parent/guardian.  

e. Cadets who are identified with special  medical conditions requiring they be 
identified quickly during training will be given a colored wrist band to be worn on 
the right wrist as follows:

• RED – Indicates previous heat injury
• BLUE – Indicates an allergy that could result in anaphylactic shock
• YELLOW – Indicates cadet is on medication

7.   Patient Transportation:   

a.   Emergency medical transportation will be the responsibility of the Camp 
Commander/BSA Director based on the condition of the cadet, Camp Cadre or 
chaperone. 

b.   Medical Evacuation: The decision to MEDEVAC will be made by the Camp 
Medical Officer in conjunction with the Camp Commander.  The following steps 
will  be  followed  in  the  event  it  is  necessary  to  MEDEVAC a  JROTC Cadet 
beyond the confines of Camp Tanah Keeta:

 
(1)  Life threatening situation:  Determination to MEDEVAC will be 
made by the senior medical person on site.  Evacuation sequence will not 
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be delayed waiting for the cadet’s record or the institutional representative 
(cadet’s designated Power of Attorney for medical treatment).  Otherwise 
follow the same sequence as for non-life threatening evacuation. It will be 
the responsibility of the cadets’ designated Power of Attorney to deliver 
the records and/or information as soon as possible to the receiving civilian 
medical facility.

(2)  Non-Life Threatening situation:  

(a)   The Camp Medical Officer will notify the Camp Commander.

 (b)  The Camp Headquarters will contact the school representative with 
Medical  Power  of  Attorney  for  the  cadet,  the  Camp  Commander  or 
Deputy  Camp  Commander,  and  the   Company  Commander  or  First 
Sergeant.

(c) The Camp Headquarters will notify the Camp S-1 to prepare folder 
with cadet records (Power of Attorney for Medical Treatment, Personal 
Information  sheet,  SF  93  Statement  of  Medical  History,  and  proof  of 
insurance  information.   The  folder  will  be  picked  up  by  the  school 
representative with Medical Power of Attorney.

(d)  The  school  representative  with  Medical  Power  of  Attorney  will 
accompany the cadet. The school representative will stay with the cadet 
until  the  cadet  is  admitted  or  released.   The school  representative  will 
notify  the  Camp  Commander  of  the  cadets’  status,  i.e.,  admitted  or 
released back to duty or quarters. 
 
(e) It is the responsibility of the institutional representative to notify the 
cadets’ parents as soon as possible after arrival at the medical facility. 

(f) The Camp Headquartes will notify the Camp Commander or Deputy 
Camp Commander,  Camp S1,  and the Cadet  Company Commander  or 
First Sergeant of the cadets’ status, i.e., admitted or released back to duty 
or quarters. 

     
 c.    Non emergency medical  transportation  will  be the responsibility  of  the 
Camp Commander.  It is strongly recommended that school representatives not 
utilize  personal  vehicles  for  medical  transport  of  cadets  without  the  Camp 
Commander/Deputy  Camp  Commander  approval.   Female  cadets  should  be 
transported with a female buddy or chaperone. 

d.    The cadet’s designated Power of Attorney holder for medical treatment 
will be responsible for collecting all medical records and information from 
the treatment facility after the cadet is released or admitted and delivering 
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the file to the Camp FAS.  Treatment required beyond the duration of camp 
will  be the responsibility  of  the cadets’  designated Power of  Attorney for 
medical treatment in coordination with the cadet’s parents/guardian. 

8.   Serious Injury/Death:    

a.    Fatalities  will  be handled IAW Army Regulation  600-10, Casualty/Injury 
Reporting.  In the event of a serious casualty, personnel are reminded to use good 
judgement  and  sensitivity  during  any treatment.   The  Camp  Commander  and 
Deputy Camp Commander and cadets’ school representative will be immediately 
notified. 

   
            b.Notification of next-of-kin (cadets parents/guardian) and offer of survival 
assistance will be done only upon approval of the Camp Commander. 

c. The Camp S-1 will be responsible for the following:

• Maintaining a copy of Army Regulation 600-10, The Army Casualty 
System 

• Notify the Camp Commander
• Contacting the cadets’ school representative
• Collect all records of the individual into a folder
• Control release of information and make no media release
• Establish liaison with the designated Boy Scout camp representative.

9.  Cost Report and Accountability:   At the conclusion of Camp Challenge all non-
expendable  and  durable  equipment  and  supplies  will  be  returned  to  the  DAI 
Office/schools that own the property.  

10.   Physical Security:  The Camp FAS medical area is considered a sensitive area. 
Access to these areas will be limited by the Camp Medical Officer. 

11.  REPORTS:    The Camp Medical Officer will attend the daily staff meeting and 
report on the medical activity for the previous 24-hour period.  The verbal report will 
indicate  the  total  number  of  patients  seen  in  the  Camp  FAS.  Also  report  any 
MEDEVACs.  It may include the number of treatments in each of the following medical 
categories:

• Muscular skeletal problems
• Feet and Ankle problems
• Heat Injuries/Dehydration 
• Tick Bites
• Insect/Spider bites
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• Blisters
• Heat Rash/Dermatitis
• All other categories

SECTION VIII
LIVING AREAS

1. General: 

a. Cadets are to remain in their tents/company area after “lights out” and will not 
be awakened to perform details prior to wake-up/first call times designated by the 
Camp Commander. 

b. Male and female cadets will be assigned separate living areas.  These areas will 
be “Off Limits” to the opposite sex.  Exception to this policy is when the living 
areas  are  inspected  during  the  daily  inspection  and  times  specified  by  the 
Company cadre when the cadets need to supervise living area clean up.
   

2.  Cleanliness:   Each living area will  be inspected by the Camp Sergeant  Major or 
appointed representative each day.  The inspection scores will be a part of the scoring for 
Camp Honor Unit. A list of daily living area inspection standards will be established and 
published by the Camp Sergeant Major in coordination with Company Commanders.

3.    Security  of  Personal  Items:  All  personnel  are  to  be  made  aware  of  the  high 
potential for theft and larceny of personal items in the living areas.  

a. Cadets are not to have electronic devices (radios, tape players, cell phones, etc.) 
in the living areas.  Any items are to be turned into the Camp Headquarters for 
lock up and security until the end of camp.

b. Cadets are to be advised to not retain excessive amounts of money.  Excessive 
amounts should be turned over to their school cadre prior to in processing into 
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camp.   Company Commanders may set up a security system for securing cadets 
money. 

SECTION IX - FEMALE CHAPERONES

General:

a.    Chaperones  act  as  a  “resident  mother”  in  the  cadet  female  living  areas. 
Chaperones assure standards are met by female cadets in conduct, appearance and 
following camp rules.  A chaperone is another support system to help the cadet 
have fun while going through a rigorous training regime. 

b.   There  shall  be  female  chaperones  at  each  training  event  and  two  female 
chaperones per female tent area.  A female chaperone will be with a female cadet 
when receiving medical treatment.  The chaperone should observe training and be 
allowed to participate.

c.  Female chaperones must reside in their designated living area in the camp. 
They will be billeted so as to provide continuous supervision to the female cadets. 
The chaperones are expected to be available 24 hours a day.  Exceptions must be 
approved by the Camp Commander. 

d.  Chaperones are expected to use the dining facility and consume all meals in 
camp with the cadets from their company.

e.   Chaperones must be briefed that all Boy Scout of America facilities are non-
smoking.  No exceptions.

f.   Know and quiz the cadets on the daily safety slogan. Check cadets for other 
safety issues/practices.
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ANNEX A – Guidon Design Competition

1. Purpose.  The  purpose  of  this  Annex  is  to  define  the  procedures  to  be 
followed  for  the  development  of  a  Broward  County  Camp  Challenge 
Company Guidon.  

2. Discussion.  

• Each of the five Cadet Companies will develop a company guidon for 
use during Camp Challenge .  Guidons will  be produced by cadets 
assigned to the company under the facilitation of the cadre company 
commander.   Guidons  will  be  judged/graded  by  a  panel  with 
scores/points awarded to each company.   Placement Points awarded 
(per  this  Annex) will  be included in the company total  week score 
which will identify the Camp Honor Company.  

• Guidons are to be developed which identify the company’s motto and 
a pictorial design that reflects team spirit/teamwork.  Companies will 
be issued several different color pens to use on the cloth.  There is no 
limit  to  the  number  of  colors  used  but  one  must  be  black.   Each 
Company’s guidon design and motto must be in good taste and the use 
of  improper  descriptors  (e.g.  “4-letter  words,  slang,  gang  related 
language”) is not allowed

• Guidons will be evaluated IAW Appendix #1 to this Annex.

• Guidon  judging  will  include  a  nine  cadet  panel  from  the  Raider 
Platoon.  The Raider Platoon will not participate in the competition. 
Company  presenters  (each  company  will  have  two  presenters)  will 
formally present to the judges a verbal explanation of the motto and 
design of the guidon.  The guidon itself will be the only visual aid used 
for the presentation.  Presentations will be limited to a maximum of 
seven minutes.  Guidon presentations will be briefed on fourth day of 
camp,  following the evening meal,  in the presence of all  cadre and 
cadet members of the camp in the camp theater.  

2. Facilitator.  The assigned cadre company commander will be the facilitator 
for the company guidon project.  It is very important that the facilitator not 
direct the effort but act as coach and keep the cadets on task.  

3. Team  Placement  Scoring.  Company  guidons  will  be  evaluated  in 
accordance with the checklist at Appendix 1.  Based on their placement, each 
company will be awarded the following Placement Points towards the ‘Honor 
Company”  competition  IAW  the  scores  they  received  in  this  guidon 
competition:
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1st scoring team – 80 pts 4th scoring team – 50 
pts
2nd scoring team – 70 pts       5th scoring team – 50 
pts
3rd scoring team – 60 pts           6th scoring team – 50 
pts 
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Appendix #1
Guidon Competition Scoring

Remarks: 

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_Overall placement in the guidon competition:_______=  _____PLACEMENT POINTS
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Maximum 10 points each:                                                                               Score 

1. Did the design properly address teamwork?                                                                                            .  

2. Did the motto address teamwork?                                                                                                           .  

3. Was the design innovative and original?                                                                                               .  

4. Was the motto innovative and original?                                                                                                .  

5. Did the design contain the color black?                                                                                                 .  

6. Was the Guidon completed neatly and clear?                                                                                      .  

7. Was the Guidon explanation to the point and articulate?                                                                   .  

8. Did briefer establish good eye contact?                                                                                                 .  

9. Did briefer adequately answer all questions?                                                                                       .  

10. Was the briefing completed within the time limit of seven minutes?                                               .  
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Appendix #2
Guidon Competition

Guidons are to be developed which identify the company’s motto and a pictorial 
design that reflects team spirit/teamwork.  There is no limit to the number of 
colors used but one must be black.   No marks will be made in the nine inch by 
ten inch area at the upper left hand corner of the guidon (as shown below.)  Each 
Company’s guidon design and motto must be in good taste and the use of 
improper descriptors (e.g. “4-letter words”) is not allowed
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B 10 Inches

9 Inches

No design in this area
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ANNEX B.  Heat Injury Prevention, JCLC

1.  Reference.  HQ, TRADOC Policy, SUBJ: Heat Injury Prevention, dtd 26 May 
2010.

2.   Background.   HQ, United  States  Army Training  and Doctrine  Command 
(TRADOC) continues to be concerned with the number of heat related injuries 
across the command.  HQ, US Army Cadet Command and the Commander, 6th 

Brigade have forwarded the policy to all JROTC units attending JROTC Cadet 
Leadership Camp (JCLC) this summer and have ordered all units to comply.

3.  Purpose.  The purpose of this SOP is to give direction to all JROTC cadre 
attending JCLC with cadets.   The compliance of this policy will enhance our 
training and help to reduce the number of heat related incidences during camp.

4.  Directive.  The following procedures and actions will be taken.

a.  Each JROTC cadre member will read and certify in writing (sign) on a 
memorandum that  he  or  she  has  read,  understands  and  will  comply  with  the 
directive and policy.   See page 33.  for sample  memorandum.   The TRADOC 
Policy is located in the Summercamp folder on the JROTC CAB Conference, 2 
files;  Hot Weather Heats Up Injuries, and Heat Injury Prevention Leader Brief.  . 

b.  All memorandums will be provided to the Core Curriculum Specialist, 
JROTC office  (signed)  by  the  designated  suspense  date.   Cadets  will  not  be 
inprocessed until cadre memorandums have been submitted.  

c.  At camp, each cadre company/raider platoon commander will conduct 
a block of instruction on the above policy, using the plastic graphic training aids 
(GTA) (to be provided).  This training can be conducted in the company areas or 
the dining facility just before or after the Winning Colors training class.  

d.  On a daily basis, each cadre company/raider platoon commander will 
ensure that  their  cadet  safety officers  will  review the procedures and cautions 
listed  and  explained  on  the  plastic  GTA’s  at  least  twice  daily  (preferably  at 
company/platoon formations).
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SCHOOL LETTER HEAD

Date

MEMORANDUM FOR Core Curriculum Specialist, JROTC, School Board of 
Broward County, Florida

SUBJECT:  Certification of Compliance

1.  I, (name, rank, school) certify that I have read, understand and will comply 
with the US Army TRADOC Heat Injury Prevention Policy, located in the 
JROTC CAB Conference, Summer Camp __ folder and the Core Curriculum 
Specialist, JROTC memorandum, dtd __________, SUBJ:  Heat Injury 
Prevention, JCLC Policy Directive.

2.  I understand that this action must be taken before sending cadets to JCLC 
inprocessing on ____________________ and that cadets will not be processed 
until memorandums from my school are submitted.

(signed)
Cadre member’s 
Signature Block
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Appendix 1.  Certificate of Compliance
Appendix 2.   Heat Injury Prevention Brief

(SEE ALL SERVICES CAB CONFERENCE FOR BRIEFING SLIDES)
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BROWARD CADET LEADERSHIP CHALLENGE

COMMITTEE EVALUATION SCORE SHEET 

(Daily)

UNIT_________________ DATE_____________

TRAINING SITE__________________   EVALUATOR ___________________

1.  WERE THE CADETS RESPONSIVE TO THEIR CADET LEADERSHIP?   
___________________

   1-20 PTS

2. DID THE COMPANY (PLATOONS) RESPOND APPROPRIATELY TO
___________________

INSTRUCTIONS/COMMANDS? 1-20 
PTS

3.  WAS THE COMPANY RESPONSIVE TO COMMITTEE INSTRUCTION?  
___________________

1-20 
PTS

4.   WAS THE COMPANY CONSCIOUS OF GENERAL SAFETY ON SITE 
AND DID THEY FOLLOW SPECIFIC COMMITTEE SAFETY                     
___________________
INSTRUCTIONS? 1-20 
PTS

5.  DID THE COMPANY (PLATOON) EXHIBIT ENTHUSIASM AND     
___________________
     ESPRIT-DE-CORPS? 1-20 
PTS

                          
         _________________

 TOTAL

(Enclosure 1 – Committee Evaluation Score Sheet – Page  1 of 1)
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BROWARD CADET LEADERSHIP CHALLENGE 

Company Inspection Score Sheet 
(Daily)

COMPANY______________________
DATE__________________

NUMBER ASSIGNED / PRESENT __________  / __________  

1.  Uniforms pressed/iron, boots polished.                                                ____________
1-6 PTS

2.  All buttons on uniform are buttoned                                                     ____________
                                                      1-6 PTS

3.  Male Cadets shaved and hair groomed?                                              ____________
1-6 PTS

4.   Female Cadets hair groomed properly and neat?                               ____________
                             

1-6 PTS

5.   Motivation/Attitude?                                                                              ____________
                                   1-6 PTS

6.  POINTS ALLOWED FOR CADETS PRESENT FOR TRAINING.  ____________
(35 minus # cadets not present – see above) 1-35PTS

• COMMENTS:_________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

                                                                                                                     ____________ TOTAL
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(Enclosure 2 – Company Inspection Score Sheet – Page  1 of 1)
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BROWARD COUNTY ‘CAMP CHALLENGE ”
CADET PERFORMANCE FORM (CPF)

CADET’S NAME____________________________  
DATE________________________
SCHOOL_________________ LEADERSHIP POSITION__________________

Comments:______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

___________   

                 Reviewed by: ______________________________

POINTS
(100 possible)

OUTSTANDING
(5 PTS)

SATISFACTORY
(3-4 PTS)

NEEDS 
IMPROVEMENT

(2 PTS)

UNSATISFACTORY
(1PT)

ATTITUDE
    Response To Instructor
    Response To Critique

PERSONAL APPEARANCE
    Shave (males)
    Hair up (females)

    Uniform

    Footwear

ABILITY TO FOLLOW 
ORDERS
    From Cadet Leaders
    From Unit Cadre

    From Instructors

ABILITY TO LEAD
    Drill Knowledge

    Drill Execution

    Projects Voice

    Bearing

    Seeks Responsibility 

    Takes Responsibility

    Sets Example

    Motivates Others

    Inspires Teamwork

    Enforces Standards

SUBTOTALS

TOTAL SCORE
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(Enclosure 3 – Cadet Performance Form – Page  1 of 1)
JROTC SUMMER LEADERSHIP 

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
UNIFORM REQUEST FORM

School Date:

POC:
EMAIL 

ADDRES
S:

SIZES
Name CAP ACU COAT ACU TROUSERS BOOTS SOCKS
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(Enclosure 4 – ACU Request Form – Page  1 of 1)

(Enclosure 5 – Sample School Cadet Roster – Page 1 of 1)
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SAMPLE FORM .  CURRENT FORM IS ON THE 
“COUNTY JROTC” CONFERENCE.  



       JCLC Uniform and Equipment Turn In Procedures

1.  Purpose.  The purpose of this policy is to stipulate and explain procedures for 
the turn in of the Army Combat Uniforms (ACU) and equipment that was issued 
to cadets for JCLC.  The intent of this plan is to ensure that the mistakes of last 
year are not repeated.  Instead of turning in clothing and equipment by company, 
this year it will be turned in by school.

2.  Concept of the Operation.  The turn in of ACU’s and equipment will be 
conducted after cadets are returned to their school cadre on the last day of camp. 
Cadre will form up their cadets in the area around a designated area or point,  
account for their cadets, download cadet personal clothing and gear (black plastic 
bags) and then move them single file, by school to the designated turn in location. 
The operation will be conducted one school at a time.  Once cadets turn in all 
items,  cadre  will  move  their  units  back  to  the  assembly  area,  recover  cadet 
personal gear and proceed to the buses for departure to home station.  The time of 
the  event  is  determined  on  final  clearance  of  all  camp  areas,  final  (awards) 
formation and the cooperation of all personnel.  See enclosure one for diagram of 
operation area.

3.  Procedures for Turn In

a.   School cadre will  assemble  in the immediate  vicinity of the dining 
facility  as  soon  as  they  are  released  from  their  camp  duties.   Cadre 
members should be visible so cadets will easily identify them and move to 
their locations.  Once all cadets are in their school formations and roll call 
is completed, cadre will direct cadets to do the following:

b.   Take all  items of issued equipment  from the issued duffle bag and 
down it in front of them.  Place the items back into the duffle bag in this 
order:  ACU coats go in first, ACU trousers second, ACU field cap third, 
canteen  cover  fourth,  canteen  (empty)  fifth  and  pistol  belt  last.   It  is 
important to pack in this order to expedite turn in procedure.

c.   Once  all  cadets  have  correctly  packed  the  duffle  bags,  cadre  will 
instruct  cadets  to  leave  their  personal  items  (black  plastic  bag)  in  the 
formation  and  stand  by  for  movement.   SFC Littlejohn  or  one  of  his 
assistants will select the schools to move to the turn-in point, one school at 
a time.  Some units will be ready faster than others and those ready first 
will move out first.  
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Enclosure 6.  JCLC Uniform and Equipment Turn In Procedures
d.  Cadets will march single file to the turn-in point, using a designated 
route.  When the first cadet reaches the turn in point, the cadre will be told 
to  have their  cadets  move through the turn in points  one at  a  time.  A 
member of SFC Littlejohn’s team will check off all items by cadet as they 
turn in the items.

- Point one – turn in issued pistol belt.  Move when instructed to 
point two.

- Point two – turn in canteen
- Point three – turn in canteen cover
- Point four – turn in ACU field cap
- Point five – turn in ACU trousers
- Point six – turn in ACU coats
- Point seven – turn in duffle bag

Once the cadets have turned in all issued items and have been cleared by SFC 
Littlejohn, cadre will move their cadets back to the assembly area, retrieve their 
personal items and march to the buses for departure to home station, or to parental 
control for dismissal.

4.  Coordinating Instructions.  In preparation for this operation, Cope instructors 
will assist SFC Littlejohn in the receiving of turned in items and the loading of 
these onto the supply truck for delivery to the laundry.  Cadre should be prepared 
to have their cadets assist in this loading operation if the situation warrants.  If bus 
transportation  is  used,  and   cadets  are  loaded onto the assigned buses,  cadre 
members will report to 1SG Juan Davila before departure.  Cadre will proceed to 
the designated drop-off point and remain there until their last cadet is released to 
the care of a parent or guardian or family member.  Cadre will then report to the 
Deputy DAI to sign their time sheets for  pay.   
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Summer Camp Packing List 
All items most fit inside your duffle bag.

JROTC Issued items
Qty

1. ACU Hat
1

2. ACU Jacket
3

3. ACU T-shirt
4

4. ACU belt 
1

5. ACU buckle
1

6. ACU trouser
3

7. ACU socks
4

8. ACU boots
1

9. Duffle bag
1

10. Rucksack (Raider Platoon Only)
1

11. Sleeping mat (Raider Platoon Only)
1

12. Pistol (Cartridge) Belt
1

13. Canteen w/ cover (may use 2)
1

Personal items

1. Disposable camera (optional)
2. Flashlight w/batteries
3. Insect repellent
4. Laundry bag for dirty clothes
5. Mosquito netting (optional, but strongly recommended by BSA)
6. Padlock w/ 2 keys or combination

7. personal hygiene items (enough to support 7 days)
8. Shaving kit
9. PT or civilian shorts and school t shirts
10. Shower shoes, 1 pr
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11. Sleeping bag
12. Socks, sports
13. Sunscreen
14. Swim suit ( one piece for females )
15. Towel, wash cloth (min 3 ea)
16. Underwear (enough to support 7 days)
17. Tennis shoes, 1 pr.
19. Foot care products (foot powder, mole skin, etc.)
20. 55 gal trash bag (2 ea)

Prohibited items

1. Electronic devices (cell phones, radios, digital cameras, i-pods, 
games, etc.)

2. Food, drinks
3. Over the counter medicine or prescription medicine not reported to 

camp cadre.
4. knives to include Swiss knives 

These items will be confiscated and held at the camp office until the end of camp.

(Enclosure 8 – Recommended Camp Packing List – Page 1 of 1)
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Swim Classification Procedures

The swim classification of individuals participating in a Boy Scouts of 
America activity is a key element in both Safe Swim Defense and Safety Afloat. 
The swim classification tests must be renewed annually within the calendar year 
of attending summer camp. Traditionally, the swim classification test has only 
been conducted at a long-term summer camp. However, there is no restriction that 
this be the only place the test is conducted. It may be more useful to conduct the 
swim classification prior to a unit
going to summer camp. All persons participating in BSA aquatics are classified 
according to swimming ability. The Classification tests and test procedures have 
been developed and structured to demonstrate a skill level consistent with the 
circumstances in which the individual will be in the water. The swimmer’s test 
demonstrates the minimum level of swimming ability for recreational and 
instructional activity in a confined body of water with a maximum 12-foot depth 
and with shallow water footing or a pool or pier edge always within 25 feet of the 
swimmer. The various components of each test evaluate the several skills 
essential to the minimum level of swimming ability. Each step of the test must 
be followed as listed below: The person conducting the tests must present 
certification to the Camp Aquatics Director.

SWIMMER’S TEST:

Jump feet first into water over the head in depth, level off, and begin 
swimming. Swim 75 yards in a strong manner using one or more of the following 
strokes: side stroke, breast stroke, trudgen, ore crawl; then swim 25 yards using an 
easy resting back stroke. The 100 yards must be swum continuously and include 
at least one sharp turn. After completing the swim, rest by floating.

BEGINNER’S TEST:

Jump feet first into water over the head in depth, level off, swim 25 feet on 
the surface, stop, turn sharply, resume swimming as before, and return to starting 
place.

ADMINISTRATION OF CLASSIFICATION TEST

The swim classification test is completed the first day of camp by camp 
Aquatics personnel.

(Enclosure 9 – Swimming Evaluation – Page 1 of 1)
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DAY Company Time Training Event Instructor on Site Location NOTES, EVENTS & ACTIVITIES
1 ALL 0730 Reporting in LTC Baker Edgewood Admin Center Packets and bags on hand

SUN 0730 In proccesing LTC Baker Edgewood Admin Center Quality Control of required forms
8 1000 Movement All Cadre Enroute to Camp Tanah Keeta

July 1130 Lunch All Cadre Dinning Hall
1230 Formation SMJ Bennett Parade Field
1300 Set Up Company Areas Company Cadre Assigned Camp Site
1300 Swin TestWinning Colors BSA Personel Camp Pool with Company Cadre
1700 Dinner Company Cadre Dinning Hall Rotation Schedule set up by S4
1830 Camp Orientation All Personnel Theater Col Armstrong/SMJ Bennett
2100 Lights out Company Cadre Assigned Camp Site Cadre rpts out to SGM

1400 hrs Delta Company Report to Dining Hall for Land Nav and Map Reading Trng

SIGNED  APPROVED
1SG Juan A. Davila-Sosa, OPS NCO LtCol Glenn Pallazza, Camp S3

Broward County / JCLC 

DATES    July 8 - 14, 2007       

CAMP CHALLENGE  JROTC TRAINING SCHEDULE

                                                                         SAMPLE SHEET
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DAY Company Time Training Event Instructor on Site Location NOTES, EVENTS & ACTIVITIES
2 ALL 0530 Wake up call Company Cadre Assigned Camp Site Personal hygiene & site clean up

ALL 0700 Breakfast Company Cadre Dinning Hall Rotation schedule set up by S4
ALL 0745 Formation SGM Bennett Parade Field Morning reports, previous day eval
A Co 0800 Low Cope MSG Scott COPE All Day
B Co 0800 High Cope LTC Brown COPE All Day

Mon C Co note Land Nav MAJ Vazquez Sugar Sands Camp Site 1st Plt 0800, 2nd Plt 1300
note  Rapelling MAJ Sammuson Rapelling Tower 2nd Plt 0800, 1st Plt 1300

9 D Co note Small Group 1SG Kruspe Class room 1st Plt 0800, 2nd Plt 1300
July note Archery SGM Cruz Archery Range 2nd Plt 0800, 1st Plt 1300

E Co note Water Activities / Pool MCPO Pierre Camp Pool 1st Plt 0800, 2nd Plt 1300
note Water Activities / Lake 1SG Bonilla Clear Lake 2nd Plt 0800, 1st Plt 1300

ALL 1700 Formation SGM Bennett Parade Field Evening reports, announcements
ALL 1830 Leaders Time Company Cadre Assigned Camp Site Evals, new assigments, etc.
ALL 2100 Lights Out Company Cadre Assigned Camp Site Cadre rpts out to SGM

24 hr operation, Emergency # (561) 746-8749
Company Cadre and chaperons are required to be with their assigned unit at all times

Lunch Will be served from 1130-1300
Dinner

24 hr operation, Sick Call 0700, Emergency # (561) 694-8585
Trading Post Tuesday and Thursday only 1700hrs to 2030hrs

SIGNED  APPROVED
1SG Juan A. Davila-Sosa, OPS NCO LtCol Glenn Pallazza, Camp S3

Broward County / JCLC 

Health lodge

CAMP CHALLENGE  JROTC TRAINING SCHEDULE

DATES    July 8 - 14, 2007       

Will be served from 1700-1830

                             SAMPLE SHEET
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DAY Company Time Training Event Instructor on Site Location NOTES, EVENTS & ACTIVITIES
3 ALL 0530 Wake up call Company Cadre Assigned Camp Site Personal hygiene & site clean up

ALL 0700 Breakfast Company Cadre Dinning Hall Rotation schedule set up by S4
ALL 0745 Formation SGM Bennett Parade Field Morning reports, previous day eval
E Co 0800 Low Cope MSG Scott COPE All Day
A Co 0800 High Cope LTC Brown COPE All Day

Tue B Co note Land Nav MAJ Vazquez Sugar Sands Camp Site 1st Plt 0800, 2nd Plt 1300
note  Rapelling MAJ Sammuson Rapelling Tower 2nd Plt 0800, 1st Plt 1300

10 C Co note Small Group 1SG Kruspe Class room 1st Plt 0800, 2nd Plt 1300
July note Archery SGM Cruz Archery Range 2nd Plt 0800, 1st Plt 1300

D Co note Water Activities / Pool MCPO Pierre Camp Pool 1st Plt 0800, 2nd Plt 1300
note Water Activities / Lake 1SG Bonilla Clear Lake 2nd Plt 0800, 1st Plt 1300

ALL 1700 Formation SGM Bennett Parade Field Evening reports, announcements
ALL 1830 Guidon Competition Company Cadre Theater Guidon Grading
ALL 2100 Lights Out Company Cadre Assigned Camp Site Cadre rpts out to SGM

24 hr operation, Emergency # (561) 746-8749
Company Cadre and chaperons are required to be with their assigned unit at all times
Lunch Will be served from 1130-1300
Dinner

24 hr operation, Sick Call 0700 Emergency # (561) 694-8585
Trading Post Tuesday and Thursday only 1700hrs to 1930hrs

SIGNED  APPROVED
1SG Juan A. Davila-Sosa, OPS NCO LtCol Glenn Pallazza, Camp S3

Broward County / JCLC 

Health lodge

CAMP CHALLENGE  JROTC TRAINING SCHEDULE

DATES    July 8 - 14, 2007       

Will be served from 1700-1830

                                                                    SAMPLE SHEET
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DAY Company Time Training Event Instructor on Site Location NOTES, EVENTS & ACTIVITIES
4 ALL 0530 Wake up call Company Cadre Assigned Camp Site Personal hygiene & site clean up

ALL 0700 Breakfast Company Cadre Dinning Hall Rotation schedule set up by S4
ALL 0745 Formation SGM Bennett Parade Field Morning reports, previous day eval
D Co 0800 Low Cope MSG Scott COPE All Day
E Co 0800 High Cope LTC Brown COPE All Day

Wen A Co note Land Nav MAJ Vazquez Sugar Sands Camp Site 1st Plt 0800, 2nd Plt 1300
note  Rapelling MAJ Sammuson Rapelling Tower 2nd Plt 0800, 1st Plt 1300

11 B Co note Small Group 1SG Kruspe Class room 1st Plt 0800, 2nd Plt 1300
July note Archery SGM Cruz Archery Range 2nd Plt 0800, 1st Plt 1300

C Co note Water Activities / Pool MCPO Pierre Camp Pool 1st Plt 0800, 2nd Plt 1300
note Water Activities / Lake 1SG Bonilla Clear Lake 2nd Plt 0800, 1st Plt 1300

ALL 1700 Formation SGM Bennett Parade Field Evening reports, announcements
ALL 1830 Leaders Time Company Cadre Assigned Camp Site Evals, new assigments, etc.
ALL 2100 Lights Out Company Cadre Assigned Camp Site Cadre rpts out to SGM

24 hr operation, Emergency # (561) 746-8749
Company Cadre and chaperons are required to be with their assigned unit at all times

Lunch Will be served from 1130-1300
Dinner

24 hr operation, Sick Call 0700 Emergency # (561) 694-8585
Trading Post Tuesday and Thursday only 1700hrs to 2030hrs

SIGNED  APPROVED
1SG Juan A. Davila-Sosa, OPS NCO LtCol Glenn Pallazza, Camp S3

Broward County / JCLC 

Health lodge

CAMP CHALLENGE  JROTC TRAINING SCHEDULE

DATES    July 8 - 14, 2007       

Will be served from 1700-1830

                                                                     SAMPLE SHEET
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DAY Company Time Training Event Instructor on Site Location NOTES, EVENTS & ACTIVITIES
5 ALL 0530 Wake up call Company Cadre Assigned Camp Site Personal hygiene & site clean up

ALL 0700 Breakfast Company Cadre Dinning Hall Rotation schedule set up by S4
ALL 0745 Formation SGM Bennett Parade Field Morning reports, previous day eval
C Co 0800 Low Cope MSG Scott COPE All Day
D Co 0800 High Cope LTC Brown COPE All Day

Thu E Co note Land Nav MAJ Vazquez Sugar Sands Camp Site 1st Plt 0800, 2nd Plt 1300
note  Rapelling MAJ Sammuson Rapelling Tower 2nd Plt 0800, 1st Plt 1300

12 A Co note Small Group 1SG Kruspe Class room 1st Plt 0800, 2nd Plt 1300
July note Archery SGM Cruz Archery Range 2nd Plt 0800, 1st Plt 1300

B Co note Water Activities / Pool MCPO Pierre Camp Pool 1st Plt 0800, 2nd Plt 1300
note Water Activities / Lake 1SG Bonilla Clear Lake 2nd Plt 0800, 1st Plt 1300

ALL 1700 Formation SGM Bennett Parade Field Evening reports, announcements
ALL 1830 Leaders Time Company Cadre Assigned Camp Site Evals, new assigments, etc.
ALL 2100 Lights Out Company Cadre Assigned Camp Site Cadre rpts out to SGM

24 hr operation, Emergency # (561) 746-8749
Company Cadre and chaperons are required to be with their assigned unit at all times

Lunch Will be served from 1130-1300
Dinner

24 hr operation, Sick Call 0700, Emergency # (561) 694-8585
Trading Post Tuesday and Thursday only 1700hrs to 2030hrs

SIGNED  APPROVED
1SG Juan A. Davila-Sosa, OPS NCO LtCol Glenn Pallazza, Camp S3

Broward County / JCLC 

Health lodge

CAMP CHALLENGE  JROTC TRAINING SCHEDULE

DATES    July 8 - 14, 2007       

Will be served from 1700-1830

                                                                       SAMPLE SHEET
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DAY Company Time Training Event Instructor on Site Location NOTES, EVENTS & ACTIVITIES
6 ALL 0530 Wake up call Company Cadre Assigned Camp Site Personal hygiene & site clean up

ALL 0700 Breakfast Company Cadre Dinning Hall Rotation schedule set up by S4
ALL 0745 Formation SGM Bennett Parade Field Morning reports, previous day eval
B Co 0800 Low Cope MSG Scott COPE All Day
C Co 0800 High Cope LTC Brown COPE All Day

Fri D Co note Land Nav MAJ Vazquez Sugar Sands Camp Site 1st Plt 0800, 2nd Plt 1300
note  Rapelling MAJ Sammuson Rapelling Tower 2nd Plt 0800, 1st Plt 1300

12 E Co note Small Group 1SG Kruspe Class room 1st Plt 0800, 2nd Plt 1300
July note Archery SGM Cruz Archery Range 2nd Plt 0800, 1st Plt 1300

A Co note Water Activities / Pool MCPO Pierre Camp Pool 1st Plt 0800, 2nd Plt 1300
note Water Activities / Lake 1SG Bonilla Clear Lake 2nd Plt 0800, 1st Plt 1300

ALL 1700 Formation SGM Bennett Parade Field Evening reports, announcements
ALL 1830 Leaders Time Company Cadre Assigned Camp Site Evals, new assigments, etc.
ALL 2000 Flag Retirement Cedremony LTC Baker Theater
ALL 2100 Lights Out Company Cadre Assigned Camp Site Cadre rpts out to SGM

24 hr operation, Emergency # (561) 746-8749
Company Cadre and chaperons are required to be with their assigned unit at all times

Lunch Will be served from 1130-1300
Dinner

24 hr operation, Sick Call 0700, Emergency # (561) 694-8585
Trading Post Tuesday and Thursday only 1700hrs to 2030hrs

SIGNED  APPROVED
1SG Juan A. Davila-Sosa, OPS NCO LtCol Glenn Pallazza, Camp S3

Broward County / JCLC 

Health lodge

CAMP CHALLENGE  JROTC TRAINING SCHEDULE

DATES    July 8 - 14, 2007       

Will be served from 1700-1830

                                                                   SAMPLE SHEET
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DAY Company Time Training Event Instructor on Site Location NOTES, EVENTS & ACTIVITIES
7 ALL 0530 Wake up call Company Cadre Assigned Camp Site Personal hygiene & site clean up

ALL 0700 Breakfast Company Cadre Dinning Hall Rotation schedule set up by SGM
Sat ALL 0800 Formation SGM Bennett Parade Field Morning reports, previous day eval

ALL 0830 Camp Site clean up Company Cadre Assigned Camp Site Equipment turned in, packing
14 ALL 0930 Prep for closing ceremonies SGM Bennett Parade Field All Cadre on hand
Jul ALL 1000 Closing Ceremonies SGM Bennett Parade Field

ALL 1100 Lunch Company Cadre Dinning Hall
ALL 1200 Movement LTC Baker

1400 Close out / Sign outs Company Cadre Edgewood Center Report to BDE

Company Cadre and chaperons are required to be with their assigned unit at all times

Lunch Will be served from 1100 - 1200hrs
24 hr operation, Sick Call 0700, Emergency # (561) 746-8749

Command and Staff (Cadre) meeting will take place at the Edgewood Center, Close out with Bde

SIGNED  APPROVED
1SG Juan A. Davila-Sosa, OPS NCO LtCol Glenn Pallazza, Camp S3

Broward County / JCLC 

CAMP CHALLENGE  JROTC TRAINING SCHEDULE

DATES    July 8 - 14, 2007       

Health lodge

                                                             SAMPLE SHEET
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SECTION VI.  SUPERINTENDENT’S “OWN GUARD” PROGRAM

1.   PURPOSE.  The  purpose  of  this  Letter  of  Instruction  is  to  establish  standardized  procedures  for  the  annual 
membership selection of Broward County’s Superintendent’s “Own Guard”.  An MOI is revised annually and maintained 
and placed in  the  CAB JROTC Conference.   This  document  establishes  the  rules  and procedures  which  govern the 
Superintendent’s  “Own Guard”  selection  process.   All  requests  for  change must  be  submitted  NLT the  first  day of  
September each school year to the Broward County Curriculum Specialist for JROTC to be considered for change to that 
school year’s selection process.

2.  GENERAL.   The intent of the Superintendent’s “Own Guard” program is to recognize outstanding cadets for the first 
three-quarters of the school year.  Each Broward County JROTC unit is expected to nominate one cadet at the conclusion 
of each of the first three academic quarters in accordance with established eligibility criteria.  Selected cadets will receive 
a certificate and a medal from the Superintendent acknowledging their appointment.  A unit may also nominate a cadet for 
the 4th quarter on a voluntary basis (a cadet expected to return in to JROTC next school year.

3.  CADET ELGIBILITY

a.  Cadets  nominated  for  the  Superintendent’s  “Own Guard”  must  have  exemplary  attendance.   Cadets  are 
ineligible if they have any unexcused absences in any of their classes in the quarter they are being nominated.

b. Any nominated cadet must  not have been suspended, assigned to internal suspension, Saturday School, or 
disciplined for unacceptable conduct during the quarter nominated.

c. The nominated cadet will normally have a minimum, overall, Grade Point Average of 2.0 (un-weighted.)

  Exception may be made when the reason for nomination is so outstanding as to warrant special consideration. 
A cadet can only be nominated once to the Superintendent’s “Own Guard”.

4.  SUBMISSION PROCEDURES

a. Each JROTC program in Broward County is eligible to nominate one JROTC cadet each of the first three 
quarters to become a member of the Superintendent’s “Own Guard”.  Recommendations for a cadet’s nomination 
are required from both the JROTC senior instructor and the Principal.  Directions and the nomination forms are 
provided on the following pages and will also be made available on the “County JROTC” Conference in the CAB.  

b. Submissions are due in the Broward County JROTC administrative offices within three school days after the 
close of each quarter, unless otherwise directed or due to special circumstances (e.g., 4 th quarter’s is due the last 
week of school*).  This year’s submissions are due on the following dates:

1st Quarter’s Submission:  mid October 
2nd Quarter’s Submission: early January 
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3rd Quarter’s Submission: mid  March 
4th Quarter’s Submission:  late  May

         See County JROTC calendar for exact dates of the above submissions

c. Submissions must be made on the appropriate form and submitted with original signatures.  Both the JROTC 
Senior Instructor’s and the Principal’s signatures are required on the application form.

d. A cadet can only be nominated once (in his/her JROTC years) to the “Own Guard”.  Submissions should be sent 
via pony to:

JROTC (MAJ Keith Duble)
Edgewood Administrative Center

5.  SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

a. Since this program rewards outstanding cadets, JROTC programs are strongly encouraged to submit nominees to 
the Superintendent’s “Own Guard” for all three quarters of the year.  To facilitate submissions, a form is provided to make 
submissions easier.  A Word Document and a Word Template version of the form are available on the Broward County 
JROTC Conference on the CAB.      

b. Suspense:  As noted above, nominations are due within three working days after the close of the quarter.  Signed 
originals need to be sent three or four days before the due date if they are being sent via Pony envelop.  However, if you  
have a scanner which allows for saving the scanned nomination as a Word document, you can do this and e-mail the 
nomination  as  an attachment.   Nominations  printed  in  this  manner  are  normally of  sufficient  quality to  be used for 
submission to the Superintendent, whereas FAX copies are NOT.

c. Although the final date of the board for the Broward County JROTC “Cadet-of-the-Year” program has not been 
established yet, your nominee will probably have to be from either your first or second quarter nominees.  Therefore, you 
should insure your most qualified cadet is nominated for the “Own Guard” before the nominations for “Cadet-of-the-
Year” are due.  To be eligible for selection as the Broward County JROTC “Cadet-of-the-Year, a cadet must already be a  
member of the Superintendent’s “Own Guard”.

d. Appointed cadets will remain members of the Superintendent’s “Own Guard” unless recommended for removal 
by the JROTC Senior Instructor of the cadet's JROTC unit and approved for removal by the school’s principal.  Reasons 
for removal may include violation of any of the selection criteria.  A cadet must be removed if disciplined by the school’s 
administration for bad conduct.  Cadets may also be removed at the sole discretion of the school’s principal. 

6.  POINT OF CONTACT:  MAJ Keith Duble, JROTC Core Curriculum Specialist, is the point of contact for the 
Superintendent’s “Own Guard” Program.  He can be reached via the CAB or by calling him at (754) 321-7626/7628.

7.  IMPLEMENTATION: This MOI is effective upon receipt.  Additional information on the location and completion of 
nomination forms is provided in the enclosures listed below.

8.  ENCLOSURES:  (Pg 37) Directions for completing the Nomination Forms (“.DOC” & “.DOT” Versions) 
        (Pg 38) Superintendent’s “Own Guard” Nomination Form (“.DOC” Word Document Version)
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NOTE:  The “.DOT” Template version and another copy of the “.DOC” document version of the 
Nomination forms have been placed on the “County JROTC” Conference.

THANKS IN ADVANCE FOR GIVING ONE OF YOUR EXCELLENT CADETS THIS HIGHLY DISTINCTIVE 

RECOGNITION OF BECOMING A MEMBER OF THE SUPERINTENDENT’S “OWN GUARD”.
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 NEW DIRECTIONS FOR COMPLETING AND VALIDATING THE SUPERINTENDENT’S 
“OWN GUARD” NOMINATION FORM 

(  WORD “.DOT” DOCUMENT VERSIONS  )  

1.  Anywhere there is an “x”, you just put your curser just to the right of the “x” and single left click it with your mouse.  
Then hit the backspace key once, and you can start typing in your information.  (NOTE: If you use the “DOT” version that 
does not have an “X” in the file name, then you just click your curser where the text is to be entered, and a “text box” should 
open up.)  

2.  For Item # 3 inputs (i.e., Suspended, Internal Suspension, & Disciplinary Actions), delete the small “x” in the space 
that does not apply, and in the selection that does apply, put a capital “X”. 

3. In the Narrative Section (Item #5) left click with your curser just to the right of the “x”, back-space once, and start 
typing.  Just keep typing and it should automatically start the 2nd, 3rd, etc., lines when needed.   A narrative from the 
Principal is no longer needed. 

4.  When completed, save the document under a descriptive new name which includes school name, Own Guard, & Qtr 
identified (e.g., “Boyd-A Own Guard 1st Qtr”), then save it to your desktop or a selected file.  For your historical records, 
you might want to print yourself a copy.

5. VALIDATION & SUBMISSION:  

a. You validate your nomination submission by doing the following:  (i) Typing your name and the date on the SAI 
line after Item #4; (ii) In Item #6, type the date you received a concurrence on the nomination from your Principal.

b. Send the final document (nomination form) as a “Word Doc” attachment to MAJ Duble via E-mail no later than 
the DUE DATE.  You can send the nomination up to three weeks prior to the end of a quarter, but the DUE DATE will 
always be the third school day after the end of the quarter.

c. NOTE:  These procedures allow us to remain paperless to the point the nominations are processed in the KCW 
building.  They also save time by eliminating the need to obtain signatures, eliminating the Pony, and insuring a clean 
copy can always be printed.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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6.  PRINCIPAL’S CONCURRENCE OBTAINED ON THIS DATE:

125

NOMINATION FOR APPOINTMENT 
TO THE 

SUPERINTENDENT’S “OWN GUARD” SY ______

1.  CADET: _____________________________SCHOOL: _______________________DATE: _______________
                                                               LAST, FIRST, MI

CADET RANK: ___________________ SEX: ________ YEARS IN JUNIOR ROTC: _____________________

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES/INTERESTS _________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

COMMUNITY SERVICE ACTIVITIES/HOURS ___________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

2.  CUMULATIVE WEIGHTED GPA: _______     EXCUSED ABSENCES: ________    TARDIES: ________

     UNEXCUSED ABSENCES: _______ (NOTE:  UNEXCUSED ABSENCE MAKES THE CADET INELIGIBLE)

3.  SUSPENDED: YES ________   NO ________      INTERNAL SUSPENSION: YES ________   NO ________

     OTHER DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS:    YES _______   NO _______      (IF YES, EXPLAIN ON BACK.)

4.  I CERTIFY THAT ALL INFORMATION ON THIS FORM, TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE, IS 
CORRECT AND THE CONCURRENCE OF THE PRINCIPAL WAS OBTAINED.

  

                               TYPE IN SENIOR INSTRUCTOR’S NAME AND DATE (SIGNATURE NOT REQUIRED)

5.  NARRATIVE.  PLEASE CONFINE NARRATIVE TO THE SPACE PROVIDED

x x

x x x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x x x

x

x x x x

x x

x

x



Section VII.  BROWARD COUNTY “CADET OF THE-YEAR” 
COMPETITION 

1. This policy provides procedural information on the conduct of this year’s very popular and 
successful Broward County “Cadet-of-the-Year” Program.  An MOI will be revised annually 
and will be placed on the CAB JROTC Conference.    This document establishes the rules and 
procedures that will govern the selection process.  All requests for change must be submitted 
NLT December 1st of the current school year to the Broward County Curriculum Specialist for 
JROTC to be considered for a change to this school year’s selection process.  If changes are 
necessary to the schedule and/or details in this SOP, they will be disseminated either by CAB 
email messages or via an updated MOI, or a combination of both.

2. As incorporated  in recent  years,  we will  continue to  initiate  the selection process for the 
“Cadet-of-the-Year”  through  the  use  of  mini-boards  at  one  location,  the  Edgewood 
Administrative Center.  Twenty-six cadet interviews are simply more than can equitably be 
conducted by the district-level interview board in one setting.  Board members are seldom 
able to dedicate more than one day to this endeavor.  With this in mind, this policy outlines  
the procedures to be followed for this year’s important selections.

 
3. As was done last year,  we will  seat four preliminary (mini)  boards at the Edgewood site. 

Each mini-board will be tasked to identify three of the  twelve finalists for the district level 
selection committee.   Cadets will  be assigned to appear in front of a specific  board on a 
random basis.  

4. Coordinating Instructions.

a. The preliminary (mini) selection boards will be held at the Edgewood Administrative 
Center  (the  JROTC Logistics  Site)  tentatively  in  April.   Dates  and  times  will  be 
provided after the Winter break.  Cadets and their instructor must be at the site NLT 
3:00  PM  on  the  day  of  the  boards  to  receive  coordinating  instructions  and  final 
preparations.   “Cadet-of-the-Year”  packets  must  be  completed  and  delivered  in 
duplicate  to  MAJ  Duble (JROTC  Curriculum  Specialist)  NLT  close  of  business 
tentatively  the  middle  of  March.   The  final  district  level  selection  board  will  be 
conducted in the KCW building at a later date (TBD).  

b. Board  composition.   The  preliminary  (mini)  boards  will  be  made  up  of  four 
representatives  from  our  community  (e.g.,  educators,  law  enforcement  officers, 
veterans, community leaders).  One will be designated as the board president.  The 
committee  members  on  the  district  final  board  will  likely  be  composed  of  four 
educators and one military member.

c. The cadet’s  appearance  before the board should be no more than ten minutes  and 
consist of questions developed from the study guide attached in the subject areas of 
American/  Military History,  Citizenship,  Current  Events,  and Military  Knowledge. 
The questions are designed to be thought provoking, requiring the cadet to provide 
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more than a “yes/no” type of response.  Any JROTC instructor can submit to Major 
Duble  anytime  proposed  questions  for  use  on  a  selection  board.   For  example, 
following is a citizenship question that has been used :

“There  are  two  parts  to  the  citizenship  question,  and  they  are  based  on  the  following  
scenario:  Current law states that a Cuban refugee that touches the shores of the US is  
allowed to stay in this country.  Other nationalities are not given the same privilege, and are  
normally returned to their home country.  Let’s say that two men are in a small boat, one is  
from Cuba and one is from Haiti.  Both walk ashore in the keys and the Cuban is allowed to  
stay, while the Haitian is returned to Haiti. 

What are your personal thoughts about this?

Should both nationalities be treated the same, explain why or why not? “

d. The board will judge the cadet on correctness/completeness of answers, continuity of 
thought, military bearing, poise, and demeanor.

5.  Board Proceedings.

a. The candidate's file will be presented to each board member just prior to the interview. 
The  file  will  consist  of  his/her  score  sheets,  essay,  and  nomination  form.   Board 
members  will  be given five minutes  to review the nomination,  read and grade the 
essay,  and  select  their  questions.   The  actual  interview  process  should  take 
approximately 10 minutes.  A sample Score Sheet is enclosed.

b. Each board member will ask the candidate one question structured to make the cadet 
think and respond, and each question is  evaluated on a  1-10 point scale.   Yes/No 
responses  and/or  simple  replies  are  not  the  target  in  this  interview.   We need  to 
evaluate  the  ability  of  the  cadet  to  think  and  respond.   Board  members  will  be 
informed that it is extremely important that each question be presented to each cadet in 
the  same  way  and  wording.   Each  board  member  will  score  each  question. 
Additionally,  each  board  member  will  subjectively  evaluate  the  cadet  on 
poise/demeanor,  appearance,  essay,  and  overall  impression  after  the  cadet  has 
departed.  Completed forms will be collected  BEFORE any discussions are initiated 
between board members.  There are a total 320 possible points per cadet (40 points for 
knowledge and 40 points for subjective evaluations on each score sheet, times four 
board members).

c.   Reporting Process.

a. Knock on door and wait for the Board President to invite you into the room.

b. Salute and report to the Board President "Sir, Cadet Jane Doe, Stranahan High 
School Marine Corps Junior ROTC reports to the Board President as directed." 
(The board president will be identified by a desk name tag.) 
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c. Drop the salute and take a seat in the chair provided when the Board President 
instructs.  (The Board President is a civilian and may not return the salute, but 
he or she will expect that a salute be offered.)

d. Posture, demeanor, and body language are very important during the interview. 
Answer questions with proper courtesy.  For example, “Sir (or Ma’m), the 
President of The United States of America is President Barack Obama, and I 
believe his greatest challenge is …………., Sir (or Ma’m)”

e. When instructed (conclusion of interview) rise and report out to the Board 
President (“Sir (or Ma’m), Request permission to depart the board, Sir (or 
Ma’m)”!).  Then drop the salute, turn and depart the room.

6.  Application Procedures

a.  To  be  nominated  for  the  “Cadet-of-the-Year”,  a  cadet  must be  a  member  of  the 
Superintendent’s “Own Guard”.  

b.  Application  packets  will  be  prepared  in  accordance  with  the  following  guideline: 
Packets will be strictly limited to the two page nomination form and the cadet’s essay.   Any 
additional  information,  letters  or  other  items  will  not  be  presented  or  shown  to  the  board 
members.  

c. The cadet’s essay must be a one-page, single-spaced; typed essay.  An example that has 
been used in the past was entitled “A primary goal of JROTC is to motivate young people to 
become better citizens.  What this means to me as a JROTC cadet.”  It should have one inch 
margins all around, and it should be typed in a  12-pitch, “Times New Roman” font.  Double 
spacing is permitted between paragraphs.  Essays will be graded not only on content, spelling, 
and grammar, but also on following directions.   Annual MOI’s will state the essay topic.

d. Please have the cadet’s essay reviewed (proofed) by a competent adult – an English 
Teacher  is  suggested.   Please  remember  that  school  district  personnel  from  Director  to 
Superintendent read these essays and applications – don’t embarrass yourself, your school, your 
principal,  JROTC,  and,  most  importantly,  the  cadet,  by  submitting  an  inferior  product.   In 
addition, a clean copy of the essays from the 12 cadets selected to go before the final board will 
be  formally  reviewed  and graded  by an  English  teacher  or  equivalent  expert,  and  the  score 
incorporated into the final board results.

e.   The  essay  should  be  signed  by the  cadet  on  the  bottom right  margin  to  validate 
authorship,  and signed by the SAI on the bottom left  margin  to  validate  the essay has been 
reviewed. 

6.   Please contact MAJ Duble via CAB or phone (754-321-7628) with questions or comments. 

7.  Enclosures:

1 – Broward County “Cadet-of-the-Year” Study Guide
2 –  “Cadet-of-the-Year” Score Sheet
3 –  Blank “Cadet-of-the-Year” Nomination Form
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Broward County “Cadet-of-the-Year” Study Guide

Areas In Which You Should Concentrate 
1.  Citizenship

a. Constitution

1) Study the Constitution, to include the Preamble & total number of amendments
2) Study the Bill of Rights. 
3) Study how amendments can be made to the Constitution to include who and 
how amendments can be proposed, and how they are ratified.
4)  Study how a person may become a Citizen of The United States?

b. Government

1)  Study the three major branches of the U.S. Government to include their 
primary duties and responsibilities.

2)  Study the cycle of elections for the three major branches of the U.S. 
government, the importance of voting, who is eligible and the means and 
importance of voter registration. 

2.  American History:  Study the following wars to include their causes, outcomes, and key 
historic figures in each.  

a.  Revolutionary War e.   Korean War
b.  Civil War f.   Vietnam War
c.  WW I g.  War on Terror
d.  WW II

3.  Current Events:  The day preceding the board, using the “Sun Sentinel” newspaper, study the 
Front Page of the paper and the front page of the Local Section.  Article starting on these pages 
should be studied in their entirety.  

4.  Military Knowledge

a. Study the concept of civilian control of the military in America, and the role of our 
three primary branches of government in this control.  

b. Review the topic of leadership to include a definition, styles of leadership, and 
applicability of different styles in different situations. 

c. Study at least two current issues pertaining to the U.S. military’s size and roles or 
missions (e.g., peace keeping, border security, drug interdiction, nation building, regime changes, 
natural disasters, domestic disturbances, women in combat, rules of engagement).
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 “CADET-OF-THE-YEAR” SCORE SHEET

Cadet Name: __________________ School: ________________ Service Affiliation: ____

Subject Area Knowledge Scores

Question 1: 1    2    3     4    5    6    7    8    9    10 American/Military History

Question 2: 1    2    3     4    5    6    7    8    9    10 Citizenship

Question 3: 1    2    3     4    5    6    7    8    9    10 Current Events

Question 4: 1    2    3     4    5    6    7    8    9    10 Military Knowledge

Remarks

      SUBTOTAL SCORE________________

Impressions

1.  Poise/Demeanor 1    2    3     4    5    6    7    8    9    10 

2.  Personal Appearance 1    2    3     4    5    6    7    8    9    10 

3.  Essay 1    2    3     4    5    6    7    8    9    10 

4. Overall Impression 1    2    3     4    5    6    7    8    9    10  

          SUBTOTAL SCORE

REMARKS:

Evaluator’s Signature:

TOTAL SCORE
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SECTION VIII.  BROWARD COUNTY JROTC ADMINISTRATIVE 
REPORTS

A. PURPOSE:  Standardizes procedures for Broward County’s JROTC administrative reporting 
procedures.  An MOI is revised annually and placed in the CAB JROTC Conference.  This 
document  establishes  the  rules  and  procedures  that  will  constitute  the  Interservice 
administrative requirements.  All requests for change must be submitted NLT 1 September of 
the  current  school  year  to  the  Broward  County  Curriculum  Specialist  for  JROTC to  be 
considered for change to that year’s reporting requirements.

B. GENERAL.   The intent of this Broward County JROTC Administrative Reports MOI is to 
standardize and consolidate county reporting requirements for all JROTC units.  These reports 
are  used  to  monitor  the  health  of  JROTC  in  the  county  and  to  provide  informational 
summaries  to management  executives  and others.   Data is  also used to  plan county-wide 
JROTC activities and facilitate planning efforts to further enhance the program. 

C. REPORTS.  Current reports which are required annually include:

REPORT     DUE DATE   MEDIUM

10 day Opening Enrollment Report  SEPTEMBER     email

CHECK THE JROTC CALENDAR FOR EXACT DATE OF SUBMISSION

Total enrolled number of cadets and actual count of cadet plus Sr. Instructor declaration

20 Day Enrollment Report  SEPTEMBER Signed Hard Copy*

CHECK THE JROTC CALENDAR FOR EXACT DATE OF SUBMISSION

Report format attached.

End of 1st Semester Report JANUARY Signed Hard Copy

CHECK THE JROTC CALENDAR FOR EXACT DATE OF SUBMISSION

(for Block Schedule Units only)

End of Year Report  JUNE Signed Hard Copy*

CHECK THE JROTC CALENDAR FOR EXACT DATE OF SUBMISSION

Report format attached.
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SUPERINTENDENT’S ANNUAL PASS-IN-REVIEW
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                  YEARLY CLOSING ENROLLMENT REPORT
NOTE:  Figures on this report are meant to reflect the entire year.  If the unit’s scheduling is 4X4, reflect a composite
for the year number (by term), not just the end of year number.  If you have a year long schedule, just use T2 columns.

SCHOOL: .                                                                                                                                                       .

SCHOOL ENROLLMENT: .                                   .  JROTC ENROLLMENT:  .  T1-              T2-                 .

MALE FEMALE
      Term1 / Term 2          Term 1 / Term 2

FIRST YEAR CADETS:           .              /                   .                                       .            /               .
 

SECOND YEAR CADETS:       .              /                   .                                       .            /               .

THIRD YEAR CADETS:           .              /                   .                                       .            /               .
      

FOURTH YEAR CADETS:        .              /                   .                                       .            /               .
Totals:                                                              Totals:                            

NUMBER OF SENIOR CADETS: .                . NUMBER OF GRADUATING CADETS: .               .

NUMBER OF GRADUATING CADETS WHO ARE:   

COLLEGE BOUND: .                      .  

SCHOLARSHIPS .                      .
        

         TOTAL DOLLAR AMOUNT (APPROXIMATE) .                                                                     .

SERVICE ACADEMIES: .                  .   WHICH ACADEMIES:  .                                                    . 

SENIOR ROTC .                     .   WHICH COLLEGES/UNIV:  .                                                          .
               .                      .       .                                                          .
               .                      .       .                                                          .

NUMBER OF GRADUATING CADETS ENLISTING IN THE MILITARY.  .                                            .
 
Breakout by Service:  .                                                                                                                                        .  

            .                                                                                                                                        .  
            .                                                                                                                                        . 
 

VALIDATION SIGNATURE BY THE SAI: .                                                                                  Date:                                          .

                                       



SECTION IX.  SUPERINTENDENT’S PASS IN REVIEW

A. PURPOSE.   The  purpose  of  this  policy  is  to  establish  standardized  procedures  for  the 
Superintendent’s Pass in Review.  The review is held to celebrate the success of Broward 
County’s JROTC program.  An MOI is revised annually and CAB JROTC Conference. This 
SOP  establishes  rules  and  procedures  that  will  govern  the  current  school  year  annual 
Superintendents Pass in Review.  All requests for change must be submitted NLT 1 January 
of the current school year to the Broward County Curriculum Specialist.   This is an NCO 
planned and conducted event.

B. GENERAL

      1.  The annual Superintendent’s Pass-in-Review is scheduled according to the availability of 
the Broward County Superintendent of Schools.  The review will normally be scheduled 
after  the  Cadet-of-the-Year  awards  ceremony  since  these  cadets  take  key  leadership  
positions during the Pass-in-Review.  

2.  The event is designed to showcase the Broward County JROTC Non-Commissioned
     Officer (NCO) cadre.  NCO cadre will accomplish all operational planning as well as the
     conduct of the event.  Close coordination and concept approval is required with the
     Curriculum Specialist for JROTC.  The Broward County JROTC Operation and Logistic
     NCO will be the event lead person in the Curriculum office.  He will establish a Pass-in-
     Review Committee to oversee the planning and conduct of the review.  

3.  A supplemental MOI will be published as necessary by the Pass-in-Review by  the JROTC 
Curriculum  Specialist  as.   All  Broward  County  units  are  expected  to  participate  in  the 
Superintendent’s  Pass-in-Review.   This supplemental  MOI will  contain the names of the 
cadets and staff positions and the position of units in line based on the results of the Cadet of 
the Year Board.  

4.  The uniform for all cadre and cadets will be the Class B uniform for the Army units, and 
the equivalent uniform for the other services.

C. CONDUCT OF REVIEW

1. General  :  This year’s Superintendent’s Pass-in-Review will again be an evening ceremony 
held at Lockhart Stadium (Map Attached).  This venue helps minimize lost school time for 
both cadre and cadets; It allows family, friends and other interested individuals to attend; 
and it provides a much more impressive ceremony for the participating cadets. 
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2. Tasking For Schools  :  Each JROTC unit is tasked to provide 40 cadets to be used as 
follows:
a. Thirty Marchers (five ranks wide by six deep).

b. A Unit Commander.

c. One flag carrier (unit or service flag).

d. A senior cadet NCO to march with the unit.

e. Two flag bearers with harnesses for the State Flag Color Guard.

f. Five additional escort/detail cadets.

g. Water for their cadets.

h. Meal Plan (TBD)

i.  First Aid Kit

3. Timeline of Activities (Tentative)  :

a.  Thursday,  DAY  1:   A  practice  for  key  personnel  (Unit  Commanders,  Unit  Color 
Guards, State Color Guard Commander, Regimental Commander and Staff) will be held at 
Lockhart Stadium starting at 1PM in the afternoon.  Units are responsible for the transport of 
their cadets to and from the practice.

b. Friday, DAY 2:  Following is the sequence of planned activities for the day of the 
event:

(1) Cadet Commanders, Staff and Color Guards (same as Thursday) and remaining 
marchers  and  escort/detail  cadets  should  arrive  NLT 3:00PM,  and  be  prepared  to  report 
immediately to their units on the field when called.  At least one full rehearsal of the review 
will then be conducted, with additional practice if required.

(3) 5:00 – 7:00 PM: Cadets will be marched by unit to the dining tent by their unit 
commander under the supervision of their instructor cadre in a pre-determined order.  The 
American  Legion  Ninth  District  will  feed  all  review  personnel  attending  the  event.   In 
addition, a snack bar is expected to be operational for parents, visitors and others as needed.

(3) 7:30 PM:  “Attention” will be sounded indicating the start of the ceremony.  It 
is expected to last approximately one hour.

(4) At the conclusion of the ceremony, school JROTC instructors are responsible 
for ensuring the orderly and safe departure from Lockhart Stadium of all of their cadets.  At 
least one instructor from each school should remain until the last cadet from their program 
departs the area.
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4. The standard Department of Defense priority of service will be waived and units will be 
aligned in accordance with the attached diagram.

D. SUMMARY.   The Broward County JROTC Superintendent’s Pass-in-Review ceremony is a 
showcase for community and district school and county administrators, and it is extremely 
important to the program’s continued favorable impression.   Along with the annual drill meet 
and Cadet-of-the-Year  program,  this  is  an event  in which the Superintendent  has taken a 
personal interest.

E. ANNEXES:

1.  Annex A:  Map to Lockhart Stadium

2.  Annex B:  Unit Alignment Diagram
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ANNEX A

LOCKHART STADIUM, FT LAUDERDALE, FL
(5201 NW 12th Avenue)
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ANNEX B

SAMPLE LAYOUT OF UNITS FOR THE PASS-IN-REVIEW
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BROWARD COUNTY JROTC HONOR’S PROGRAM

A.  PURPOSE.  The purpose of this SOP is to establish standardized procedures for the Broward County 
JROTC Honor’s Program.  An MOI is  revised annually and maintained in each unit’s Broward County 
JROTC Inter-service Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) book.  This MOI establishes rules and procedures 
that govern the current school year honors program.  All requests for change must be submitted NLT 1 May 
of  the current  school  year  to  the Broward County Curriculum Specialist  for  evaluation  and change the 
following school year. 

B.  GENERAL.  The Junior ROTC program’s highly structured organization, and its chain-of-command is 
composed and operated by student cadet leaders.  These student leaders are the focus group for the requested 
honors courses.  The typical JROTC class (composed of 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th grade classes assemble in both 
individual classrooms by grade as well as joint classes) will have from 12 to 20 level II, III, and IV cadets in 
key leadership positions.  The cadet leader is personally responsible for all class instruction presented by the 
instructor plus the additional duties of occupying an active leadership position.  Cadet leaders are directly 
responsible for 5 to 10 junior cadets each and normally have additional duties that directly effect the overall 
program. Their responsibilities include instruction of basic cadet skills, cadet classroom demeanor, critique 
of subordinate cadet performance, periodic subordinate formal counseling, maintenance of subordinate cadet 
JROTC  records,  program  logistical  requirements,  program  public  relations,  and  leading  extracurricular 
activities.
    

C. ENROLLMENT CRITERIA

1.  To be eligible for enrollment in the JROTC Honors Program, cadets must be assigned to a 
primary staff or leadership position (as identified by the program’s senior instructor) and meet the 
following appropriate criteria:

(a).  Enrollment in the Level II (normally 10th grade) JROTC honors course will require:

• Completion of the JROTC Level I course with a grade of “B” or better
• Permission of the program’s senior instructor

(b). Enrollment in the Level III (normally 11th grade) and Level IV (12th grade) honors 
        course will require:

• Successful completion of the next lower honors course with a grade of “B” or 
better

• Permission of the program’s senior instructor.  

2.  The senior instructor will, as a minimum, conduct a one-on-one interview with each candidate 
student prior to approval for course enrollment.
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D.      COURSE INFORMATION

1.  Full credit course; 1.0 Credits Each, 5 Quality Points per Credit

      2.  Grade level 10, 11, and 12

3.  Academic Course/Elective

E.    JROTC HONORS COURSE NUMBERS

1.  Second Year/Leadership Level II

(a) Army JROTC Leadership Education II, 1801310H
(b) Marine Corps JROTC Leadership Education II, 1803310H
(c) Navy JROTC Navy Science II, 18023100H
(d) Air Force JROTC Aero Science II, 18003100H

2.  Third Year/Leadership Level III

(a) Army JROTC Leadership Education III, 18013200H
(b) Marine Corps JROTC Leadership Education III, 18033200H
(c) Navy JROTC Leadership Education III, 18023200H
(d) Air Force JROTC Aero Science III, 18003200H

3.  Fourth Year/Leadership IV

(a) Army JROTC Leadership Education IV, 18013300H
(b) Marine Corps JROTC Leadership Education IV, 18033300H
(c) Navy JROTC, Navy Science IV, 18023300H
(d) Air Force JROTC, Aero Science IV, 18003300H

F.  ADDITIONAL TOPICS FOR JROTC HONORS

1. Course focus requires honor level students to master greater communicative skills.  In addition 
to the basic course communication requirements, the honors student will concentrate in the following 
content areas:

• Extemporaneous speaking
• Techniques of effective listening
• Principals and methods of instruction
• Developing lesson plans
• How to teach
• Techniques of counseling
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2.  Outcome:

• Level II students will each prepare and teach a minimum of one 20-minute class during the course   
period.

• Level III students will each prepare and teach a minimum of one 30-minute class during the course   
period.

• Level IV students will each prepare and teach one full class periods during the course period.  The   
class conducted by the Level IV student will be formally evaluated by a JROTC instructor.

3. Students enrolled in JROTC honors courses have been selected to fill student cadet leadership 
positions based on their evaluated potential.  Honors course students are expected to develop and 
demonstrate accelerated leadership ability.  The leadership component of each course will require:

• Maintenance of a Leadership Journal with weekly entries on subjects as required by the senior   
instructor.  The journal will be initially established in the Level II course, and be retained in the 
JROTC program to constitute a continuing record required for enrollment in successive (Level III and 
IV) JROTC honors courses.

• One-on-one written counseling sessions conducted and documented by the student leader with each   
of his/her subordinate JROTC cadets at a frequency deemed appropriate by the senior instructor.

G.  HIGH LEVEL ACTIVITIES.  Program Operation:  Student cadets will, with guidance from 
their JROTC instructor, conduct the normal day-to-day operations of the student JROTC program.  
This will facilitate development and application of problem solving techniques in the following areas:

• The maintenance and management of student cadet records to include student evaluations and 
selection for cadet promotion.

  
• Operational planning and scheduling of student cadet training activities to include 

extracurricular activities.

• Management and operation of the program’s logistic operations, including as a minimum, the 
issuing to students of government supplied equipment (i.e. uniforms) as well as accountability 
of JROTC controlled school board and government property.

• Development and operation of a JROTC public affairs/information program that interfaces 
with local media, school officials, and school and community publications.  Public affairs 
cadets will also develop, with assistance from instructors, and operate a JROTC enrollment 
program. 
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H.  ADDITIONAL MASTERY.  In addition to the previously discussed outcomes, requirements, and 
evaluations, the following are other suggested areas of mastery for JROTC honor students.  Senior 
Instructors will identify and implement those that are appropriate for their student cadets.

1.  Level II

• Assist in mentoring, coaching, and evaluating subordinate cadets.

• Develop counseling abilities.

• Participate in numerous scheduled/unscheduled school and community activities in a JROTC 
leadership capacity.

• Demonstrate ability to present impromptu and persuasive speeches.  

• Demonstrate understanding of the sponsoring military service’s defined leadership traits.

2.  Level III

• Assist in mentoring, coaching, and evaluating subordinate cadets.  Particular emphasis on 
development of Level II students’ counseling skills.  Refine personal counseling skills.

• Demonstrate understanding of conflict resolution procedures.

• Participate in numerous scheduled/unscheduled school and community activities in a mid-
level JROTC leadership capacity to include assisting in event planning.

• Refine ability to present impromptu and persuasive speeches.  Demonstrate ability to present 
informative and commemorative speeches.

• Refine understanding and mentor Level II students in application of sponsoring military 
service’s defined leadership traits.

3.   Level IV

• Assist in mentoring, coaching and evaluating subordinate cadets.  Particular emphasis on 
development of Level II and Level III students’ abilities to counsel subordinate cadets.  
Demonstrate a high level of counseling ability.

• Demonstrate ability to apply conflict resolution procedures.

• Participate in numerous scheduled/unscheduled school and community activities in a high 
level JROTC leadership capacity to include leading event planning.

• Demonstrate ability to organize, direct and present verbal briefings.
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• Demonstrate mastery of the sponsoring service’s defined leadership traits.  Instruct Level II 
and Level III students in development of leadership trait skills.

• Honors students may also be assigned leadership opportunities as liaisons from the JROTC 
program with other school government and academic organizations.

I.  PROGRAM VERIFICATION.  The Office of the Curriculum Specialist for JROTC will be 
responsible for conducting verification visits as needed.
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ARMY     MARINE CORPS     NAVY     AIR FORCE

BROWARD   COUNTY
JUNIOR   ROTC

1973

BROWARD COUNTY JROTC HONORS

LEADERSHIP PORTFOLIO FOR 
CADET _______________________
________________ HIGH SCHOOL
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JROTC Honors Program Additional Topics

Cadet _____________________________________ Level_____________

School ___________________________________ School Year ________

Additional Communications Requirements

Students must receive additional instructions in the following 
communications areas and demonstrate mastery.

Date
Proficient     Sat        Unsat Training needed

• Extemporaneous Speaking

• Effective Listening

• Principals and methods of 
instruction

• Developing lesson plans

• How to teach

•Techniques of Counseling

Student Teaching Requirements

Level two students will prepare and teach a minimum of one 20-
minute class during the course period.

Level three students will prepare and teach a minimum of one 30-
minute class during the course period.

Level four students will prepare and teach a minimum of one full
period (one-hour) class during the course period.  

Level             Date Presented         Satisfactory         Unsatisfactory     
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Level II Additional Mastery:

Develop Counseling Abilities

Assist in mentoring, coaching
and evaluating subordinate
cadets

Participate in scheduled/unscheduled
school and community activities in a 
JROTC leadership capacity

Demonstrate ability to present
impromptu and persuasive speeches

Demonstrate understanding of the
sponsoring service’s defined 
leadership traits

Date
Proficient        Sat      Unsat    Training needed
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Date
Proficient        Sat      Unsat    Training needed

Level III Additional Mastery:

Assist in mentoring, coaching
and evaluating subordinate
cadets.  Particular emphasis on
development of Level II students
counseling skills.  Refine personal 
counseling skills.

Demonstrate understanding of 
conflict resolution procedures.

Participate in scheduled/unscheduled
school and community activities in a 
mid-level JROTC leadership capacity
to include assisting in event planning.

Refine ability to present impromptu 
and persuasive speeches.  Demonstrate
ability to present informative and 
commemorative speeches.

Refine  understanding and mentor of
Level II students in application of
sponsoring service’s defined 
leadership traits
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Date
Proficient        Sat      Unsat    Training needed

Level IV Additional Mastery:

Assist in mentoring, coaching
and evaluating subordinate
cadets.  Particular emphasis on
development of Level II and Level III
students’ abilities to counsel 
subordinate cadets.  Demonstrate a 
high level of counseling ability.

Demonstrate ability to apply
conflict resolution procedures.

Participate in scheduled/unscheduled
school and community activities in a 
high-level JROTC leadership capacity
to include leading event planning.

Demonstrate ability to organize, direct
and present verbal briefings.

Demonstrate mastery of the sponsoring
service’s defined leadership traits.
Instruct Level II and Level III students
in development of leadership trait skills
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Leadership Journal Weekly Entries – Research Assignments

Date/Week                 Title of weekly work requirements/counseling sessions
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STUDENT COUNSELING FORM

Student Counseled ________________________________________________________________

Cadet Leader/Cadre Counselor _______________________________________________________

School _______________________________________  Level _____________________________

Performance

Date of Counseling ______________________         Reason for Counseling                 Discipline

Scheduled

____________________________________________________      Other as shown
                                to the left.

Remarks/Statement:

Student Counseled __________________________________________________________________
Last Name, MI First Name Student Signature

Cadet/Cadre Counselor ______________________________________________________________
Last Name, MI First Name Signature

   

Maximum 

10 points 

each:              

Score 
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